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Abstract

The aim of this thesis is to explore the oscillatory properties of coronal structures through theoret¬
ical modelling. We consider structures such as a magnetic flux tube or coronal loop arcade. These
structures are found to support a wide range of magnetohydrodynamic modes of oscillation. Ob¬
servations have recently shown directly the occurrence of many of these modes of oscillation. As
with any wave mode, the oscillations present in the corona carry information about the medium
in which the wave propagates. Combining the knowledge and understanding obtained through
research into theoretical wave models and the detailed observational data currently available, it
is possible to extract the information the observed wave carries about the medium it resides in.
This method, known as coronal seismology, allows in some cases the determination of plasma
parameters which are not otherwise determined by direct observation.

The first structure we consider in Chapter 2 is a uniform flux tube embedded in a homogeneous
environment, following Edwin and Roberts (1983). The tube can be defined by variations in
plasma pressure, temperature, density and magnetic field strength, but remains in total pressure
balance. The magnetic flux tube is modelled using cylindrical coordinates and the linearised
equations of magnetohydrodynamics are employed. Transcendental dispersion relations and the
associated eigenfunctions are derived, and these are examined in detail in two cases: the p = 0
and ft 0 plasmas. The P — 0 plasma permits a study of the fast modes only while the P ^ 0
plasma gives rise to both fast and slow modes.

In Chapter 3 a study of the trapped oscillatory modes of a line-tied longitudinally structured mag¬

netic flux tube embedded in a longitudinally structured environment is carried out. In previous
theoretical studies of this type, a longitudinally homogeneous environment is assumed; here we

consider the role of chromospheric layers in the tube and in its environment. This is a first step
towards understanding the role of footpoint structuring on the modes of oscillation. As a result
of structuring, the cutoff frequency for trapped modes is modified: the fundamental kink mode
becomes leaky for certain parameters, so the loop is unable to sustain any trapped fast modes.

For Chapter 4 we move away from the study of an isolated flux tube and look at a coronal arcade.
We model the arcade as a 2D cartesian structure with magnetic field lines fixed in the dense
photospheric surface. The p = 0 approximation is used so the slow mode is eliminated from
the system. The influence of longitudinal structuring is examined and comparisons made with the
uniform arcade. It is found that the introduction of longitudinal structuring results in modifications
to oscillatory frequency and in particular to the ratio of the periods of the fundamental mode
and its first harmonic. This is a quantity recently identified to be of use in coronal seismology.
The additional structuring of the equilibrium also causes modifications to the behaviour of the



eigenfunctions and allows for mode interactions at avoided crossings.

Chapter 5 returns to the study of an isolated line-tied loop similar to that of Chapter 3. However,
the aim of this chapter (as in Chapter 4) is to examine the influence of longitudinal structuring.
It is again found that the main effect of the external structuring is to alter the cutoff frequency of
trapped modes while the internal structuring results in modifications to the oscillatory frequency.
In comparisons with a uniform loop it is found that the best agreement between a structured and
a uniform model is obtained when the integrated density profiles of the stratified loop and the
uniform loop are matched inside and outside the loop.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Sun

The Sun is our closest star by a great distance (4.2 light years) and provides an ideal opportu¬
nity to study a typical middle aged G2 V spectral class yellow dwarf. Its colossal size (radius
Rq « 696000km) is composed of 92% hydrogen, 7.8% helium and trace elements oxygen, car¬

bon, nitrogen, neon and iron to name a few. These elements are in what is often thought of as the
fourth state of matter, a plasma, which is an ionised gas. Therefore the ions and electrons move

freely but the plasma remains closely charge neutral. The energy to maintain such extreme tem¬

peratures to ionise this material is provided by the central fusion reaction operating at this stage in
the Sun's life cycle, combining hydrogen to produce helium. See Priest (1982), Goedbloed (1983)
and Lang (2001) for extensive reviews.

1.1.1 Interior

The solar interior can be roughly broken up into three concentric spheres each categorised by the
method of energy transport. Firstly, the central core is a fusion reactor stretching to O.25i?0; it has
a typical temperature of the order 107K and mainly emits at the gamma ray wavelength. Above
the core is the radiative zone where energy is slowly propagated outward by radiative diffusion to

approximately 0.7Rq, where convective processes take over in the outer most region of the solar
interior known as the convective zone. See Fig. 1.1.

The solar interior is optically thick so photons emitted in the core take on average 107 years to
reach the surface. The processes of absorption and emission (which occurs many times) results in
the reduction in frequency of the 7 rays produced in the core to the visible spectrum. As a result

1



1.1 The Sun 2

of the optically thick nature of the solar interior direct observations are impossible and therefore
we rely on indirect methods, such as helioseismology (e.g. Kosovichev, 2003). Helioseismology
studies the internal acoustic modes of the Sun, providing us with valuable information such as the
differential rotation depending on latitude and also depth, with the core rotating as a solid body.
This is displayed in Fig. 1.2 showing the rapidly rotating equator (shown in red) in contrast to the
slow motions of the poles (coloured blue).

At the bottom of the convective zone lies a region known as the tachocline where it is believed the
magnetic dynamo resides (Spiegel and Weiss, 1980, Ossendrijver, 2003). This is the mechanism
by which the Sun's large-scale (and possibly the small-scale) magnetic field is maintained and
manipulated (Ossendrijver, 2003). Much of solar activity, especially in the atmosphere, is domi¬
nated by magnetic field which follows an approximate eleven year cycle marking highs and lows
in activity (Priest, 1982). Also every twenty-two years the polarisation of the Sun's magnetic field
is reversed.

Figure 1.1: Schematic showing the different layers of the solar interior and atmosphere, together
with some solar phenomena.

1.1.2 Atmosphere

The solar atmosphere can be conveniently separated into three regions: the photosphere, chromo¬
sphere and corona. The photosphere is the thin layer (500 km) representing the visible surface of
the Sun. This level is relatively cool (5800 K) and dense (1014 m-3). Internal structure and activ¬
ity manifest themselves on the photospheric surface in the form of granules, of roughly 1000 km
in diameter with a life-time of 10 minutes, marking convective flows emerging from below. Also
supergranules, of diameter 30000 km mark the tops of large scale convective cells. Also magnetic
structures are seen in the photosphere, where intense flux tubes penetrate the solar surface in the
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Figure 1.2: Spherical plot of the differential rotation of the Sun as a function of latitude and depth.
Rotation rate is depicted by a red to blue scale representing rapid to slow rotation respectively.

form of sunspots with often several occurring in close proximity to form an active region.

Counter-intuitively, the temperature profile in the atmosphere (see Fig. 1.3) passes a local mini¬
mum at the top of the photosphere and thereafter begins a steady increase in the chromospheric
layer, followed by a rapid increase over the transition region. The corona is the outer most section
of the Sun's atmosphere and will be described more fully below. From the corona flows the solar
wind, a streaming of coronal material into interplanetary space. We can see the interaction of
the solar wind and Earth's atmosphere in the form of auroras and geomagnetic storms, occurring
especially during periods of heightened solar activity.

Figure 1.3: Temperature profile as a function of the radial coordinate from the centre to the outer
layers of the atmosphere of the Sun.

The outer most layer of the solar atmosphere is known as the corona. As a result of its low level
of emission compared with the dazzling photosphere, it cannot generally be seen in white light.
However, the solar corona is visible to the naked eye during an eclipse or the same effect can
be archived using a coronagraph (Gallagher et ah, 1997, Schultz et al., 2000). Early observers,
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looking at the corona in white light, were baffled as to its composition, thinking they may have
found new elements (Phillips, 1992). This was only resolved when it was discovered that the
corona is at a temperature of order 106 K and so the main constituent elements, hydrogen and
helium, are both fully ionised (as are the trace elements such as oxygen and nitrogen). However,
some of the heavier ions like iron and calcium are able to retain a few electrons at such high

temperatures. It is the emission lines from these heavier elements which were being observed and
causing the confusion in the nineteenth century.

The corona is the layer of the Sun furthest away from the energy source in the core, so it seems
counter-intuitive that it would be hotter than the lower levels of the atmosphere. In fact, there is a

very rapid change in temperature between the chromosphere and corona over the transition region;
this is illustrated in Fig. 1.3. The details of how the corona is heated to such high temperatures is
unknown and has become a long standing key problem of solar physics (Priest et al., 2000). The
magnetic field is generally regarded as central to this problem, playing a role in mechanisms such
as the dissipation of magnetohydrodynamic waves (Heyvaerts and Priest, 1983, Steinolfson and
Davila, 1993, Ofman et ah, 1994a,b, De Moortel et ah, 2000a,b, Ruderman and Roberts, 2002,
Goossens et ah, 2002) and current dissipation (Parker, 1987, Priest and Forbes, 2000).

Aside from the heating aspect, there are many other interesting effects produced by the magnetic
field. Regions of open magnetic field, where field lines are connected to interplanetary space, are

called coronal holes are predominantly a polar feature. From coronal holes, the solar wind a -

streaming of charged particles along the magnetic field lines - flows. There are also regions where
the magnetic field forms closed field lines, with both end points of the field line anchored in the
photosphere. Closed regions are made of many coronal loops of differing dimensions, densities
and temperatures. There are also many other structures in the corona: prominences, streamers,
plumes, and so on (Priest, 1982). In this work we are concerned with the ability of coronal loops
to support magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) oscillations and the properties of these oscillations.

1.2 Oscillations

Recent advances in solar observational technology have allowed increased spatial and temporal
resolution both in space telescopes such as TRACE (Transition Region and Coronal Explorer)
and SoHO (Solar and Heliospheric Observatory) and the ground-based telescope SECIS (Solar
Eclipse Corona Imaging System). This has resulted in the first direct detection of many MHD
waves in the solar atmosphere. The first temporally resolved longitudinal waves were detected by
the Ultraviolet Coronagraph Spectrometer (UVCS) on board SoHO (Ofman et al., 1997). Other

examples of such detections are: standing slow waves in a coronal loop, detected by the SUMER
spectrometer on SoHO (Wang et al., 2002a,b,c, 2003) and identified as the slow MHD wave (Of-
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man and Wang, 2002); transverse oscillations of coronal loops observed by TRACE (Aschwanden
et al., 1999, Nakariakov et al., 1999); propagating slow modes in cool coronal loops observed in
EUV (Nakariakov et al., 2000, Robbrecht et al., 2001, De Moortel et al., 2000c, 2002a,b,c,d). For
a comprehensive review of these observations, see Aschwanden (2003, 2004), Nakariakov and
Verwichte (2005). With the ability to detect these waves, we now have the opportunity to compare

observational results with the long standing theoretical models, and in doing so we will extend our

knowledge of the medium through which the waves are propagating, giving a coronal seismology
(Roberts et al., 1984, Nakariakov et al., 1999, Nakariakov and Ofman, 2001, De Moortel, 2006).

Despite the corona being the outer layer of the Sun's atmosphere, it is the hottest region. This
unexplained phenomena is known as the coronal heating problem and has been studied for decades
but remains to be fully understood (Narain and Ulmschneider, 1990). One of the contributing
factors to the extreme temperature of the corona is thought to be wave damping and so models
are investigated to obtain estimates for the magnitude of the energy waves provide and by which
processes waves are dissipated.

1.2.1 TRACE

Figure 1.4: An image of coronal loops obtained by TRACE.

The TRACE (Transition Region and Coronal Explorer) instrument (Handy et al., 1999) is a space-

based telescope launched on the 2nd April 1998 in order to make detailed observations of the
solar transition region and the corona in several passbands two of which are: EUV (Extreme
Ultra-Violet) and UV (Ultra-Violet), at 171 A and 195 A. TRACE has a high spatial and temporal
resolution with the ability to resolve structures at 1 arc sec and a cadence in the range 20-60 s,
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providing observers with the capacity to resolve loop structures in such detail as shown in Fig.
1.4. These high spatial and temporal resolutions have allowed, for the first time, the detection
of transverse oscillations of a coronal loop (Aschwanden et al., 1999). The first detection of
oscillations was made in data from 14th July 1998. The oscillations were detected in a set of loops
with lengths in the range L=130 000 ± 30 000 km and temperatures of 1.0-1.5 MK, and were
deemed to be flare excited standing waves of the fast kink mode with transverse displacement
of 4100 ± 1300 km and period of 280 ± 30 s (Aschwanden et al., 1999). These modes are

strongly damped during the 20 minute period of their detection when they were most prominent
(Nakariakov et al., 1999).

Outwardly propagating intensity fluctuations have been found to be a common occurrence in large,
quiescent coronal loops (De Moortel et al., 2002a,b,c,d) and have been identified as slow mode
magnetoacoustic waves (Nakariakov et al., 2000, De Moortel et al., 2002b). These modes having
two distinct period categories: 172±32 s for those loops above sunspots, and 321 ±74 s in the case
of loops not above sunspots. Both waves are rapidly damped as they are not seen to propagate
into higher regions of the loops, being detected over approximately 10 Mm range close to the
loop footpoints (De Moortel et al., 2002c, McEwan and de Moortel, 2006). The oscillations are

not associated with flare-like events and are thought to be driven by footpoint movements (De
Moortel et al., 2002b).

Analysis of loop oscillations on 14th July 1998 (Nakariakov et al., 1999) revealed transverse
oscillations of long (130 ±6 x 106m), thin (diameter 2 ± 0.36 x 106 m) loops; the oscillations
were flare excited. Identified as the global kink mode of the loop (Nakariakov et al., 1999), the
displacement amplitude of this oscillation was in the range 2030 ±580 km, with a peak velocity of
the loop of 47±14 km s-1. These global kink oscillations were seen to have periods 258-320 s and
dissipation occurred on timescale of 2 to 3 periods, the decay time determined to lie in the range

14.5 ± 2.7 min. Footpoint leakage is ruled out as the main dissipative mechanism for transverse
oscillations (Nakariakov et al., 1999), as it occurs over timescales two orders of magnitude larger
than the observed decay time, but resonant absorption, viscous and resistive dissipation seems a

more feasible mechanisms (Nakariakov et al., 1999). However, viscous and resistive damping
requires strongly enhanced shear viscosity coefficients of the same order of magnitude as the bulk
viscosity coefficients if it is to match the observed times; such anomalous damping cannot be
ruled out, but other mechanisms (e.g. phase mixing and resonant absorption) are actively being
investigated.

From this observational data it was inferred that the Alfven speed va ~ 770 ± 40 km s_1 and the
kink speed (see Section 1.3) was deduced as Ck ~ 1040 ± 50 km s-1, based on the magnetic field
being uniform and the loop defined by a density enhancement of one order of magnitude above its
environment. The coronal shear viscoscity dissipation coefficient was suggested to be eight to nine
orders ofmagnitude larger than previously estimated (Nakariakov et al., 1999). TRACE data taken
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on 4th July 1999 was also found to contain loop oscillations (Schrijver and Brown, 2000). The
detection was made at 8:21 UT, after a solar flare, and after a gap in the data of roughly 1 decay
time (Nakariakov et al., 1999) detection resumed. Three loops, oscillating with approximately a

5 min period, were found. The two most prominent loops had maximum displacements of 3000
km and 6700 km, but it is thought these are values arose following oscillation decay and so would
have been larger at the onset of the oscillation. The two prominent loops exhibit oscillations that
are roughly in phase and the third loop was in antiphase (Schrijver and Brown, 2000).

1.2.2 SUMER

V
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Figure 1.5: The Sun seen in the emission line of Neon VIII at 770.4 A (corona, temperature 600
000 K). The picture was put together from eight horizontal raster scans in alternating directions
and of different length, starting in the solar SE. Each raster scan includes 664 to 1074 exposures,
lasting 7.5 seconds each. The picture is shown in bins of 3x3 pixels, one pixel being approximately
1 arcsec2. Some image corrections were performed and most data faults were eliminated by
replacing them with the average of their neighbours (approximately 4 per 1000 raster steps). The
brightest pixels in this picture correspond to an intensity of approximately 260 counts/line/arcsec2
whereas the intensity is generally below 40. The average intensity on the disk is around 6.

The Solar Ultraviolet Measurement of Emitted Radiation (SUMER) is one of several instruments
on board the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SoHO) (Wilhelm et al., 1995). It is a spectrom¬
eter capable of high cadence observations. The SoHO spacecraft has provided valuable observa¬
tional data since its launch on 2nd December 1998. Within the data from SUMER many examples
of oscillations in coronal structures such as coronal loops have been detected. It has been found
that damped Doppler shift oscillations detected by SUMER in hot coronal loops generally have
periods of 7-31 min and damping times of 6-37 min (Wang et al., 2003). Analysis from three
dates, 9th March 2001, 6th November 1999 and 29th September 2000, were examined to find
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oscillatory behaviour in hot ( 107 K) coronal loops (Wang et al., 2002a).

On 9th March 2001 flux enhancements in hot loops were observed with no detection below 2 x 106
K and no associated flare. A loop was determined to be of length 140 Mm with sound speed 295
km s_1 and temperature 6 x 106 K (Wang et ah, 2002a). The period of the oscillation was in
the range 14-18 min; this suggests a slow mode standing wave, which has a calculated theoretical
period of 15.8 min under the given loop conditions. The incompressible Alfven and almost in¬
compressible kink modes were excluded because their theoretically predicted periods were in the
range 3-4 min; however, the lack of brightness fluctuation points to an incompressible or weakly
compressible mode. It has been concluded that slow standing modes occur (Wang et ah, 2002a,
2003, Wang, 2004). The 6th November 1999 event gave an oscillation of period 11.7 min and was

flare excited.

On 29th September 2000, four oscillatory events were observed in hot coronal loops. All four
events began with a strong red shift. The oscillations following the second flare had period 25-31
min, which is close to that of an expected slow standing wave; a decay time of 8.8-28.9 min (Wang
et ah, 2002a) was obtained. It was suggested that these events did not cause substantial changes
to the loop system (Wang et ah, 2002a).

On 15th April 2002, two oscillation events were detected following a flare (Wang et ah, 2003) .

It was established that these were compressive standing slow modes. The first was of period 16
min, with a decay time of 11.4 min. The second event, observed in both Doppler and intensity
oscillations, lasted for about five periods. The Doppler velocities were in the range 18.0 ± 1.5
km s"1, with period 17.6 ± 0.1 min and decay time 36.8 ± 2.6 min; the intensity oscillations
had period 17.1 ± 0.1 min and decay time 21.0 ± 1.6 min. A quarter period phase shift between
the Doppler and intensity oscillations was observed which theoretically points to a standing mode
Wang et ah (2003). The difference in decay times is suspected to be as a result of a plasma density
one or two orders of magnitude greater than previously thought. Numerical simulations by Ofman
and Wang et ah (2002a) of oscillations in hot coronal loops have been found to agree well with
the observational data; Ofman and Wang (2002) conclude that the dominant damping mechanism
is thermal conduction.

1.2.3 SECIS

The Solar Eclipse Coronal Imaging System (SECIS) is a ground-based observational system for
use during a solar eclipse or a coronograph which archives the same effect by artificially blocking
the rays from the solar disk (Phillips et ah, 2000). Its puipose is to search for high frequency
modulations in the solar corona. To achieve this a high cadence is required as well as high spatial
resolution; SECIS has the capability of taking 70 images per second. The spatial resolution is
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dependent on which of the two passbands the observations are being made; in the Fe XIV (or
green line) passband length scales can be resolved to 4.07 arcsec and in white light 4.04 arcsec.

Images can be recorded simultaneously and are of the same region in both passbands and have the
capacity to store about four mins of observations. The first version of the SECIS instrument was
used during the eclipse on 26th February 1998: further versions of the SECIS instrument have
since been developed and tested against Yohkoh and TRACE data (Phillips et al., 2000, Williams
et ah, 2001, 2002, Katsiyannis et ah, 2003).

During the eclipse on the 11th of August 1999, SECIS made observations for a duration of 2
min 23.5 s from the Bulgarian Air Force Base in Shabla, Bulgaria. 6364 images were taken at a
frame rate of of 44 Hz. Analysis of the first 1800 frames (40 sec) revealed oscillations of period
6 sec (Williams et ah, 2001). This wave was later determined to be an impulsively generated
fast magnetoacoustic wave which propagated along a coronal loop (Williams et ah, 2002). The
observed propagation speed, of 2100 km s-1, has been interpreted by Williams et ah (2002) to be
the group velocity of a fast magnetoacoustic mode. Williams et ah (2002) also suggest that the
group velocity and the phase velocity are comparable; based on this assumption the wavelength
of this mode would be 1.2 x 104 km. The loop had 2.5 times higher density then its surroundings
but approximately the same temperature of 2.5 x 106 K, which underwent little variation along
the loop. Through coronal seismology, the local magnetic field strength was estimated to be 25 G
(Williams et ah, 2002).

1.3 MHD equations

The material present in much of the Sun is under such extreme pressure and temperature conditions
that it is almost fully ionised (only some of the heavier elements retain some electrons), meaning
that ions and electrons move freely but it is assumed it remains in quasi-neutrality. Material in
such a state is said to be a plasma. The abundance of free charges present in a plasma results
in them having a significant influence over the behaviour of the system and must be accounted
for in the governing equations, by combining Maxwell's equations for electromagnetism and the
Navier-Stokes equations of fluid dynamics.

In order to model the solar plasma we use the MHD equations, combining the equations of elec¬
tromagnetism and fluid dynamics through Ohm's law. The MHD equations are a set of coupled
nonlinear second order partial differential equations for a single fluid. A fluid model removes all
kinetic effects by considering the plasma as a continuous medium and so restricts the length scales
which can be considered to be greater than the typical kinetic length scales, such as the Larmor
radius. The MHD equations have already had many simplifications. For example, there are no

quantum effects or relativistic corrections; this restricts the speeds the model can describe to be
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much less than the speed of light. Also the displacement current is neglected in Ampere's law,
which eliminates the electromagnetic waves. Further simplifications would result in the loss of
fundamental plasma proprieties which we wish to study, although it is generally useful to remove

all but the central effect you are interested in to obtain a more simplistic model. In more complex
models it is possible to represent a plasma as a two fluid model, treating the ions and electrons
separately, or as a kinetic model (the MHD equations can be derived directly from the kinetic
equations by means of averaging over velocity space).

Although the MHD equations provide us with a simplified description of the behaviour of a plasma
analytical solutions to this set of equations are few and far between and therefore further simplifi¬
cation is necessary if an analytical approach is to be taken. The first of these simplifications is to
consider the ideal MHD equations, which neglect all dissipative terms. Also simplifications can

be made based on the aspect of plasma behaviour to be modelled; for example, to carry out a wave
analysis of a particular equilibrium it is useful to allow small perturbations about this equilibrium
and then take advantage of the linearised MHD equations (Lighthill, 1978, Cowling, 1976).

1.3.1 Ideal MHD equations

The following set of equations are the ideal MHD equations in which all dissipative terms have
been removed. The equations are for the following variables: v is the plasma velocity, j the current
density, B the magnetic induction (normally called the magnetic field), E the electric field, P the
plasma pressure, T the plasma temperature, p the plasma density, R the gas constant and t time.

The equation of motion is given by

which essentially states that the net force is equal to mass times acceleration. We will not include
gravity in any of our models. The ideal induction equation, describing how the magnetic field is
advected with plasma motions, is

with the implication that plasma moves freely along field lines but drags the magnetic field during
transverse motions (Alfven, 1943). The induction equation is complemented with the solenoidal
condition (indicating there exists no magnetic monopoles),

(1.1)

^ = Vx(vxB), (1.2)

V.B = 0. (1.3)
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The equation of mass continuity, stating that mass cannot be created nor destroyed, is

^ + V.(pv)=0. (1.4)

The adiabatic energy equation, which implies that there is no gain or lose of energy from the
system, is

f+vVP = f (l + v-Vp)' a5)

In the equation of motion (1.1) it can be seen that there are two forces acting on the plasma:
those from the plasma pressure, —VP, and the magnetic force j x B. The magnetic force can be
expressed in the form

jxB = (BV)2-V(|) (1.6)
where represents the magnetic pressure, denoted by Pm, and (B • V)^ is the magnetic tension
force, denoted by Mt- Therefore we can define the total pressure as the sum of the plasma and
magnetic pressures; Pt = P + Pm. We can then express the equation of motion in the form

p~ = -VPT +(BV)- = -VPt +Mt. (1.7)
Dt p

1.3.2 Equilibrium state

An equilibrium is a state in which the plasma is under force balance. In ideal MHD this means the
plasma pressure force must match magnetic forces. So, for example, taking a uniform magnetic
tube of radius a, aligned with the z axis, of constant density pi, pressure Pi, temperature T) and
magnetic field strength Pj, with the equivalent values in the exterior denoted by a subscript 'e',
then, from the equation of motion (1.7) it is required that

d2 D2

p'+trp'+t,' (18)
the loop is in pressure balance with its environment. Throughout the following chapters static
equilibria are considered. However, special cases can be found where the equilibrium is not static.
For example, it is possible to allow for field aligned flows in the loop interior or exterior; for
an in-depth discussions of this case and the nature of its oscillation, see Nakariakov and Roberts
(1995b); Somasundaram et al. (1999); Terra-Homem et al. (2003).
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1.3.3 Wave speeds

Within the basic equilibrium there are several local speeds which can be defined; they characterize
the propagation speeds of many of the basic modes oscillation. We also give typical values in our

main area of interest, the solar corona. Firstly the local sound speed is denoted by Co and defined
by

*-(£)' (L9)
where pq and po are the equilibrium pressure and density and 7 is the ratio of specific heats. The
sound speed has a typical coronal value of Co =150 - 200 km s_1 and is the characteristic speed
of acoustic waves in a homogeneous medium.

The local Alfven speed va is defined by

vA=(—V (1.10)Wo/

where B0 is the strength of the equilibrium magnetic field and p, is the magnetic permeability of
free space; va is generally thought to be in the range of 1000 - 2500 km s_1 in the corona. The
Alfven speed is the speed with which an Alfven wave propagates along the magnetic field lines in
a homogeneous magnetised plasma.

The tube (or cusp) speed cr is defined from Co and va by

C°VA /1 11 \
CT= —r, TTTi O-11)

(co +va)2

it should be noted that the tube speed is less than both the sound speed co and the Alfven speed
va- In the corona, the tube speed can take values in the range ct =140 - 200 km s-1.

The fast speed cf is defined by

CF = (cl + v\)^ (1.12)

and so is the square root of the sum of the squares of the sound and Alfven speeds. This is
associated with the propagation of a fast magnetoacoustic mode across to the applied magnetic
field in a homogeneous unbounded medium, and takes a value in the range cp =1000 - 2000 km
s_1 based on the typical values of the sound and Alfven speeds in the corona.
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The kink speed Ck (Ionson, 1978) arises through

(1.13)

this is important in the propagation of kink modes in a magnetic flux tube (Edwin and Roberts,
1983) or in surface waves on a magnetic interface (Roberts, 1981). Subscripts are used to denote
different regions: the plasma density in the environment region is pe and the Alfven speed in that
region is v\e. The speed is independent of the sound speed.

Assuming a density enhancement of po = 10pe, a uniform magnetic field (Bq = Be) and a tube
Alfven speed of va = 1000 km s-1 in an environment with Alfven speed VAe — 3000 km s-1, a
typical coronal value of the kink speed is Ck = 1350 km s-1.

The speeds defined here can be separated into two categories, the fast speeds characterizing the
fast wave modes and the slow speeds associated with the slow modes. Which speeds fall into
each category depends on the nature of the medium, except for the fast speed cp (which is always
associated with the fast mode). Under coronal conditions the Alfven and kink speeds are the fast
speeds and the sound and tube speeds are the slow speeds. However, in some photospheric regions
the sound speeds may exceed the Alfven speed and so the association with fast and slow modes is
there reversed.

1.3.4 Linearised MHD equations

In many wave analyses (Goedbloed, 1983, Roberts, 1985) it is useful to consider small amplitude
oscillations about an equilibrium. Here we consider a general spatially structured static equilib¬
rium state which satisfies the nonlinear MHD equations (1.1) to (1.3). Equilibrium quantities are

denoted by a subscript '0', Bo(r), po(r) and Po(r) denote the magnetic field, density and plasma
pressure respectively. The equilibrium is then perturbed by small quantities, with perturbations
denoted by a subscript '1' :

B(r, t) = B0(r) + Bi(r,f), (1.14)

v(r, f) = 0 +vi(r,t),

p(r,f) = Po(r) + Pi (r, t),

(1.15)

(1.16)

and

P(r,t) = P0(r) + Pi(r,f). (1.17)
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We now linearise the MHD equations about the equilibrium, neglecting squares or products (and
higher order terms) of small quantities:

p0= -VPi + -(V x Bi) x B0 + -(V x B0) x Bx , (1.18)
at ii n

^ = Vx(VlxB0), (1.19)at

+ (vi • V)p0 + (V • Vl)po = 0, (1.20)

dPl
+ (vi • V)P0 = cl (% + (vi • V)pQN) (1.21)dt K " u V dt

and

V.Bx = 0. (1.22)

The linearised magnetic tension force is

(B0- V)— + (Bi • V)^£ (1.23)
p p

and the linearised total pressure is

Pr = P1 + B°,Bl. (1.24)
P

Thus we can write the linearised equation of motion as

P°^T = +(Bo- V)5i + (BX • V)^. (1.25)at p p

1.3.5 MHD equation simplification

The following sections outline the methods used when we consider longitudinal structuring of a
loop. This is the same method as employed by Diaz (2004). A homogeneous equilibrium pressure

and magnetic field are considered. We take the equilibrium magnetic field to be aligned with the
z-axis. We now manipulate the linearised MHD equations (under these conditions) into a form
that is easier to work with. The linearised equation of motion (1.25) takes the form

<9vi
, BoSBx ^

Po-rrr = ~^Pt + r;— • (1-26)at p az
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The induction equation (1.19) can be written in the form

3BX
dt

= vi(V • B0) + (B0 • V)Vl - B0(V • vx) + (Vl • V)B0 . (1.27)

The assumption of a uniform equilibrium magnetic field parallel to the z direction reduces this
equation to

^l = Bo^_Bo(V.v1). 0.28)
As the equation mass continuity (1.20) is not dependent on derivatives of magnetic equilibrium or

magnetic or pressure quantities, it is unchanged. However, the energy equation reduces to

dPl =^(% + (Vl-V)p0) ■ (1.29)dt u V dt

We may eliminate the perturbed magnetic field Bi and density p\ in favour of the perturbed total
pressure and velocity. First we eliminate the perturbed magnetic field between the equation of
motion (1.26) and the induction equation (1.27) (which requires z and t derivatives to be taken),
resulting in the equation

a2vi „dPT,s?a2v, B2a„ ,,,m

Now, taking the perpendicular components, denoted by a subscript and using a cylindrical
coordinate system (which will be needed later as we will consider cylindrical structures), with the
applied magnetic field aligned with the z-axis, we express vi = vj_ + vzz. We obtain the first of
the equations we will work with later:

Po
d2 2 d21
dz2 Va dz2 vx—V^. ('.3D

Next, eliminating the perturbed density between the energy and mass continuity equations we find

=-CQPOV • vi . (1.32)

Adding this to the z component of the induction equation multiplied by Bo/p, we obtain the
second of the equations we desire:

dPr o 2 dvz
= -pQcFV-v + Pqva—. (1.33)

Finally, by eliminating the perpendicular components of the velocity between the z derivative of
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equation (1.33) multiplied by v\ and the z component of equation (1.30) multiplied by c2F, we
obtain

Po
d2 2 d2
dt2 ^dz2 Vz = -4rj^- (L34)cF ozot

Equations (1.31), (1.33) and (1.34) are valid for any density and speed profiles structured in both
longitudinal and transverse directions, provided the product of the density and square of the speed
profiles are constants with the implication that the equilibrium plasma pressure and the equilibrium
magnetic field strength are constants. Equations (1.31), (1.33) and (1.34) have also been derived
in Roberts (1991).

1.3.6 Plasma (3

In all of the models we consider there are two forces acting upon the plasma, the plasma pressure

gradient and magnetic forces. In many regions of the solar interior and atmosphere the plasma
behaviour is dominated by one of these two forces. The plasma beta is a parameter which can be
defined by making a comparison between the magnitudes of these effects:

Q _ gas pressure P
magnetic pressure B2/2[i

where the magnetic pressure comes from the Lorentz force j x B. We can also write the plasma
/? as

9 r2
£=Hr d-36)

7Va

where 7(= |) is the adiabatic constant and Co and va are the local sound and Alfven speeds.
Using the typical coronal values of Co and va given in the previous section, we attain a typical
coronal range for the plasma /? of

P « 4.8 x 1(T2 - 4.3 x 1CT3 . (1.37)

In regions of large plasma beta, plasma pressures effects dominate over those produced by the
magnetic field; this is the case in the solar interior. If we move to the other extreme, where the
beta is small, then this would represent a magnetically dominated environment such as the corona.

In this case we can make an important simplification by assuming (3 = 0 and therefore entirely
neglecting pressure effects; this is known as the cold plasma approximation (Priest, 1982).

Making the simplification (3 = 0 results in the model becoming considerably easier to deal with,
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since the acoustic aspects of the oscillation have been eliminated (Diaz et al., 2004). Thus the
slow mode is removed but the Alfven and fast modes remain, and depending upon the geometry
in the equilibrium these modes may decouple so no resonances between the two modes occurs.

1.3.7 Equations in the zero /3 limit

In the previous section the linear MHD equations have been reduced to the form

d2 d2
Po

dPT

dt2 VAdz2 V_L = -Vj_
dPT
dt

2 \-j . 2 dvz
St = ~P°CFv p<iVA

and

Po dt2 4 dz2
v, = -

Cp d2PT
ci dzdt

(1.38)

(1.39)

(1.40)

We now express this system of equations in the zero f3 limit. With f5 = 0, Co = cp = 0 and
cp — va and equation (1.40) is satisfied by vz = 0, so there are no flows along the equilibrium
magnetic field; this is also found from a previous equation before time derivatives are taken.

Eliminating the perpendicular velocity component vx from equation (1.38) dotted by Vj_, and
using equation (1.39) and integrating in time, we find the total pressure perturbation is governed
by the three-dimensional wave equation

d2 2 2

W~VaSJ PT = 0, (1.41)

with equation (1.38) determining the behaviour of the perpendicular velocity components once

the total pressure perturbation is known.

1.3.8 MHD boundary conditions

In any model boundary conditions are very important in order to capture the correct physics of
the system the model represents. Commonly in MHD there are two types of boundary conditions:
conditions which determine the behaviour across an interface separating plasmas of different prop¬
erties, and conditions which prevent divergence of a solution at a singular point or prevent energy
entering the system from the exterior. The second type of boundary condition is more specific to
each model, and so is discussed when the need arise.

At a contact interface the equilibrium quantities experience a jump in moving between media of
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different properties; we are interested in how the perturbed quantities behave across these bound¬
aries. To establish the jump conditions (Goedbloed, 1983, Diaz, 2004) we write the nonlinear
MHD equations in conservative form, from which it becomes apparent that there are two types of
boundary condition, depending on whether the magnetic field is parallel or inclined to the inter¬
face.

First we consider an interface which is parallel to the magnetic field. Let n be a unit vector that is
normal to the interface, then n ■ B = 0. Then the boundary conditions are

n • [v] = n • [B] = 0, [P + B2/{2^)\ = 0 (1.42)

where [a] = a2 — ai, and the subscripts 1 and 2 represent the quantity on either side of the
interface. These conditions imply that the normal component of the velocity, magnetic field and
also total pressure must be continuous at the interface. This type of boundary is fairly common

in MHD as the magnetic field allows for inhomogeneities across it but, for example, as it restricts
thermal conduction perpendicular to field lines.

The second possibility is that the magnetic field has a component perpendicular to the interface,
so n • B ^ 0. In this case it is required that

[v] = [B]=0, [P] = 0 (1.43)

so all components of velocity and magnetic field as well as pressure must be continuous at the
interface. This set of conditions is more restrictive than (1.42).

Equations (1.42) and (1.43) are the boundary conditions for nonlinear ideal MHD but as we here
deal with linearised systems these conditions must also be linearised. We will now consider equi¬
librium and perturbed quantities denoted by subscript '0' and '1' , taking care to account for the
moving boundary. We find the linearised form of (1.42) to be

no ■ [vi] = ri0 • [Bi] = 0 , [Pi + Bi ■ B0/(2//)] = [PT\ = 0 , (1-44)

while (1.43) gives simply

[vi] = [B1] = 0, [Pi] = 0. (1.45)

For a full discussion of boundary conditions (1.44), see Goedbloed (1983) and Diaz (2004); Diaz
(2004) also deals with both (1.44) and (1.45). Note that often the natural assumption that either the
total pressure perturbation or a velocity perturbation perpendicular to the interface is continuous
will often allow the boundary conditions to be deduced from the governing equation for one of
these quantities. This is the approach taken in Roberts (1981), in discussing boundary conditions
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for linear MHD surface waves on an interface.

Finally, in many circumstances we will consider a coronal structure which has footpoints an¬
chored in the chromospheric or photospheric surface. In these cases we can employ a boundary
condition known as a line-tying condition (Hood, 1986), which forces the perpendicular velocity
components to be zero at the footpoints of the structure,

vj_(loop footpoints) = 0 . (1.46)

This reflects the fact that a weak perturbation of the fine coronal plasma has little influence on the
denser photospheric plasma. Note that this condition allows flow of plasma through the photo-
spheric surface into the loop and vice versa.

1.4 Method used for structured loop

In later chapters we will discuss a line-tied loop with longitudinal structuring. To deal with this
structure we can develop a general form for the dispersion relation which considers any vertical
structuring or stratification. To discuss this we need to introduce some mathematical methods.

1.4.1 Sturm-Liouville theorem

We will use the Sturm-Liouville theorem (Arfken, 1985) later in order to derive the dispersion
relation in the zero (3 limit of a line-tied loop, allowing for a general longitudinal structuring. This
theorem allows any piecewise continuous function on a closed interval to be expanded in terms of
a generalized Fourier series; the terms of this series are solutions of a differential equation which
takes a specific form. A differential operator of the form

where po(x),pi {x),P2(x) are real valued functions defined in the region a < x < b, say, is known
as self-adjoint (in the region a < x < b) if the first 2 — i derivatives ofPi(x) are continuous, po(x)
does not vanish in the region a < x < b, and

cr d
L = Po^d^ +Pl^d^ +P2^ (1.47)

Po(x) =Pi(x) ■ (1.48)

Thus a self-adjoint operator L, acting on u, can be written equivalently as

(1.49)
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where po(x) is replaced by p(x) and P2{x) is replaced by q(x).

Given an eigenvalue equation

L(u(x)) + Aw(x)u(x) = 0 (1.50)

where L is self-adjoint, w(x) a weight function and there are set boundary conditions at x = a

and x = b, then a solution u\(x) is known as an eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue A.
The eigenvalues form an infinite monotonic set and can be put in one to one correspondence with
the natural numbers. Often the boundary conditions will be u(x = a) = 0 and u(x = b) = 0; this
is the case when line-tying is considered.

The eigenfunctions form an orthogonal set with respect to the weight function w(x) on the interval
[a,b], so that

I
b

Ui{x)uj(x)w(x)dx = 0 (1-51)

for i ^ j, and they can be normalised so

rb

JJ a [ui(x)] w(x)dx = 1. (1-52)

Hence the set of eigenfunctions form a complete set on the interval [a, h] and any piecewise con¬

tinuous function F(x) can be expressed as a generalised Fourier series

00

F(x) = J2CnUn{x) (1.53)
n—0

where the coefficients Cn are calculated by inverting the series: assuming the eigenfunctions are

normalised,

Cn = [ F(x)un(x)w(x)dx . (1-54)J a

1.4.2 Separation of variables

In the situation where we consider a domain which is finite in some directions and our governing
equation (the wave equation in this case) is of a suitable form, separation of variables is an ideal
method of finding solutions (Kreyszig, 1993). In an infinite domain integral transforms are often
a more suitable option. Also, since we seek solution of an oscillatory nature in a cylindrical
geometry, Fourier analysis of the time component is appropriate. Therefore we assume a solution
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of the form

Pr(r,9,z,t) = u(r) <f>(0) h(z) exp(iut). (1.55)

Substitution of equation (1.55) for P? into equation (1.41) for a /3 = 0 plasma leads to the follow¬
ing set of ordinary differential equations:

d2u liitt m2\
„ CA

TT + —T" - A +T « = °' (L56)dr2 r dr ^ y2

which is the Bessel or modified Bessel equation for the radial dependence, u(r);

fl. + m2<S> = 0, (1.57)
d6z

giving the simple harmonic oscillator equation for the azimuthal coordinate 4>(0); and

i? + (^ + x2)h = 0 (1'58>
for the longitudinal dependence h(z). Here A and m are separation constants. Notice that equa¬
tions (1.56) and (1.57) for the radial and longitudinal components are coupled through the separa¬

tion constant A. Notice also that the equation for the z dependence is dependent on the longitudinal
structuring of the loop, since the Alfven speed is present in this equation and the differential op¬
erator in (1.58) is of self-adjoint form since h(z = ±L) = 0 follows from Pt(z = ±L) = 0, as
a result of loop line-tying. Therefore, as a consequence of the Sturm-Liouville theorem equation,
(1.58) has solutions forming a complete set on z € [-L, L\.

1.4.3 Radial structuring

We now assume the loop is defined by a step function in Alfven speed and density so

, , f VAi(z) r <aVA{r,z) = < (1.59)
( VAe{z), r > a.

Thus we have internal regions denoted by subscript T and external regions denoted by subscript
'e' where equations (1.56) to (1.58) must be solved, allowing us to construct Pt in each region.
Boundary conditions (1.44) are then applied at the interface r = a.

Consider equation (1.56) for the radial dependence remembering that we consider trapped modes
so Pr{r -> oo) —> 0 and wj (r —> oo) —» 0; so u(r —> oo) —» 0 and u(r) must not be divergent at
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any point. Therefore inside the loop (r < a) we have a solution of the form

Jm({K}*r), [Ajj2<0
[A^]2 > 0

uln(r) = Bni " i. (1.60)nv ; n \ t <s\i \*.\ r\« 12 - « v '

where [{A^}*]2 = — [AJJ2. The Bessel solutions Ym and Km have been omitted as they are

divergent within the domain. We have labelled solutions with the subscript 'n' representing the
solution corresponding to the nth solution of equation (1.58) after the boundary conditions have
been applied. In the exterior r > a

uen(r) = CnKm(\enr)-, (1.61)

[A^]2 > 0 is required for trapped modes and the 7m(A®r) solutions are rejected as they diverge
with growing r, for [A®]2 > 0.

Equation (1.57) has solution

$(0) = $(0) exp(im9), (1-62)

which is the same dependence as has been assumed for many other models (such as Edwin and
Roberts (1983)). Since the internal and external solutions for Pt must be matched at r = a the 9
dependence must be the same in both regions. Also note the special case m = 0 when equation
(1.57) takes the form = 0, which has general solution <f>(0) = <f>(0) + AO. As we require a

solution which is periodic over 27r, A — 0 and then $(0) is the same as solution (1.62) for m = 0.

Finally we come to equation (1.58). We will not here specify the Alfven profile in the z direc¬
tion. Instead, we make the important observation that using the Sturm-Liouville Theorem, we can

expand the external solution in terms of the internal solution in a generalized Fourier series:

OO

hen(z) - ^ HnmVm(z) (1.63)
m=l

where the coefficients Hnm are given by

Hnm = J hlm(z)hen(z)dz. (1.64)
This will come into play when we derive the dispersion relation for an arbitrary longitudinal
structuring.
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1.4.4 Runge-Kutta method

In certain cases equation (1.58) cannot be solved analytically, in which case the numerical scheme
we apply is a Runge-Kutta method (Kreyszig, 1993). This method propagates a solution to a

differential equation of the form

over an interval by combining derivative information from several trial intervals to match a Taylor
series expansion up to some high order. The use of mid-points cancels out the lower-order error
terms, so the method is O (hn+1) accurate if a nth order scheme is used. Below we give an
illustrative example of the 4th order method:

This method is reasonably simple to apply and is robust. In Chapters 4 and 5 we employ higher
order methods, using either a 6th or 8th order methods when necessary. The use of two different
order methods enables an estimation of the error in the solution to be obtained by comparing the
difference in the solutions produced by these different order Runge-Kutta schemes.

1.4.5 Dispersion relation

In this section we follow Diaz (2004) who has shown how to use separable solutions to obtain a

general dispersion relation with arbitrary longitudinal structuring. We take the solutions for Pt
and vr and apply boundary conditions (1.44) at the loop radius in order to derive the dispersion
relation for the general longitudinal structuring in both the loop exterior and interior. Firstly, we
write down the general solution for Pr(r, 6, z) as

This solution is expressed as a sum over all solutions in order to satisfy the boundary conditions
at r — a for all values of z G [-L, L\. The loop ends are at z = PL. Now we must assume that
vr has the same z dependence as Pt and therefore satisfies

t = Hx-y) (1.65)

OO

(1.66)

(1.67)
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Then, from the r component of equation (1.38), we obtain

uj2 d2

v2a ^ dz2
vr = ^ du

POvA dr
' U~hn. • (1.68)

Therefore, using equation (1.67), vr has the form

du
-(r, 0, 2:) = -«w$m(0)£ ^'Po^A2 dr

h"n(z) • (1.69)

Now we may apply the set of boundary conditions (1.44) for an interface lying parallel to the back¬
ground magnetic field, so it is required that the total pressure and radial velocity are continuous
across this boundary. Matching the internal and external total pressure implies that

£ K(a)hh(z0 =£ ues(a)hes(z) (1.70)
72— 1 5= 1

We now use the fact that the external solution for the 2 dependence can be expanded in terms of
the internal solution,

hes(z) = Y/Hsnhi(z). (1.71)
72—1

The reason we expand the external solution in terms of the internal solution is that part of our
investigation is to examine, for the first time, the influence of structuring of the loop's environment.
Using expansion (1.71), equation (1.70) can be written as

£<(*(*) = £«!(<*)
n=1 s=l

Equating terms in h\(z) leads to

OO

<(«) = £#Sn<(a).

£#,«/£(*)
.72=1

(1.72)

(1.73)
5= 1

(1.74)

Similarly, following the same procedure for the continuity of vr, we find

1 duln Hsn duls
[A*J2 dr r=a [A®]2 dr r=a'

Care should be taken with the sign of the [AJJ2 term as it is not always positive.

Using conditions (1.73) and (1.74) to eliminate the internal coefficients of the radial dependence
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Bn in favour of the external coefficients Cn, we obtain an infinite set of linear equations:

5=1

for {Xln)2 > 0, and

1

L

C,=0

5=1

Ka) + ^Jm({KVa)K'm(Xesa) c, = 0

(1.75)

(1.76)

in the case of (AJJ2 < 0. These two sets of equations are written as separate summations though
the terms in them may be mixed, since (Xln)2 could change in sign after a finite number of terms.
If such a change of sign occurs after I terms then the summation would be

5=1

OO

E "■

Cs+

5—/+1

±-rm(>ia)Km(\e8a) - -^Im(Xina)K'm(Xesa)
, n 5

c„ = 0. (1.77)

The dispersion relation for the normal modes of a line-tied coronal loop, with radial structuring in
the form of step functions but general longitudinal structuring, is given by setting the determinant
of the system of equations (1.77) equal to zero. When calculating the frequency or spatial structure
of the modes a truncated system is used; typically we approximate the system using between
ten and fifteen terms when determining frequency, but if the spatial structure is required, then
between thirty and forty terms are used. Also the coefficients Hsn are determined using (1.63)
but for some cases hln(z) and h^z) are not known analytically and a numerical approach (which
has been outlined earlier) must be adopted to determine them. The terms Al„ are evaluated once

the longitudinal structuring is specified; for example, in the case of a uniform loop, so only the
line-tying condition must be fulfilled. The solutions for the longitudinal dependence are of the
form

h\n-i{z) = 7T cos J[A|ra_1]2 + ^—z ,L 2 V Ai

for even modes and to ensure ~v^_(z ± L) = 0 we choose

(1.78)

[^2n-l]2 +
CJ

Ai

7r2(2n - l)2
4L2 (1.79)
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(n = 0,1, 2,...). For odd modes

h2n(z) = ~T Sin V iX2n\2 + Z~z > (L8°)L 2 y

again to ensure v_l(2: ± L) = 0, we choose

tU 12 , rr2(2n)2lA2«J + - 4L2 ' (L81)

with n = 0,1,2,....

The separation of modes into even and odd is convenient in a configuration where there is sym¬

metry, this being the z = 0 plane in this case. The apex (z = 0) of a loop provides a symmetric
point here.

1.5 MHD waves in a homogeneous medium

In the following chapters we will discuss the propagation of MHD waves in coronal structures.
Although many of these structures will appear simple, the oscillatory behaviour within them is
complicated. This is seen in chapter 2 where we consider a straight uniform cylindrical loop.
Consequently, knowledge of the most basic configuration to support MHD modes will be valuable.

Therefore we examine the most simple magnetized configuration, an unbounded uniform medium
permeated by a homogeneous unidirectional magnetic field. We consider linear perturbations
about this equilibrium, so equations (1.38) to (1.39) can be applied. All of the speeds (va, Co,

cp and op) and the equilibrium density (po) are constant. Assuming a Fourier form in Cartesian
geometry for all the perturbation quantities,

Pr(k.r, t) = Pt exp «(k.r — cut), (1.82)

we can derive the following relations between the magnitudes of the perturbed quantities (Roberts,
1985):

Pm —

PT =

u2 - klcl
U)2

W2 — &2Cn
£jJ"

VA
P,

Co

Cl + VA
r2c0

D P° ( 2 ; 2 2\
T = '~k*vA>Vx

p,

(1.83)

(1.84)

(1.85)
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and

(1.86)

Also the magnetic tension force Mt(= ^(Bo • V)B) can be written as

t\ k ■ , kz 2 kz 2 nMt = ikz —povAvx, —p0vAvy, -Pm . (1.87)

These relations will be useful in interpretating differences between modes.

Eliminating the perturbation quantities from the set of Fourier analysed equations (1.83) to (1.86)
yields the dispersion relation

This dispersion relation is cubic in uj2 and therefore has three roots; it describes the three MHD
modes: the Alfven , fast and slow magnetoacoustic modes. See also Cowling (1976) and Roberts
(1985).

1.5.1 Alfven mode

Firstly we examine the Alfven mode (Alfven , 1942) which is described by

uj2 = vAk2 = vAk2 cos2 9, (1.89)

a root of the dispersion relation (1.88). The angle 9 is the angle between the direction of propa¬
gation (parallel to k) and the applied magnetic field Bqz. From the relations (1.84) to (1.86) we
can see that the Alfven mode is incompressible, involving no perturbations in pressure or density;
therefore this mode is driven entirely by magnetic tension. Also, considering the polarisation of
the modes, it can be seen that the Alfven mode is a transverse oscillation with velocity field

Figure 1.6, shows a polar representation of the phase speed oj/k as a function of the angle of
propagation 6. The Alfven wave is a highly anisotropic mode, which propagates along the applied
field (9 = 0) with its maximum phase speed vA but is prohibited from propagating directly across

field (9 = it/2) when its phase speed falls to zero. The group velocity of the Alfven wave

cg = ±vAz is aligned with the equilibrium magnetic field and so the Alfven mode propagates
information and energy only along the magnetic field.

(a,2 - k2v\)[a;4 - u2k2{c2 + r;2) + k2k2c2v2A\ = 0 . (1.88)

v'
.Alfven T~(~ky, kx,0).

Kx
(1.90)
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1.5.2 Fast and slow modes

Now we turn our attention to the solutions of dispersion relation (1.88) corresponding to the roots
of

L0 - uj2k2(cl + v\) + k2k2clv\ = 0. (1-91)

This introduces two additional waves, known as the slow and fast magnetoacoustic modes, cou¬

pling magnetic aspects with the plasma pressure effects. Writing explicit solutions to equation
(1.91) we find

2 ^2 = (c0 + va) ± {{cl + v\)2 - Aclv\ cos e}^ (1.92)
where the positive sign before the square brackets corresponds to the high frequency fast mode
and the negative sign before the square brackets to the lower frequency slow mode.

When propagating along the field (9 = 0), and w2ast = k2 v\, and so the fast wave propagates
with the same speed as the Alfven wave, while w2|OW = k2 c2 and so the slow wave takes the
form of a field aligned acoustic wave. When propagating perpendicular to the field (9 = |), the
fast wave achieves its greatest speed, whereas the slow wave cannot propagate. More precisely,
wsiow = *2 4 cos2 9 as 0 —>■ Therefore, the slow wave (and the Alfven wave) cannot propagate
across field lines whereas the fast wave can. These facts can be explained by considering the forces
which drive the modes. There are only two forces arising in this analysis, the pressure force (made
up of contributions from the plasma and magnetic pressures) and the magnetic tension force. It can
be seen that the magnetic tension force falls to zero as 9 —> n/2, for both fast and slow modes, so
all propagation directly across the field is driven by pressure effects. For the fast mode the plasma
pressure and magnetic pressure are in phase and therefore the total pressure takes its maximum
value (with respect to plasma pressure) perpendicular to the applied magnetic field, whereas for
the slow mode the plasma and magnetic pressures are out of phase becoming equal in magnitude
as 9 -> |, and so the total pressure falls to zero.

It can also be shown (e.g. Roberts, 1985) that the velocity fields of both magnetoacoustic modes
are of the form:

Vfast = {kx,ky, XFkz) , vS]0W = ~ (kx,ky, Xskz) (1.93)
Kx l^x

where

c2(k2x + ky) \slow CS (k2x + k2y)\fast a \ u, ■ yj \S10W a \ j, ■ y,

(wLt -*14)' k2iow - k2z 4)'
Here the slow and fast superscripts indicate the form of cu2 from equation (1.92), i.e. fast or slow
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frequency solution (where cusiow <

Fig. 1.6 shows a graphical representation of the phase speeds for the three MHD modes. We can

see clearly the anisotropic nature of the slow and Alfven waves and the (almost) isotropic form
of the fast mode. The speed of the Alfven wave lies between that of the slow and fast waves,
although the phase speeds for both the slow and fast waves depend upon the angle between the
direction of propagation and the equilibrium magnetic field.

Figure 1.6: Polar plot of the phase speed diagram for the fast and slow magnetoacoustic and
Alfven modes in a homogeneous unbounded medium, for va > cs. The equilibrium magnetic
field Bo = Bqz parallel to the line 9 = 0. The diagram shows the phase speed c = ^ as
a function of 9, the angle the propagation vector k = (kx,ky,kz) makes with the equilibrium
magnetic field (see, for example Cowling, 1976).

1.6 Thesis outline

In the chapters which follow we explore further the MHD modes of oscillation of several coro¬
nal structures, determining dispersion relations and eigenfunctions. Our goal is to model the
behaviour of a coronal loop and the ability of this type of structure to support a wide variety of
oscillatory modes.
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We begin in Chapter 2 by revisiting the Edwin and Roberts (1983) model, which represents a coro¬

nal loop as a infinitely long and straight cylindrically symmetric magnetic tube, defined by sharp
differences in magnetic field, density and Alfven speed across the tube boundary. We consider the
cases of a (3 = 0 plasma and also a /3 ^ 0 plasma. In the /3 = 0 case only fast modes are found,
while in the (3 ^ 0 regime both fast and slow waves are present.

In Chapter 3 we study further the fast mode oscillations of a straight cylindrically symmetric
magnetic tube, where the /? = 0 limit has been applied. The effect of line-tying and longitudinal
structuring, of both the loop interior and environment, in the form of dense uniform chromospheric
layers is considered. As a result of the introduction of structuring, a modification of not only the
oscillatory frequency of each mode but also the cutoff frequency arises.

In Chapter 4 we study the oscillatory nature of a 2D Cartesian arcade structure, again with /? = 0.
We examine (he case of a uniform arcade and ilien introduce structuring in the density and Alfven
profiles parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field. Two density profiles are examined. The first
has a gradual change in density between the arcade apex and footpoint. The second is uniform
throughout a large section of the arcade but shows rapid variation through a short layer close to
the footpoint, representing the rapid change from coronal conditions to photospheric conditions.
A comparison with recent observations of oscillations of a coronal arcade is also made.

In Chapter 5 we return to the study of oscillations of a longitudinally structured coronal loop
in a f3 = 0 plasma, as in Chapter 3. However, rather than consider a sharp interface between
chromospheric and coronal regions we introduce continuous profiles between footpoint and apex

of the loop. We study profiles of the same form as considered in Chapter 4, and in both cases

make comparisons with the uniform line-tied loop (similar to that discussed in Chapter 2).

Chapter 6 contains a summary and concluding remarks.



Chapter 2

The Edwin and Roberts Model

An important feature of the solar corona is the structuring of the atmosphere by variations in
density. The magnetic field and to a lesser extent the plasma pressure provide an elasticity to the
coronal medium giving rise to a wide range of oscillatory behaviour. Dense coronal loops play an

important role for oscillatory events as they can act as a wave guide for MHD waves.

Recent advances in solar observational technology have allowed increased spatial and temporal
resolution both in space telescopes, such as TRACE (Transition Region and Coronal Explorer;
Handy et ah, 1999) and SoHO (Solar and Heliospheric Observatory; Wilhelm et ah, 1995), and in
the ground-based telescope SECIS (Solar Eclipse Corona Imaging System; Phillips et ah, 2000)
and radio observatory, Nobeyama Radioheliograph (Nakariakov et ah, 2003, 2005). For the first
time, this has provided us with instruments able to make direct detections of MHD waves in
the solar corona. The first temporally resolved longitudinal waves were detected in plumes by
the Ultraviolet Coronagraph Spectrometer (UVCS) on board SoHO (Ofman et ah, 1997). Direct
detection of transverse oscillations of coronal loops were found by TRACE and were determined
to be flare excited standing waves of the fast kink mode, with a period of 280 ± 30 s (Aschwanden
et ah, 1999) and decay time of roughly 14.5 min (Nakariakov et ah, 1999). Standing slow waves in
hot coronal loops were detected by the SUMER instrument (Kliem et ah, 2002, Wang et ah, 2003),
and identified to be slow MHD waves (Ofman and Wang, 2002, Wang et ah, 2003). Standing fast
waves may have been detected in microwave emissions (Nakariakov et ah, 2003, 2005).

Propagating slow modes in cool coronal loops have been observed in EUV (Nakariakov et ah,
2000, Robbrecht et ah, 2001, De Moortel et ah, 2000c). Outwardly propagating intensity fluctu¬
ations have been found to be a common occurrence in large, quiescent, coronal loop (De Moor¬
tel et ah, 2002a,b,c,d) and identified as slow magnetoacoustic waves (De Moortel et ah, 2002b).
These modes have two distinct periods: about 3 min for those loops with footpoints above sunspots,
and about 5 min for loops with footpoints above plage regions (De Moortel et ah, 2002b). They

31
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were not associated with flare-like events but excited by footpoint motions (De Moortel et al.,
2002b).

Finally, oscillations of period 6 s detected in SECIS data (Williams et al., 2001) have been de¬
termined to be an impulsively generated fast magnetoacoustic wave which propagates along a

coronal loop with a speed of 2100 km s-1 (Williams et al., 2002). A standing fast wave has been
suggested to be responsible for modulation of microwave emissions, detected at Nobeyama Radio
Observatory (Nakariakov et al., 2003, 2005).

The discovery of these oscillations has supported the use of simple inhomogeneity models to de¬
scribe the modes of oscillation, with the model put forward by Edwin and Roberts (1983) receiv¬
ing the most study. But, more importantly, the combination of a simple model with observations
has opened the new avenue of coronal seismology (Roberts et al., 1984, Nakariakov et al., 1999,
Nakariakov and Ofman, 2001). Coronal seismology uses the same techniques as helioseismology
but rather than give a global seismology probing the solar interior, coronal seismology provides a

local tool useful in the exploration of properties such as the magnetic field strength in a particular
coronal loop or its spatial scale.

In this chapter we discuss the Edwin and Roberts (1983) model, giving a derivation of the dis¬
persion relation and exploring some of the properties of the modes described by the dispersion
relation. We present solutions to the dispersion relation for appropriate coronal parameters, con¬
sidering zero /? and non-zero f3 plasmas. We examine the eigenfunctions of the various modes,
determining how each mode perturbs the coronal plasma. An independent study of similar features
is also available on Dr. Erwin Verwichte's website at

http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/physics/research/cfsa/people/erwin/.

Recent and extensive overviews of this field have been given in Aschwanden (2004), Nakariakov
and Verwichte (2005) and Roberts (2006).

Edwin and Roberts (1983) consider the trapped oscillations of both an isolated photospheric flux
tube and a coronal tube. Of particular interest here is the case of a coronal tube or loop. Their
study examines the normal modes of a static equilibrium of an untwisted magnetic flux tube under
total pressure balance,

2.1 Edwin and Roberts (1983)

(2.1)
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A cylindrical (r, 9, z) geometry is used with radial structuring in r. The unperturbed magnetic flux
tube is infinitely long and aligned with the z axis; the tube embedded in a coronal environment
where the magnetic field is parallel to the tube. Plasma parameters from the tube interior are de¬
noted by a subscript T so density is pi, plasma pressure is Pi, temperature is 7) and magnetic field
strength is Bp, their counterparts in the environment are denoted by a subscript 'e'. Gravitational
effects are neglected. See Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: The equilibrium configuration of a magnetic flux tube, consisting of a plasma tube of
radius, r = a embedded in a magnetised coronal environment. (After Edwin and Roberts (1983)).

The ideal MHD equations are linearised about this equilibrium and the governing equations for the
perturbations, derived for a general radially structured density profile, are equations (1.38), (1.39)
and (1.40), the details of which are discussed in chapter 1. To proceed analytically it is assumed
that the flux tube and its environment are uniform; it is possible to obtain analytical solutions
under specific regimes for other density profiles and also numerical solutions to this problem
without these assumption can be obtained (see Edwin and Roberts (1982) for the cartesian slab
case). Application of appropriate boundary conditions leads to dispersion relations describing the
oscillations supported by the flux tube.

2.2 Derivation of governing equations

In chapter 1 the MHD equations were linearised about the static equilibrium given in the previous
section. At this stage we assume all equilibrium quantities are radially structured and denote the
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velocity and magnetic perturbations by

vi = (vr,vg,vz), Bi = (Br,B0lBz). (2.2)

The equilibrium total pressure condition is

P0(r) + ~ constant > (2-3)

which follows form equation (2.1).

Eliminating the perturbed magnetic field from the linearised MHD equations in favour of the
perturbed velocity and perturbed total pressure results in the following set of linear, second order
partial differential equations (see Chapter 1):

d2 2 d2 \ 1 d2Pj
at* (24)
d2 2 d2 V 1 d2PT
dt2 VAdz2 J V° pordddt ' (2'5)

8 VZ =^^[v-vi] ' (2-6^dt2 udz

and

dPT
, "A a(r«r) , "J flJ.

c0v.vi H 1 —
r or r ot)

(2.7)

Here va{t) denotes the Alfven speed and co(r) is the sound speed. Equations (2.4) and (2.5)
follow from equation (1.38) in component form for a cylindrical geometry. Equations (2.6) and
(2.7) follow from equations (1.31) and (1.32). Equations of this form have also been discussed by
Roberts (1991).

Since we seek oscillatory solutions, a Fourier form is taken for the invariant azimuthal and lon¬
gitudinal directions as well as the temporal dependence; the total pressure perturbation takes the
form

Pr{r, 9, z, t) = Pr(r) exp i{wt + m6 + kz), (2.8)

where w is the frequency, the integer m is the azimuthal wavenumber (m — 0,1, 2...), and k is the
wavenumber parallel to the applied magnetic field. All perturbation quantities are now taken to

represent their r-dependence. This results in the following set of ordinary differential equations
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for the amplitudes of the perturbations:

—iu> dPf{k2v\ - u/)vr =
Po dr

mu)

(k2v\ - uj2)ve = PT ,
rpo

r dr
+ imvg

and

iwPT = -po
(4 + vl) d(rvr) + im(4+v\)vt + ,k , '

r dr r

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

Using equations (2.9)-(2.12), we derive a pair of second order ordinary differential equations
which govern vr and Pt-

d ( po(k2v\ — LV2) d(rvr)
dr I r{ml + ^) dr

Po n 2 2 2\ d
— (k vA - uj )—
r A ' dr

- po{k2v2A - uj2)vr = 0,

dPT

_po(k2vA — u!2) dr
m

" [—2 + m0 )PT = 0 >

where

mn =
(,k2v\ — uj2)(k2CQ — u2)
(co + v\)(k2cT ~ w2)

(2.13)

(2.14)

(2.15)

It should be noted that the term in square brackets in (2.14) is proportional to rvT\ this will be of
importance later.

Equation (2.13) has been discussed in, for example, Hain and Lust (1958), Goedbloed and Hage-
beuk (1972) and Edwin and Roberts (1983). For our purposes here, we focus on equation (2.14).
To proceed analytically simplification of (2.14) is required. We consider a uniform flux tube em¬

bedded in a uniform medium.

2.3 Uniform flux tube embedded in a uniform medium

So far we have considered a general radial structuring in the equilibrium. In this section we select
appropriate density, magnetic field strength and pressure profiles which then determine the sound
and Alfven speeds.

We consider a uniform magnetic flux tube of radius a within a uniform coronal environment, so
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the flux tube is defined by an enhancement or depletion of the density or temperature or magnetic
field strength. Equilibrium quantities from the tube interior are denoted by a subscript V and a

subscript 'e' for environment quantities. The equilibrium total pressure balance condition (2.3)
implies that

B2 B2
Pi + -L = Pe + — (2.16)*

2/i 2p

which, via the ideal gas law, leads to the relation

Pi = 2cl + JjAe
Pe 2c2 + jv2Ai '

(2.17)

Equation (2.17) relates the ratio of the internal density pi to the external density pe in terms of
the internal and external sound speeds, Cj and ce, and the Alfven speeds, VAi and VAe, and the
adiabatic constant ry(= |). For TRACE loops, the ratio pi/pe is typically in the range 2 to 10
(Aschwanden, 2004).

Under the above conditions, equation (2.14) for the total pressure perturbation inside the tube
reduces to a Bessel or modified Bessel equation (depending on the sign of m2)

cPPt 1 dPr (m2 2\
4 I + rrii ) PT — 0 , (2.18)dr2 r dr \r2

with an equivalent equation holding for the environment. Here m2 is the value of rag in the tube
interior of the tube; specifically,

2
= (k2v2Al-u2)(k2c2 -u2)

* {c2 + v2Al){k2c2Tl-u2) ■ j
The solutions for Pt in each region are

pT = \ AoJmiriir) + AiYm(riir), -m2 = n2 > 0
[ A0Im(mir) + AiKm(mir), m2 > 0

for r < a, and

pT=\ ^0Jm(ner) + AiYm(ner), -m2 = n2e > 0
[ A0Im(mer) + AiKm(mer), m2e > 0

for r > a. For convenience, we have introduced the quantities n|(= —m2) and n2{= —m2).

These are purely solutions of Bessel equations. To obtain solutions of physical meaning we must

apply appropriate boundary conditions. Boundary conditions have been discussed in chapter 1,
leading to conditions (1.42).
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We require that Pt be regular for all r but this only comes into play in two cases r = 0 and as r —»

oo. Also the radial displacement of the tube must be continuous across the tube boundary; this is
based on the assumption that the plasma remains continuous. In the case of a static equilibrium,
continuity of radial displacement reduces to the continuity of radial velocity vr. As a consequence

of the continuity of radial velocity, and equation (2.14) written in the form

PO /1 2 2 n d \irvr ( m
— (k vA- u)—
r dr u)

2

+ mg ) PT = 0, (2.22)

the total pressure perturbation must also be continuous.

Enforcing the first condition that Pt be finite at r = 0 reduces the internal solution to

Pr = AJ M*r) -mf = nf>0 ^
[ Imimr), mf > 0 .

The second condition, that Pt -» 0 as r —> oo, corresponds to trapped modes and leads to the
requirement thatmf> 0 and an environment solution of the form

PT = A\Km(mer). (2.24)

The resulting radial component of motion vr for this Pt, for r < a, is

_
_ a iuj j niJ'm(nir), -mf = nf > 0
°*(*M< - -2) 1 mj'^r), mf > 0,

and for r > a

= ~ Pe(kWM-^)Mm'K'm{m°r)' <226)
Here a dash (') denotes the derivative of the Bessel function; e.g. J'm(x) = dJfaX^ and J'm{nir) =
dJfaX>* calculated at x = nir.

Finally the continuity of Pt and vr at the tube boundary provide the constraints

A0Im(rnia) = AiKm(mea), mf > 0 (2.27)

and

A0Jm(riia) — A\Km(mea), -mf — nf > 0 (2.28)

Pe{k2v\e - u2)A0mil'm(mia) = Pi{k2v2Ai - u}2)AirneK'm(mea) (2.29)
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Formf < 0 the equivalent condition is

pe{k2v\e - u}2)AoniJ^n(nia) = Pi{k2v2Al - cu2)^imeFC^(mea). (2.30)

From (2.27) and (2.29) the dispersion relation for modes with eigenfunctions taking a decaying
behaviour in the tube interior can be derived; these modes are known as surface modes From (2.28)
and (2.30) the dispersion relation for modes with eigenfunctions taking an oscillatory behaviour
in the tube interior, known as body modes, can be deduced (See Fig. 2.2).

2.4 Dispersion relation

Eliminating the constants Aq and A\ from conditions (2.27) and (2.29) we derive the transcenden¬
tal dispersion relation

pe{k2v\e - cu2)rn^mjm'aj = pi(k2v2Ai - u;2)me^|!^l. (2.31)Im{mio) Kmymea)

This is the dispersion relation for surface (m2 > 0) modes. For magnetic body (m2 = —n2 < 0)
waves,

Pe(k2v\e - = pi{k2vAi - u;2)me^m^e"j . (2.32)

Equations (2.31) and (2.32) were first derived in this form by Edwin and Roberts (1983). Equiv¬
alent forms have been discussed previously in Zaitsev and Stepanov (1975), Wilson (1980) and
Spruit (1982); the case of a flux tube embedded in a field-free environment was given by Roberts
and Webb (1978). Dispersion relations (2.31) and (2.32) both require that m2 > 0, since they
describe the trapped oscillations of a magnetic flux tube.

Equation (2.31) describes surface modes which are oscillations with eigenfunctions having a de¬
caying amplitude with distance from the interface. The dispersion relation (2.32) describes body
modes; these modes, unlike the surface modes, have an oscillatory behaviour within the tube.
Both surface and body modes have decaying amplitude in the environment. Fig.2.2 illustrates the
behaviour of body and surface oscillations. The integer m, which is the wavenumber associated
with the 6 direction, determines the mode governed by the relation; these modes can be split into
three classes: m = 0, m = 1 and m > 2. The case m = 0 is known as the sausage mode,
a cylindrically symmetric pulsation which causes oscillation of the tube radius while the axis of
the tube remains undisturbed; m = 1 is the kink mode, a transverse global oscillation of the tube
leaving the radius of the tube almost unchanged. The kink mode is the only mode which causes

movement of the tube axis. For m > 2 the dispersion relation describes the fluting modes, which
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are pulsations similar to that of the sausage modes. All three modes are illustrated in Fig.2.3.
For this study our interest lies in the sausage and the kink modes, as it is thought they are most

easily excited in the solar atmosphere. The dispersion curves for these modes are well known
and are given in subsequent sections. The main aim here is to examine the eigenfunctions of the
various modes of oscillation, which will reveal the physical behaviour of the plasma as the waves

propagate.

Figure 2.2: A body mode (top) has mf < 0, while a surface mode (bottom) has mf > 0; both
modes have m2e > 0.

m=0 m=l m>l

Figure 2.3: The sausage mode (m = 0), kink mode (m = 1) and fluting modes (m > 1; here
m = 4) of an oscillating tube.

2.5 Eigenfunctions

In this section the eigenfunctions are presented in terms ofPt and the dimensionless wavenum-
ber along the tube ak, and the phase speed in the z direction c(= f). Inside the tube (r < a), the
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components of the perturbed velocity are

—ica (IPt
Vr =

piak(v2M - c2) dr
mca

2cfc
v, -

and

Bi{cj ~ c2)
2ccf

(2.33)

ve = — , , 2 2\Pt , (2.34)rpidkyvAi - c2)
and

ic?a (d(rvr) \
vz = —z-ri yr —j— + . (2.35)rakycf — cz) \ dr J

An alternative form for vz is

PT ■ (2.36)
Pi(c2i + vAi)(cTi ~ °2)

The components of the perturbed magnetic field are

Br = —vr , (2.37)
c

Be = —vo , (2.38)
c

Bz = 1X1 2 'vz . (2.39)

Finally the perturbed density pi, pressure Pi and temperature Ti are

Pi — > (2-40)
ci

Pi=PT- , (2.41)
P

and

Ti=Tl\^-^. (2.42)[Pi Pi,

It follows that

Pl = ~PiCV'' (4 + - c2)Pt' <2'43)
In each of equations (2.33) to (2.42) the exponential factor exp i(ut + mO + kz) has been omitted;
but when incorporated (2.33) to (2.42) determine either the sine or cosine dependence in the z,
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0 and t coordinates for each function. Since we are considering a linear problem all of these
eigenfunctions have an undetermined constant representing the amplitude of the wave; in order
to eliminate this we can normalise Pt to 1, for the sausage mode at the tube axis and at the tube
boundary for the kink mode.

We can now draw some immediate deductions from the eigenfunctions.

2.5.1 Displacement of the tube centre

Analysis of the the radial velocity perturbation vr confirms the difference in the behaviour of the
centre of the tube (r = 0) for the kink mode from all other modes. Only ~j~ needs be examined,
since ty oc The expansion of the derivatives of the Bessel and modified Bessel functions
Jm(z) and Im(z) are different for m = 0 and m > 1. Therefore we treat these cases separately.
Firstly, for m = 0:

mf > 0.
—mf = n

(2.44)

Expanding (2.44) for small arguments (nir < 1 or <C 1)

-mf = nf > 0
mf > 0,

(2.45)

therefore as r —> 0

-mf = nf > 0
mf > 0,

(2.46)

provided nf and mf remain bounded.

Now considering the second case, m > 0:

(2.47)

For small arguments (n^r 1 or m^r <C 1)

-mf = nf > 0

mf > 0.
(2.48)
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Setting m = 1 and allowing r —» 0 yields

dFr
= Ao( rii, -mf = n2 > 0 (2 49)

dr 2 y m,i m2 > 0 ,

but ifm ^ 1 and r —>■ 0

fo, —= nf > 0 ^
[0 m? > 0.

Therefore the centre of the tube is unmoved for all m ? 1; the kink mode, m = 1, is the only
oscillation causing the centre of the tube to be displaced.

2.5.2 Shear motions

Inspection of vg shows that under certain circumstances it is possible for the interior of the tube
to be rotating out of phase with the environment. Consider for example, a fast wave propagating
with a phase speed c lying between the internal and external Alfven speeds, vai < c < VAe■ Then

I ttt iJ'r , r<a
Vg = I rP' ( Ai ~c ) (2.51)mca

rpeak(v2Ae-c2)^>T ' r>a.
Since m, c, a r, k, Pt and the densities in (2.51) have the same sign across r — a whereas

(u2Ai — (?) and (v\e — c2) are of opposite sign in the tube interior to the exterior, a shearing effect
arises due to the sharp change in sign of vg at the interface.

2.5.3 Relations between pressures

For the embedded flux tube model there are three different pressures we can define. The first and
most important is the total pressure perturbation, giving the net effect of the plasma and magnetic
pressures. However, it is interesting to examine the relationships between the different pressures
for fast and slow modes.

Firstly, the plasma pressure perturbation P\ and the total pressure perturbation Pt can be related
by

-c2c2
Pi = 2 2 \( 2 2\Pt ' (2.52)(q + vAi)(4i -c2)

We can see that for both slow and fast modes in the loop and environment these pressures are in
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phase, since the phase speed of these modes satisfy c > ctu c-re• Also equation (2.52) reveals that
in a cold plasma (/3 = 0, c; = 0) there is no perturbation to the plasma pressure (as expected).

The linearised magnetic pressure (Pm = ~) can be related to the total pressure Pt via

Pm=^ffi~Cl\pT, (2.53)cf (4» -c )

where we can see, assuming a typical ordering of speeds in the corona, that Pm and Pt are out
of phase for the slow modes, but in phase for the fast modes inside the loop; however, they are in
phase for fast and slow modes in the environment of the loop.

Finally, we discuss the relation between the plasma and magnetic pressures (which can be com¬

bined to produce the total pressure). P\ and Prn are related by

-c2c2
pi = T7T 2TP™ • (2.54)vAi(ci ~ c )

Therefore, for the slow mode which has ce < c < Ci, P\ and Pm are out of phase inside the loop
and in phase in the environment. By contrast, the fast mode has these pressures in phase both
inside and outside the loop.

2.5.4 Forces

There are two forces acting upon the plasma: the total pressure force and the magnetic tension
force acting along field lines. We can write the total pressure force as

_VP _ il/^CTi ~ °2) (PivAimi.. P*VAiml:. p \ r2VPr~ ^C2.(c2-c2) V Ck2 Vr' ck2 6, m) ( ^
and the magnetic tension force as

Mt = ik (^vr, ^vg, . (2.56)

Using these expressions we compare the driving forces and their phase for fast and slow modes
and also surface and body modes. Unfortunately, these expressions do not allow distinctions to be
made between sausage and kink modes.

For the slow surface modes inside the tube we find each component of the total pressure force and
the magnetic tension force are in phase and so act together. However, for the slow body modes the
transverse components are out of phase, so oppose each other, while the longitudinal components
continue to act in unison. This indicates a predominantly longitudinal nature for the slow body
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modes. In the environment it is found that all components of these two forces act against each
other, resulting in a decay in oscillation power with increasing distance from the tube boundary
(as expected for trapped modes).

When considering fast surface modes it is now seen that all components of these two forces act out
of phase inside the tube, rather than together as in the case of the slow surface modes. This may

account for the decay in oscillation amplitude away from the tube boundary for the surface mode.
However, the transverse components of the forces are in phase for the fast body modes while the
longitudinal forces oppose each other. This suggests that the fast body modes are predominantly
transverse oscillations. This fact can also be observed in the zero /3 limit when the net longitudinal
force is seen to fall to zero. Similarly to the slow modes, all the components of the total pressure
force and magnetic tension force act against each in the environment of the tube, causing a decay
in oscillation power away from the tube.

2.6 Cold plasma

The solar corona is a magnetically dominated environment with a small plasma /?
corresponding to in Alfven speeds greatly exceeding sound speeds. Therefore examining the cold
plasma (J3 — 0) limit is not only a useful simplification of the model, eliminating the slow modes,
but is also a close approximation to the low /?(« 10-3 - 10-4, see Chapter 1) corona and so

describes adequately the fast waves.

Notice that the /3 = 0 equilibrium has a uniform magnetic field throughout (Bi — Be) so the
flux tube is defined purely by a density enhancement (or contrast), which translates to an Alfven
speed depression. From the total pressure balance condition (2.16), it can be seen that the ratio of
external to internal density is related to the ratio of the square of the internal to external Alfven
speeds by

^ ; (2.57)
Pi VAe

this ratio typically lies in the range 0.1 - 0.5 for TRACE coronal loops. The sound speeds are zero

in both the tube and environment regions (cj = ce = 0), hence the effective radial wavenumber
squared reduces to

2 k2(v2Aj — c2)m2 = v A* - (2.58)
vAi

with an equivalent form in the environment.
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2.6.1 Dispersion diagram /3 = 0
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Figure 2.4: Dispersion diagram for the /3 = 0 case, with VAe = 2.5vai- The diagram shows
the non-dimensional phase speed ^r(= as a function of ka. The solid curves are the kink
modes (m = 1) and the dashed curves sausage modes (m = 0). The curves cutoff at uj = kvAe-

We will now examine the solutions of dispersion relations (2.31) and (2.32). Due to the tran¬
scendental nature of these dispersion relations a numerical approach must be applied to obtain
solutions. We use a combination of the bisection method and the Newton-Raphson method, but
estimating the derivative term via a high order finite difference method. The dispersion curves

are found as a function of ka starting from large values of ka and working towards smaller val¬
ues of ka. The bisection method is used to find initial points on the dispersion curves; thereafter
the Newton-Raphson method is used with the initial guess obtained by a linear extrapolation on

previous points on the dispersion curve.

This method is very efficient in finding solutions in the (3 = 0 case, when only the fast modes are

present and there are large separations between the dispersion curves. However, when /3 ^ 0 the
presence of a slow mode band containing an infinite number of modes does not prove straightfor¬
ward, although there are still no difficulties solving the dispersion relations for the fast modes.

Fig. 2.4 shows the dispersion diagram for the solutions of dispersion relations (2.32) in the zero

)3 case, for Alfven speeds of v^e = 2.5VAi- For this case, pe = 0.16pi. We have plotted the non-
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dimensional phase speed c/vai in the longitudinal direction against longitudinal dimensionless
wavenumber ka. Note that no surface modes occur under these parameters. There are no slow
modes present but there is a band of fast modes with phase speeds lying in the range between
the internal and external Alfven speeds. Within this band of fast modes there are many classes of
modes for each value of m. However, our main interest here is in the sausage modes (m = 0),
plotted as dashed curves, and the kink modes (to = 1) plotted as solid curves. The interleaving of
a single sausage mode lying between each pair of consecutive kink harmonics and never crossing
is a universal property of this model, but it will be seen in subsequent models (Chapter 3 and 5) that
the addition of longitudinal structuring may break this pattern. The ability of the loop to support

trapped modes is as a result of its density enhancement over its environment, and increasing the
density enhancement (increasing pi/pe) improves the efficiency of the loop to act as a waveguide
and results in a reduction in the phase speeds of the modes, making it possible for more harmonics
to arise lying below the cutoff frequency, for a give range of ka. The cutoff frequency (which
can also be cast in terms of phase speed) is defined by the properties of the loop's environment
and take a value of c = ccut = VAe (plotted in Fig. 2.4 as the upper dotted line) in this case.

However, in more structured models this can take a modified value (see Chapter 3 and 5). The
cutoff curve is important as it marks the transition between a mode propagating as a trapped mode
or a leaky mode, corresponding to m2 positive or negative respectively. Fig. 2.4 shows that all
but the fundamental kink mode reaches this cutoff and therefore propagate as leaky modes in the
long wavelength limit. A fundamental mode of any structure, be it a coronal loop or a length of
string, implies that the entire structure is oscillating in phase and the only nodes (points where
the position of the structure is fixed) are situated at the ends of the structure. The values of ka at
which each mode becomes leaky can be evaluated using the formula (Edwin and Roberts, 1983)

for the ith sausage mode (to = 0), where joi is the ith zero of the Bessel function Jo. In the same

way, for the (i + l)th kink modes (to = 1) the cutoff values of ka are found to be

where ju is the ith zero of the Bessel function J\. The importance of these cutoffs is discussed in
Roberts et al. (1984).

The fundamental kink mode propagates as a trapped mode for all values of ka. Also it can be seen

from Fig. 2.5 that in the long wavelength limit ka —> 0 the kink mode propagates with the kink

(2.59)

(2.60)
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speed Cfc, defined by

Cfc —
p0v2A + pev2Ae

Po + Pe
(2.61)

The kink mode possesses the property that its phase speed is insensitive to ka in the small ka
range so the gradient of the dispersion curve is shallow for small values of ka and its phase speed
remains approximately c^; this is in contrast to the sausage modes and harmonics of the kink mode
which have a strongly dispersive nature with respect to ka.

The fact that the fundamental kink mode has this special property of weak dispersion for small
and moderate ka makes it ideal for use in coronal seismology. Provided the loop length (which
is inversely proportional to the wavenumber of a standing mode) is much longer than the loop
radius, a, then the phase speed of the fundamental kink mode can be accurately approximated by
by the kink speed c^ without actually knowing the loop radius. Coronal seismology is a useful tool
in the extrapolation of parameters, such as the coronal magnetic field strength which cannot be
observed directly. The use of coronal seismology of loops was first put forward by Roberts et al.
(1984). The method has been successfully used with TRACE data by Nakariakov et al. (1999) and
Nakariakov and Ofman (2001). In Nakariakov et al. (1999), an observation of the fundamental
kink mode was made with frequency ui = 1.47 ± 0.05 rad min-1 or ^ = 3.90 ± 0.13 mHz in a
loop of length L — (130 ± 6) x 106 m. Assuming the loop can be represented by this model, the
frequency is related to phase speed and wavelength (twice the loop length) by

From this a kink speed of Ck = 1040 ± 50 km s 1 can be deduced. Now if we assume a uniform
magnetic field the kink speed and internal Alfven speed va% can be related by

and if we suppose the loop has an order of magnitude density enhancement over its environment
we can then determine the internal Alfven speed to be vm ~ 770 ± 40 km s-1. Combining equa¬

tions (2.62) and (2.63) we obtain an expression for the coronal magnetic field strength (Nakariakov
and Ofman, 2001)

Note the dependence of the field strength on the square root of the density so reducing the error

due a to poor estimation of the density. Densities of i09-3=to-3 cm-3 at the loop apex and io9-2±0-3
cm-3 leads to a coronal magnetic field of Bq = 13 ± 9 G (Nakariakov and Ofman, 2001).

(2.63)

(2.64)
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It should be noted that the fundamental kink mode is not the only mode to propagate as a trapped
mode in the thin tube limit with a phase speed close to c^; the fluting modes (m > 2) also
possess this property. Therefore, the fundamental modes for all m ^ 0 propagate as a trapped
mode in the long wavelength limit. This suggests that it may be more appropriate to view the
fundamental sausage mode (m = 0) as a the special case, propagating only as a leaky mode in the
long wavelength limit. Unfortunately it is difficult to see how it is possible to take advantage of
this special property of the sausage mode as there is no convenient expression for its behaviour in
this limit and also any observation of the fundamental sausage mode in this limit will be rapidly
damped through leakage of energy into the loop's environment (see, for example, Brady and Arber,
2005).

In the other extreme, as ka becomes large (corresponding to the short wavelength limit) all modes
have phase speeds which tend to the internal Alfven speed, vai-

2.6.2 Eigenfunctions (3 = 0

The eigenfunctions are evaluated analytically, although the frequency of the mode must still be
determined numerically. It is also possible to solve equation (2.13) or (2.14) numerically in order
to obtain solutions for the eigenfunctions. This is the method used if more complicated Alfven
profiles are to be considered (Goossens et ah, 2002).

2.6.3 Long wavelength limit

In this section we discuss the perturbations produced in the propagation of the kink mode. It
is important to remark that as this is a linear problem all eigenfunctions have an unspecified
multiplicative constant, which we fix by setting the maximum value of the non-dimensionalised
total pressure perturbation, Pr/piVAi, to unity. In some cases this results in other perturbations
that are large, but this indicates that the initial normalisation was inappropriate rather than a failure
of linear theory.

In Figure 2.5 we plot: (a) the non-dimensional total pressure perturbation, (b) the radial velocity
(vr/vA&, (c) the azimuthal velocity (vg/vAi)', and (d) the longitudinal velocity (vz/vAi), each as

a function of the radial coordinate r/a for the case VAe = 2.5VAi and a longitudinal wavenumber
ka — 0.2. For ka = 0.2, it can be seen from the dispersion diagram that only the fundamental
kink mode is trapped and it takes a phase speed close to c^. Fig. 2.5(a) shows the total pressure
perturbation has one extrema, occurring at the tube radius r = a, and otherwise decays to zero at
the centre of the loop and also as r -» oo. This behaviour is similar to that shown by a surface
mode; however, this is a body mode (since mf < 0) (Zhugzhda, 2004). Inside the tube, the
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growth of the total pressure perturbation is linear in r, as a result of the small value of ka. Also,
for the same reason, the penetration of this perturbation into the environment is very high (the
smaller me, the higher the penetration), having only decayed by a factor of five after four tube
radii (comparisons with other modes are made later). Fig. 2.5(b) shows the radial component of
the velocity has its maximum value of vr/vM = 9.5 at the centre of the tube and is approximately
uniform across the tube; this indicates that the oscillation of the tube is like that of a solid body.
Outside the tube the radial velocity falls off rapidly, decaying by a factor of eight by a distance of
four tube radii. Fig. 2.5(c) shows the azimuthal velocity has an almost uniform value vg/vAi — 9
across the tube but, as evident directly from the analytical expressions for the eigenfunction, has a

discontinuous jump in phase at the tube boundary. Therefore the tube interior and exterior oscillate
out of phase, causing a shearing effect across the tube boundary. Finally, if we assume that the
oscillation had a radial velocity of 50 km s~x (which is one twentieth of a typical coronal internal
Alfven speed of 1000 km s_1), then we would expect this mode to cause a maximum perturbation
in the total pressure of 0.5% of the background. The small value of the total pressure perturbation
is consistent with this mode being almost incompressible.
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Figure 2.5: Eigenfunctions of the fundamental kink mode in the /? = 0 limit, for VAe = 2.5?Mj and
ka = 0.2. Plotted are the non-dimensional (a) total pressure Pr/piVAi, (b) radial velocity vr/vAi
and (c) azimuthal velocity vg/vAi, each as a function of the dimensionless radial coordinate r/a.
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2.6.4 Short wavelength kink modes

Next we discuss the behaviour of the perturbation for a larger value of ka, taking ka = 3.8, where
not only the fundamental but also the first and second harmonics of the kink mode are trapped.
See Figures 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8, which display the equivalent quantities as Fig. 2.5.

Fig. 2.6(a) shows that for this larger value of ka the total pressure perturbation has retained its
surface mode like behaviour. However, inside the tube it no longer has the same linear growth as

seen previously, and the fall off in the environment from its maximum value at the tube radius is
very rapid, with the perturbation having all but disappeared by r = 2.5a. Fig. 2.6(b) shows that
allowing the eigenfunction to evolve from a value of ka = 0.2 to ka — 3.8 results in the tube
no longer oscillating as a solid body, but has large variations in radial velocity across the tube,
having decayed from its maximum value at the tube centre to half this value by the tube boundary.
In the tube exterior the radial velocity, like the total pressure, falls off rapidly. It is notable that
the maximum radial velocity produced in this case has been significantly reduced when compared
with the case ka = 0.2. Similarly, the azimuthal velocity shown in Fig. 2.6(c) now shows greater
variation across the tube radius but as the eigenfunction evolves from a value of ka = 0.2 to
ka = 3.8, it retains the property that the interior and exterior oscillate out of phase. Again, if
we suppose there is a 50 km s_1 maximum radial velocity we can estimate that this will result in
a maximum perturbation to the total pressure of 1.6% compared to its background; this is three
times larger than seen in the case of ka = 0.2 and so the fundamental kink mode for ka = 3.8
shows a higher level of compressibility than it does for ka = 0.2.
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Figure 2.6: Eigenfunctions of the fundamental kink mode in the = 0 case, for v^e = 2.5vai and
ka = 3.8. The figures show the non-dimensional (a) total pressure Pt/fHV2Al, (b) radial velocity
Vr/vAi, and (c) azimuthal velocity ve/vAi as functions of the dimensionless radius r/a.
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For ka = 3.8 the first harmonic of the kink mode also propagates as a trapped mode and in Fig. 2.7
we examine the eigenfunctions for the first harmonic. For the first harmonic, each eigenfunction
is seen to have two extrema inside the tube rather than the single extrema found in the case of the
fundamental mode.

Fig. 2.7(a) shows that the total pressure perturbation is again zero at the tube centre and now

takes a maximum value at approximately r/a = 0.5, rather than on the tube boundary; after this
maxima, it goes through another extrema at r/a = 1 and then decays rapidly in the environment.
This mode is recognisable as a body mode, as it has oscillations in amplitude throughout the
tube. The radial velocity (Fig. 2.7(b)) again takes its maximum value at the tube centre but goes
through an oscillatory decay into the environment. Therefore, examining a slice of the tube at
a fixed value of z, would show some of the plasma inside the loop oscillating outwards while
some is oscillating inwards, so causing a stagnation point (vr = 0) in the radial direction which
corresponds to the extrema in the total pressure perturbation. Also the maximum value of vr/vAi
produced by the total pressure perturbation is smaller than in previous cases. Fig. 2.7(c) shows
the azimuthal velocity takes its maximum value (in absolute terms) at the centre of the tube and
rapidly increases across the tube until it takes a positive value at the tube boundary, so again inside
the tube there is a stagnation point on either side of which the plasma is oscillating out of phase.
There is also a discontinuous jump in phase at the tube boundary, as discussed previously, causing
a shearing. If again we suppose the radial velocity is 50 km s-1 at its maximum value, then this
mode would result in a maximum perturbation to the total pressure of 4.5% of the equilibrium
value. Hence this mode causes a significant level of compressibility when compared with the
fundamental mode.
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Figure 2.7: Eigenfunctions of the first kink harmonic in the /i — 0 limit for VAe — 2.5vAi and
ka = 3.8. The figure shows the (a) total pressure Pr/piVAi, (b) radial velocity vr/vAi, and (c)
azimuthal velocity vg/vAi as functions r/a.
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The last kink mode to be trapped when ka = 3.8 is the second harmonic, with eigenfunctions
shown in Fig. 2.8. We see that the number of extrema inside the tube for each eigenfunction has
now increased to three.

Fig. 2.8(a) displays the total pressure perturbation which is zero at the tube centre but grows
rapidly to its first extrema, where it takes its largest value: thereafter, an oscillation in magni¬
tude is seen along with a decay in absolute terms until the tube boundary. In the environment the
perturbation rapidly decays away from the tube. Again this mode is instantly recognisable as a

body mode. The radial velocity (Fig. 2.85(b)) takes its largest value at the tube axis and oscillates
through a maximum and minimum before decaying away in the tube exterior. As with the total
pressure, the maxima with the largest absolute value occurs closest to the tube axis. Also there
are two stagnation points, which are seen to correspond to the maxima of the total pressure per¬

turbation. Finally, the azimuthal velocity is seen to take its largest value in absolute terms at the
tube centre and oscillates until the tube boundary, so parts of the loop interior have a rotational
oscillation which is out of phase with other parts but there is a continuous variation between re¬

gions of differing phase. However, on the tube boundary there is a discontinuous jump in phase,
resulting in shear flows near the tube boundary. If we suppose a typical radial velocity of 50 km
s-1 we can estimate that this results in a 5.2% change in total pressure compared with its equi¬
librium value. Therefore the higher harmonics of the kink mode are more compressive than the
fundamental mode, if we assume they have comparable radial velocities. A 5.2% variation in total
pressure would be easily detected but the second harmonic has not yet been observed, so it maybe
that the fundamental and its harmonics are not in fact generated with comparable amplitudes, or it
maybe that dissipation acts more efficiently on higher harmonics.
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Figure 2.8: Eigenfunctions of the second kink harmonic in the /3 = 0 limit for v^e = 2.5va% and
ka = 3.8. The figures show the non-dimensional (a) total pressure Pt/PiV2Ai, (b) radial velocity
Vt/vai, and (c) azimuthal velocity vq/vai as functions r/a.
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2.6.5 Short wavelength sausage modes

We now examine the eigenfunctions of the sausage mode which has been described earlier as

a cylindrically symmetric pulsation and therefore does not produce an azimuthal velocity. Since
there are no trapped sausage modes in the long wavelength limit (ka <C 1) we consider a wavenum-
ber of ka = 3.8; at this value both the fundamental and first harmonic of the sausage mode
propagate as trapped modes. Again we apply the normalisation of the maximum value of the non-

dimensional total pressure to one. Fig. 2.9(a) shows that the total pressure perturbation takes its
largest value at the tube centre and falls off across the loop to a second extrema lying on the tube
boundary and then decays rapidly in the loop exterior. Fig. 2.9(b) shows the radial velocity; as

discussed earlier, the sausage mode does not perturb the position of the tube axis and therefore
there is a stagnation point at r = 0, which again corresponds to a maximum value in the total
pressure perturbation. From the stagnation point the centre of the tube the radial velocity grows to
a maximum at the point where the total pressure goes through zero and it then decays rapidly to
zero (by a radius of r/a = 2.5, it is negligible). Supposing a maximum radial velocity of 50 km
s"1, this would result in a maximum total pressure perturbation of 5.5% of its equilibrium value.
The fundamental sausage mode is a compressive mode.

Figure 2.9: Eigenfunctions of the fundamental sausage mode in the f3 = 0 limit for VAe = 2.5VAi
and ka = 3.8. (a) total pressure Pp/PiV2Ai, and (b) radial velocity vr/vAi, given as functions of
r/a.
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Fig. 2.10 shows the eigenfunctions for the first harmonic of the sausage mode. We see in Fig.
2.10(a) that the total pressure perturbation takes its maximum value at the tube centre and oscillates
through a second minimum (which is smaller in absolute terms than the first) before reaching
another maximum at r = a and decaying rapidly thereafter in the environment. The radial velocity
shown in Fig. 2.10(b) has a stagnation point at the tube centre, oscillates through a maximum and
a minimum and then decays rapidly in the environment. If we assume a maximum radial velocity
of 50 km s_1, then we would expect to see a perturbation of 7.1% in total pressure on the tube
axis.

Figure 2.10: Eigenfunctions of the first sausage harmonic in the f3 — 0 limit for VAe — 2.5^» and
ka = 3.8. (a) total pressure Pp/p%v\t, and (b) radial velocity vr/vAi, as functions of r/a.
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2.6.6 Characterizing the sausage and kink modes

The kink mode is characterized by an oscillation of the tube axis and a shear azimuthal velocity
across the tube boundary. The radial and azimuthal velocities are comparable for the kink mode.
Also, in comparison to the sausage mode, the kink mode exhibits low levels of plasma compres¬

sion. In the long wavelength limit (ka <C 1) it is seen that the kink mode causes an almost solid
body oscillation of the tube, and resultant plasma perturbations penetrate a significant depth into
the environment of the tube. At shorter wavelengths, more harmonics are present and do not show
a solid body oscillation; there are higher levels of compression with each harmonic and lower
levels of penetration into the environment.

The sausage mode is characterized by a cylindrically symmetric oscillation leaving the tube axis
unmoved and no azimuthal flows. The mode is trapped only for shorter wavelengths and shows
much higher levels of compression than the kink mode. However, the penetration of the sausage

mode into the tube environment is comparable with that of the kink mode at similar wavelengths.

Although the /? = 0 model produces a useful coronal model for the fast modes it eliminates some

features such as the slow modes which it may be interesting to comment on. Therefore we now

reintroduce pressure effects and study the case where [5 is small but non-zero in order to examine
the effects of /3 ^ 0 on the fast modes. We also consider the slow mode oscillations which are

absent in the /3 = 0 case.

Fig. 2.11 show the dispersion diagram for the non-zero beta case, plotting the non-dimensional
phase speed c/vAi against ka for the case VAe = 2.5vau Ci = 0.5VAi, ce = 0.3vau with the
sausage modes (to = 0) and kink modes (to = 1) plotted as dashed and solid curves respectively.
We can see that, as in the zero f3 case, a band of fast modes lying in the range [vAi, VAe] which
show very similar behaviour to what has already been observed in the f3 = 0 case. Again, only
the fundamental kink mode propagates for all ka, showing a weakly dispersive nature; in the long
wavelength limit (ka —> 0), the kink mode has a phase speed c^. All other sausage and kink
modes reach their cutoff speed at c = VAe where modes become leaky. The value of ka for which
each sausage mode becomes leaky is given by (Roberts et ah, 1984)

2.7 (3 ± 0

(2.65)
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In the same way, for the (i + l)th kink modes (m = 1) the cutoff values of ka are given by

Here jot denotes the zeros of the Bessel function Jo and ju denotes the zeros of J\. All sausage
and kink fast modes are seen to be highly dispersive with c -» vai as ka —> oo. Notice that
each harmonic has a larger phase speed than the previous mode. Therefore the introduction of a
non-zero /3 has not resulted in a structural change to the fast mode band, though there are some

modifications to the phase speed.

Having a non-zero /3 makes a significant difference though introducing a slow mode band. This
occurs in the phase speed range [en, Cj], where an infinite number of slow modes are contained
with each harmonic having a smaller phase speed than lower harmonics (note this is the opposite
behaviour to fast modes). It is seen that all slow sausage and slow kink modes propagate for all
values of ka, with phase speeds tending to en in the long wavelength limit and q in the short
wavelength limit. Since these modes propagate for all values of ka they never become leaky. Also
with the slow modes being confined to such a narrow band of phase speeds, [cTi,ci\, the slow
modes are only weakly dispersive in nature.

2.7.1 Fast mode eigenfunctions

We examine the eigenfunctions of the fast modes in the finite (3 case. However, as there is no

structural change in behaviour only slight modifications to the results from the zero ft case occur.

We will not comment on the total pressure, radial and azimuthal velocities, although they are

still plotted. We will, however, comment on the longitudinal velocity since this is zero in the
/3 = 0 case. The perturbed pressure and density have the same behaviour as the longitudinal
velocity, apart from a different scaling. Throughout this section we have chosen the speeds to be
VAe — 2.5u.4i, Cj = 0.5vau ce = 0.3VAi, which is a typical ordering for the corona.

Fig. 2.12 shows the fundamental kink mode in the long wavelength range with ka — 0.2; it
is the only mode to propagate for this value. Again we see the solid body oscillation with the
radial and azimuthal velocities inside the tube being of comparable magnitude. Fig. 2.12(a) and
(d) show that the total pressure and the longitudinal velocity, grow linearly with radius r from
0 at the tube centre to a maximum value on the boundary of the tube. The longitudinal flow vz

displays a discontinuous drop from its maximum in the environment, so the plasma inside the tube
oscillates more rapidly than in the environment. For increasing r, the longitudinal velocity decays
to zero; but (as with the other perturbations) in this case it penetrates a significant depth into the
environment.

(2.66)
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Figure 2.11: The dispersion diagram for VAe = 2.5vai, Ci = 0.5^ and ce = 0.3?;^, showing the
non-dimensional phase speed ^j-(= a function of ka. The solid curves are the kink modes
and the dashed curves sausage modes. There is a band of fast waves with VAi < c < VAe an<3 a
band of slow waves in en < c < c\.

If we suppose a typical maximum radial velocity of 50 km s_1 and an internal Alfven speed of
1000 km s~\ this will result in a small 0.6% total pressure perturbation and a negligible longitu¬
dinal velocity of 1 km s-1. This indicates that the fast fundamental kink mode is predominantly a

transverse mode, for this wavenumber.
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Figure 2.12: Eigenfunctions of the fundamental kink mode for VAe = 2.5uAi, c2 = 0.5vai,
ce = 0.3u^j and ka = 0.2. (a) total pressure Pr/piVAi, (b) radial velocity vr/vAi, (c) azimuthal
velocity vq/vai, and (d) longitudinal velocity vz/vAi as functions of r/a.
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Next we examine the fundamental fast kink mode in the short wavelength range, at a value of
ka = 3.8; see Fig. 2.13. Again much the same behaviour is found for the total pressure, radial
and azimuthal velocities as in the zero beta limit. Since the longitudinal velocity is a scaling of
the total pressure in each region we see it shares similar properties with growth across the tube
but this is not linear for this case. As the scaling for the interior and exterior are different, there
is a discontinuity in longitudinal velocity at the tube boundary and thereafter it decays rapidly in
the environment. A maximum radial velocity of 50 km s-1 and internal Alfven speed of 1000
km s"1 leads to a 2.1% change in total pressure and a maximum longitudinal velocity of 4.7
km s_1. Therefore, the fundamental fast kink mode has remained predominately transverse and
incompressible for this choice of wavenumber.

Figure 2.13: Eigenfunctions of the fundamental kink mode for VAe — 2.5vau c» = 0.5vau
ce = 0.3VAi and ka = 3.8. (a) total pressure Bp/piV2Ai, (b) radial velocity vr/vAi, (c) azimuthal
velocity vq/vai, and (d) longitudinal velocity vz/vAi as functions of r/a.
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Also at this wavenumber of ka — 3.8 the first harmonic of the fast kink modes propagates as a

trapped mode. In Fig. 2.14 we plot the eigenfunctions for this mode. It can be seen from Fig.
2.14(a), (b) and (c) that the behaviour of the total pressure, radial and azimuthal velocities is the
same as found for the zero /3 case, apart from slight modifications to the magnitudes. However, a
non-zero f3 introduces a longitudinal component to the velocity as shown in Fig. 2.14(d). We can

see this perturbation shares many of the same properties as the total pressure, being zero at the
tube centre but it takes its maximum value inside the tube at the same radius that vr goes through
zero. After this maximum it decays to another extrema on the tube boundary, where it suffers a

discontinuity on moving into the environment, resulting in a small perturbation that quickly decays
with distance from the tube.

Assuming the same radial velocity and internal Alfven speed as previously, the first of the fast kink
mode produces a moderate level of compression of 5.5% change in total pressure and longitudinal
velocities of 7.2 km s-1; these values are below current detection limits, so this mode could only
be seen as a transverse one.

0.0

-0.5

(a) (b)

r/a r/a

(c) (d)

Figure 2.14: Eigenfunctions of the first fast kink harmonic for VAe — 2.5vai, = 0.5vau
ce = 0.3VAi and ka = 0.2. (a) total pressure Pt/PiV2Ai, (b) radial velocity vr/vAi, (c) azimuthal
velocity vg/vAi, and (d) longitudinal velocity vz/vAi as functions r/a.
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Next we examine the fundamental fast sausage mode. As with the kink mode, the behaviour of
the total pressure and transverse velocity is the same as that described in the zero fS case. The
longitudinal velocity (Fig. 2.5(d)), which is not present in the zero j3 case, shows a maximum
value on the tube axis so the largest plasma jets occur at the centre of the tube. Across the tube
radius the longitudinal velocity falls to a minimum at the tube boundary, suffers a discontinuous
jump on moving into the environment but causes only small perturbations there. Under the earlier
assumed conditions, this oscillation would produce a perturbation to total pressure of 6.6% and
longitudinal velocities of 11 km s-1.

Figure 2.15: Eigenfunctions of the fundamental sausage mode for VAe — 2.5vau Q = 0.5^,
ce = 0.3i>Ai and ka = 3.8. (a) total pressure Pt/PiV2Ai, (b) radial velocity vr/vAi, (c) azimuthal
velocity vq/vai (zero for this mode), and (d) longitudinal velocity vz/vai as functions of r/a.
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The second harmonic of the fast sausage mode can also be observed as a trapped mode for this
value of ka. In Fig. 2.16 we plot the eigenfunctions of this mode; total pressure and the radial
velocity have the same behaviour as in the zero /3 case. Therefore we describe the behaviour
of the longitudinal velocity, shown in Fig. 2.16(d), where it is apparent that the largest flows
along the tube occur at its centre. Across the tube it oscillates in magnitude, so there are flows
within the tube which oscillate out of phase, while in the environment this mode causes negligible
perturbations. We would expect to find an 8% change in total pressure and longitudinal velocities
of 8.3 km s-1. Therefore this mode produces a high level of compression for a fast mode and (as
expected) small velocities along the tube.
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Figure 2.16: Eigenfunctions of the first sausage harmonic for v\e = 2.5VAi, Ci = 0.5VAi, ce =

0.3VAi and ka = 0.2. (a) total pressure P?/piV2Ai, (b) radial velocity vr/vAi, (c) azimuthal
velocity vg/v^i (absent for this mode), and (d) longitudinal velocity vz/vai as functions r/a.
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2.7.2 Slow modes

As discussed previously, in addition to the band of fast waves in the finite ft case there is also a

band of slow modes lying between the internal tube and sound speeds. All of these slow modes,
of which there are an infinite number, propagate as trapped modes for all values of ka. We now

examine the perturbations in the fundamental and first harmonic of the slow mode.

Fig. 2.17 displays plots equivalent to Fig. 2.13, but here for the fundamental slow mode with
ka = 3.8. Fig. 2.17(a) shows that the total pressure perturbation is again zero on the tube axis
and grows to a maximum, which lies inside the tube, but then decays rapidly from this value into
the environment, having fallen to zero by r/a = 2.5. Fig. 2.17(b) shows that the radial velocity
takes its maximum (value in absolute terms) on the tube axis. It then decreases and goes through
a stagnation point, which corresponds to the maximum in the total pressure; thereafter vr reaches
a maximum on the tube boundary. So there are two layers inside the tube which oscillate out
of phase. Therefore, for this case there is no similarity to the oscillation of a solid body. In the
environment the oscillation quickly decays to zero. Fig. 2.17(c) shows the azimuthal velocity has
a maximum value at the tube centre, which is of the same magnitude as the maximum value at
the tube centre of the radial velocity. The azimuthal component then decays across the radius of
the tube and undergoes a discontinuous decrease on the tube boundary. The interior and exterior
remain in phase, unlike the fast modes. Fig. 2.17(d) shows the longitudinal velocity, which is
simply a scaling of the total pressure for the interior and exterior (the scaling is different in these
regions). The most interesting feature of the longitudinal velocity is its magnitude being about nine
times larger than the other velocity components. If we suppose a maximum radial velocity of 5 km
s-1 and internal Alfven speed of 1000 km s_1 we see this oscillation produces a 1.2% perturbation
to total pressure and 46.5 km s-1 longitudinal velocity. This illustrates the longitudinal nature of
the slow mode.



Figure 2.17: Eigenfunctions of the slow fundamental kink mode for VAe — 2.5VAi, Cj = 0.5vau
ce = O.'kiAi and ka = 3.8. (a) total pressure Pt/piV2Ai, (b) radial velocity vr/vAi, (c) azimuthal
velocity vq/vai, and (d) longitudinal velocity vz/vai as functions oir/a.
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Next we examine the first harmonic of the slow kink mode. The eigenfunctions of this mode are

shown in Fig. 2.18. As expected, the eigenfunctions all have one more extremum than the equiv¬
alent eigenfunction of the fundamental mode. Fig. 2.18(a) shows the total pressure perturbation.
In common with all other kink modes, there is no perturbation to the total pressure at the tube
centre but the pressure perturbation oscillates through two extrema inside the tube before decay¬
ing rapidly in the environment. It can be seen that the extremum closer to the tube axis has the
largest absolute value. Fig. 2.18(b) shows the radial velocity taking its maximum perturbation
on the loop axis and then has another two extrema inside the loop, so two stagnation points arise
(which again correspond to the extrema of the total pressure). The perturbation then decays in the
exterior. Fig. 2.18(c) shows the azimuthal velocity is largest at the tube centre, going through a

zero at a point inside the tube at r/a & 0.7. A discontinuity occurs on the tube boundary but the
interior and exterior regions still oscillate in phase on either side. The perturbation to the exterior
is very small in comparison with that at the centre of the tube. Finally, we have the longitudinal
velocity (Fig. 2.18(d)) which mimics the behaviour of the total pressure. However, it is discontin¬
uous on the tube boundary. Again, the longitudinal perturbation is much larger than the radial and
azimuthal velocities inside the tube. However, there is almost no longitudinal perturbation is the
environment; the longitudinal flow in strongly confined to the tube.

Again, supposing a maximum radial velocity of 5 km s-1 and an internal Alfven speed of 1000
km s"1 results in a total pressure perturbation of 0.8% and a longitudinal velocity of 66.5 km
s_1. This indicates that the higher harmonics of the slow mode show less compression but have a

strongly longitudinal nature.
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Figure 2.18: Eigenfunctions of the first harmonic of the slow kink mode for v,\e = 2.5v^i, Ci =

0.5VAi, ce — 0.3vAi and ka = 3.8. (a) total pressure Pt/PiV2Ai, (b) radial velocity vr/vAi, (c)
azimuthal velocity vg/vAi, and (d) longitudinal velocity vz/vAi■
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2.7.3 Sausage mode

We now consider the fundamental slow sausage mode. This is expected to be a highly compress¬

ible mode which does not perturb the position of the tube axis and causes no azimuthal velocities.
Fig. 2.19 shows plots of the eigenfunctions for this mode at a wavenumber of ka = 3.8. Fig.
2.19(a) shows that the total pressure perturbation has its largest value at the tube centre. The
decay across the tube is rapid, falling in magnitude by a factor of 2.5 at the tube boundary. But
the decay in the environment is even faster, with the perturbation falling to a negligible value by
r/a = 2.5. So this mode has a low level of penetration into its environment. Turning to the
radial velocity (Fig. 2.19(b)), vr is zero at the tube centre (this mode does not perturb the position
of the tube axis). The radial velocity then grows in magnitude, with an almost linear behaviour
for small r/a, reaching an extremum at the tube-environment interface. In the environment, the
decay is very rapid close to r = a but this reduces with distance from the tube as the radial ve¬
locity decays to zero. Finally, the longitudinal velocity is shown in Fig. 2.19(d). This is simply
a scaling of the total pressure perturbation, so takes its maximum value at the centre of the tube
and falls off towards the boundary of the tube, where it has a strong discontinuity as it moves into
the environment. In the environment, the perturbations are very small in comparison with those
occurring in the tube, suggesting that as the tube expands and contracts plasma is shoot back and
forth along the tube. The magnitude of vz compared with vr shows that the slow sausage mode is
predominantly a longitudinal mode.

For a maximum radial velocity of 5 km s-1 and an internal Alfven speed of 1000 km s_1, the
slow sausage mode results in a perturbation in total pressure of 2.9% and a longitudinal velocity
of 76.4 km s-1, some fifteen times larger than the transverse velocity.
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Figure 2.19: Eigenfunctions of the fundamental slow sausage mode for VAe = 2.5^.4,, ct =

QJjvai, ce = 0.3VAi and ka = 3.8. (a) total pressure Pr/piV2Ai, (b) radial velocity vr/vAi, and (c)
longitudinal velocity vz/vAi• The azimuthal velocity is identically zero for this mode.
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We also examine the behaviour of the first harmonic of the slow sausage mode. If the slow sausage

mode follows the same trend as exhibited in the slow kink mode, then it will be less compressive
than the fundamental mode. Fig. 2.20(a) shows the total pressure perturbation and, as expected,
it has two extrema (i.e. one more than the fundamental mode). The first extremum occurs at the
centre of the tube and has larger magnitude than the second extremum close to the tube boundary;
thereafter, the mode decays to zero. Again, the radial velocity (Fig. 2.20(b)) shows that the
position of the tube axis is unperturbed; vr then oscillates through a minimum inside the tube
and reaches a local maximum on the tube boundary. There is a stagnation point between the
two extrema which correspond to an extremum of the total pressure perturbation. Therefore this
oscillation consists of two concentric layers inside the tube which oscillate out of phase. A rapid
decay occurs in the environment. Finally, the longitudinal velocity (which is a scaling of the
total pressure) has a similar behaviour, apart from a discontinuity at the tube boundary. Also this
oscillation causes almost no longitudinal flow in the environment. In the tube, the magnitude of
the longitudinal component of velocity is more than ten times that of the transverse component.

Assuming a maximum radial velocity of 5 km s_1 and an internal Alfven speed of 1000 km s-1,
this would result in a perturbation to total pressure of 1.25% which (as expected for the slow
mode) is less than that arising in the fundamental mode; the maximum longitudinal velocity is
68.7 km s_1, which is more than seven times larger than the transverse velocity.
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(c)

Figure 2.20: Eigenfunctions of the first harmonic of the slow sausage mode for VAe = 2.5VAi,
Ci = 0.5VAi, ce = 0.3VAi and ka — 3.8. (a) total pressure Pt/piv\^ (b) radial velocity vr/vAi,
and (c) longitudinal velocity vz/vAi■
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2.8 Conclusions

We want to answer the following questions:

1. What is the difference between a slow sausage mode and a slow kink mode?

2. What is the difference between fast and slow modes for sausage or kink modes?

2.8.1 What is the difference between a slow sausage or kink mode?

It is interesting to ask: how can we distinguish between a slow sausage mode and a slow kink
mode? The answer is not easily given. The sausage and kink definitions focus on transverse be¬
haviour but the slow modes are predominantly longitudinal and therefore this distinction is not

easily made. Also both modes share a highly compressive nature in their fundamental and lower
harmonics; however, the compressibility of each harmonic becomes less than the previous ones.

Therefore we must look at the eigenfunctions themselves and the difference between these modes
is most apparent along the tube axis. The sausage mode produces the largest total pressure per¬

turbation and longitudinal velocity on the tube axis, while there is no perturbation to the position
of the tube axis. By contrast, the kink mode causes no change in total pressure or longitudinal
velocity along the axis but takes its largest radial velocity on the axis.

2.8.2 What is the difference between fast and slow modes for sausage or kink
modes?

The main difference between fast and slow modes, both sausage and kink, is in the polarisation of
the mode: in a low (3 plasma fast modes are predominantly transverse, while the slow modes show
mainly longitudinal velocities. Also the most obvious difference is in the phase speed, with slow
modes in the range [cTi,Ci] and fast modes in the range [vAi,VAe]- In the long wavelength limit
only the fundamental fast kink mode is trapped; this mode has a solid body oscillation causing low
levels of compression, while all harmonics of the slow sausage and kink modes are present and
do not result in solid body oscillations. For the fundamental modes, a high level of compression
occurs. Therefore it is straightforward to determine the difference between fast kink and sausage

modes or fast and slow modes but it is not straightforward to distinguish between fast and slow
sausage or kink modes.



Chapter 3

Line Tying and Longitudinal
Structuring

3.1 Introduction

An important feature of the solar corona is the wide variety of structures which occur as a result
of the Sun's complex magnetic field (e.g. Golub and Pasachoff, 1997). Many of these structures
share the feature that they have a density enhancement (high plasma density compared with the
surrounding plasma), allowing them to act as a MHD wave guide. They may also have temperature
or magnetic field enhancements or depletions, but in the low f3 corona it is density (and through
this the Alfven speed) that plays the major role.

The excellent observational ability of spacecraft such as TRACE and SOHO has provided us with
an array of detections of both standing (Aschwanden et al., 1999, 2002, Nakariakov et al., 1999,
Schrijver and Brown, 2000, Schrijver et al., 2002, Ofman and Wang, 2002, Wang et al., 2002a,b,c,
2003) and propagating (Berghmans and Clette, 1999, De Moortel et al., 2000c, 2002a,d,c,b, Rob-
brecht et al., 2000) waves occurring in coronal loops. Despite these capabilities it is still difficult
to make direct observations of fundamental quantities such as the magnetic field strength. How¬
ever, the technique of coronal seismology (Roberts et al., 1984, Roberts, 1986, Nakariakov et al.,
1999, Nakariakov and Ofman, 2001, De Moortel et al., 2002a) allows information carried by
MHD waves to be extracted from observations of oscillatory events and the results interpreted
using theoretical models.

There have been several theoretical models of coronal loops. The first models considered only
the simplest aspects of magnetic structuring, using a Cartesian slab (Roberts, 1981, Edwin and
Roberts, 1982) or a cylindrical geometry (Spruit, 1982, Edwin and Roberts, 1983). In the cylindri-

76
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cal models the coronal loop is represented by an infinitely long and straight uniform magnetic flux
tube. The loop has a plasma density enhancement compared with its environment, and the mag¬
netic field is directed along the loop. This configuration produces a rich array of wave behaviour
and is widely used in coronal seismology. Edwin and Roberts (1983) gave a detailed descrip¬
tion of the model's dispersion diagram (see also Chapter 2). From this model several additional
features may be added, such as the presence of magnetic twist (Bennett et al., 1999, Sakai et al.,
2000), the inclusion of a co-axial shell (Solov'ev et al., 2002), the presence of field-aligned flows
(Nakariakov and Roberts, 1995a, Somasundaram et al., 1999, Terra-Homem et al., 2003), the role
of line-tying effects (Diaz et al., 2004) and stratification (Nakariakov et al., 2000, Nakariakov and
Ofman, 2001, James, 2003, Mendoza-Briceno et al., 2004, Roberts, 2006). Also investigations
into wave damping through phase mixing (Heyvaerts and Priest, 1976, De Moortel et al., 2000a,b)
and mode coupling as a result of resonant absorption (Steinolfson and Davila, 1993, Ofman et al.,
1994a,b, Ruderman and Roberts, 2002, Goossens et al., 2002) are available.

Despite extensive work there are still many aspects of coronal loop oscillations and coronal seis¬
mology to be explored. Here we consider the role of footpoint structuring on the modes of oscilla¬
tion. We consider a uniform line-tied loop with longitudinal structuring in the loop's environment
by incorporating a dense chromospheric layer. The chromospheric layer produces a cutoff fre¬
quency which depends upon the depth of the layer, producing a different cutoff frequency for each
mode. In an unbounded homogeneous loop of radius a, the fundamental kink mode propagates as

a trapped mode for all wavenumbers ka, with a phase speed equal to the kink speed c^ in the thin
tube limit (Chapter 2). However, for a suitable depth of chromospheric layer, we find that the kink
mode no longer propagates as a trapped mode. Also, in the case where it is trapped in the thin tube
limit, it now propagates a the kink speed that is modified by the presence of the chromospheric
layer.

Many results of coronal seismology, such as the deduction of the coronal magnetic field strength
from the TRACE loop oscillations (Nakariakov and Ofman, 2001), use the fact that the funda¬
mental kink mode is trapped in the thin tube limit and is propagating at the kink speed. The result
that the fundamental kink mode is not trapped in the thin tube limit may thus have important
implications for coronal seismology.

3.2 Equilibrium and basic equations

In this study we consider a spatially structured static equilibrium of a cylindrically symmetric
line-tied coronal loop or magnetic flux tube (lying parallel to the z axis) of length 2L and radius
a. The magnetic field Bo = Bqz is assumed to be uniform throughout the medium and aligned
with the loop. The equilibrium density po(r,z) is structured in both the radial and longitudinal
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Figure 3.1: A sketch of the equilibrium configuration showing a slice (in r and z) of the cylindri-
cally symmetric uniform coronal loop, of length 2L and radius a. The density in the tube interior
is pi and the coronal region is of density pe. In the chromospheric layers (of depth L — W), the
density is pc/ie in the external chromosphere and pchi in the internal chromosphere. The magnetic
field is everywhere uniform and directed parallel to the loop. The footpoints of the loop are fixed
at the chromospheric/photospheric base (z = ±L).

directions. Gravitational effects are ignored. Small amplitude oscillations about this equilibrium
are introduced. The ideal adiabatic MHD equations (neglecting gravitational effects) reduce to the
following system of coupled partial differential equations (see, for example, Roberts, 1991, Diaz
et ah, 2002)

dPT 2 dvz 2

aT - "°c/v v-

Po

and

dt2 VA dz2 V_L = -V_L
dPT
dt

(3.1)

(3.2)

Po
d2 2 d2
dt2 dz2

v, = -
4 d2PT
c2 dzdt ' (3.3)

where va = Bo/y/PPo and Co = yj'yPo/po are the Alfven and sound speeds, cT2 = v 2 +
VA + 4- The subscript 'J_' denotes components,2 determines the tube speed ct, and ci =5

peipendicular to the equilibrium magnetic field, so the perturbed flow is v = vp + vzez

perturbed total pressure is Pt-

The

The low /? or cold plasma approximation (/3 = 0) is now taken so we neglect the effect of plasma
pressure; this is a good approximation in the corona where the plasma-beta is small. Consequently,
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the slow mode is removed from the system. See Chapter 2. Some care should be taken making this
approximation to other regions of the solar atmosphere, such as the chromosphere or photosphere,
as pressure effects and gravitational stratification play a greater role in these layers (see Roberts,
2004, for a recent discussion). The implication of the f3 -» 0 limit on the speeds of the system
are that co —> 0, ct —> 0 and cj —> va so acoustic aspects are lost and the fast modes are

decoupled from the Alfven waves; hence the zero /3 assumption allows- a study of fast modes to
be undertaken.

We allow for a general longitudinal and transverse structuring in the form of step functions, the
equilibrium plasma density profile taking the form

( ^ ! PiW r < a riA\Po{r,z) = \ (3.4)
[ pe{z), r > a

where we denote internal and external equilibrium values by a subscript 'i' and 'e' respectively.
Making these steps reduces equations (3.1) and (3.2) to the wave equation for Pt (Diaz et al.,
2002)

^2 - <4(*)v2 PT = 0, (3.5)

and equation (3.2) is retained in the same form but with appropriate density and Alfven profiles
depending on whether it is being applied internally or externally to the tube. There is no perturbed
flow along the loop (vz = 0).

We consider trapped modes for which there is no propagation of energy towards or away from
the loop. This is achieved by imposing vj_ —» 0 and Pt > 0 as r —> oo. The loop is line-tied
with the footpoints fixed in the dense photosphere where it is expected that coronal perturbations
will be so small that they are incapable of perturbing the dense photospheric plasma; this leads
to the condition vi(z = ±L) = 0. In this model we have interfaces over which the equilibrium
plasma properties jump discontinuously so we must know how the perturbations behave across

such surfaces. There are two types of interface: those parallel to the applied equilibrium magnetic
field and those which are not parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field. In the case where the
interface is parallel to the equilibrium field, the boundary conditions are (see Chapter 1 and Diaz,
2004)

n • [vi] = n • [Bi] = 0, [PT] = 0 . (3.6)

Thus, only the components of the perturbed velocity and magnetic field perpendicular to the in¬
terface are required to be continuous along with the total pressure.

For interfaces which are not parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field, the boundary conditions
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are (Chapter 1)

[v1] = [B1] = [PT] = 0; (3.7)

in this case all components of the velocity and the magnetic field (as well as the total pressure)
must be continuous at the interface.

3.3 Analytical method

We study oscillatory solutions to equations (3.5) in cylindrical coordinates. We follow Diaz (2004)
and assume a solution which is separable in space and Fourier analysing in time, writing Pt in the
form

Pr(r,0,z,t) — u(r) <f>(0) h(z) exp(iu)t), (3.8)

with lj the frequency. This form for the total pressure perturbations Pt produces a set of ordinary
differential equations (for r < a):

d2u 1 du / o m2 \
H—~j (A H 2"]tt = 0, (3.9)drz r dr \ rz /

d2<P 2

dO2

and

+ mz$ = 0, (3.10)

^ + (^T) + a2)^0' <3-n)
where m2 and A2 are the separation constants.

Solving equation (3.10) for $ gives

<&(#) = 4>(0) exp(imd) . (3.12)

This solution applies for both the tube interior and the exterior, since the total pressure must be
continuous across the tube boundary.

Equation (3.9) for u(r) inside the loop has the form of a Bessel (or modified Bessel) equation of
order m for (A1)2 > 0 (or (A1)2 < 0); we write

Ira(AV), (V)2>0,
({AT)2 = -(W)2>0.ui{r)=A{ my " y ' . ' . _ (3.13)v ' IT (run \ _(\i\2 - "
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We have required the solution to be finite in the region r < a.

In the environment of the tube the equation for u(r) takes the form of a modified Bessel equation;
since we consider only trapped modes, it is required that all perturbations decline to zero as r —»

oo, with the implication that (Ae)2 > 0 and then

ue(r) = CKm(Xer), (Ae)2>0. (3.14)

The fact that (A6)2 > 0 for trapped modes is significant; the frequency that (A6)2 changes sign at
defines the cutoff frequency, marking the transition between trapped and leaky behaviour.

Finally, we consider the equation for h(z), which defines the longitudinal structuring. We can

proceed generally, without specifying the equilibrium density profile, by noting that for certain
choices of Alfven profile the differential operator

d2 u2 . o _

+
^ + A <x '

is self-adjoint. If this is the case and h(z = ±L) = 0, which is equivalent to the line-tying
condition vi(z = ±L) — 0, then the Sturm-Liouville (Arfken, 1985) theorem can be applied with
the implication that the set of solutions to equation (3.11) form a complete set on —L < z < L.
Hence there exists an infinite set of solutions to equation (3.11), and accordingly we label h(z)
and u(r) by a subscript n. This gives an is orthonormal set for hln(z). The function h\(z) is the
solution of equation (3.11) when n = 1 and A2 = Af. This allows the external solutions h^{z) to
be expanded in terms of the complete set of internal solutions hlm(z):

OO

hen(z) = J2 HnmhUz), (3-16)
m=1

where the coefficients Hnm are given by

Hnm = JL^hen(z)him(z)dz. (3.17)

In order to satisfy the continuity of Pt and vr on the tube interface r = a, we write the solution
for Pt as a linear combination of all solutions (Diaz et al., 2001):

PT(r,0,z) = *(#)/ > <■<"• (3,18)
I SLXl'KW. r>a.
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Assuming that vr has the same separable form as P?, we find

vr(r,e,z) = -ium{ ^=1 P'VHK)2 ^(l) r > a' (3'19)^n=1 Pev\e{K)* dr n\z) » r> a.

From the continuity of Pt and vr we can derive the set of linear equations for the amplitude
coefficients Cs present in solution (3.14):

i -

s=1

for (AJJ2 > 0, and

OO

£*■

~ TJm(X'na)K'm(X',a)^n ^s
c, = o (3.20)

5= 1

J'm{{>!nYa)Km{Ka) + ^^({A^V^^a) C„ = 0 (3.21)

in the case of (AJJ2 < 0. These two sets of equations are written as separate summations though
the terms in them may in fact be mixed as (AJJ2 could change in sign after a finite number of
terms. Suppose this change of sign occurs after I terms. Then the appropriate summation would
be

Es=l Hsn J'miiKx}*a)Km(\esa) + ijm({AU*a)^(Afa) Cs+

E°° Hs=/+l n*n 3r/;i(A»Km(Afa) - ±Im{>ia)K'm{\%a) Cs = 0.
(3.22)

The dispersion relation for the trapped modes of oscillation of a line-tied coronal loop with arbi¬
trary longitudinal environmental structuring and step functions in the radial coordinate is satisfied
when the determinant of the system of equations (3.22) vanishes. This dispersion relation (not
displayed) describes the sausage (m = 0), kink (m = 1) and fluting (m > 2) modes. An interest¬
ing aspect of the dispersion relation is that, due to the summation over all harmonics, each mode
is a combination of both surface and body modes whereas in simpler models (see Chapter 2 and
below) these may be considered separately.

3.4 Uniform loop

In order to investigate the effect of chromospheric layers on the oscillations of a coronal loop we

consider first the special case of an entirely uniform loop. In this case the chromospheric layer
is confined to the loop's environment. This allows a more straightforward discussion of the new

effects. Later, in section 3.5, we return to the more realistic model in which the chromospheric
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layers occur both inside and outside the loop. Consider, then, equilibrium configuration (3.1)
but here assuming an entirely uniform loop profile, of density pi = pchi. The chromospheic
inhomogeneity is then confined entirely to the loop's environment, so that for r > a the density
profile is

pe(2) = /^' W<\z\<L,\pe, \z\<W,
where pche and pe are the densities in the chromospheric and coronal regions. The symmetry of
the equilibrium means that waves can be split into odd (having a node at the loop apex z — 0) or
even (with an anti-node at the loop apex) modes. Hence the solution to equation (3.11) (noting
that we may neglect the interfaces at z = ±VU inside the loop) for the loop interior (for r < a) is

,■ , , 1 [ cos(M2z), even,
hUz) = -—{ V n ' (3.24)L1/2 [ sin(M'z), odd.

In the exterior (for r > a), the equivalent solution for the even modes is

dniz) = <

'

cos{M%W) sin(M'he{z + L)), —L < z < -W ,

sin(M^e(L + W)) cos(M%z), -W < z < W , (3.25)
k cos(M£W) sin{M'he{L - z)), W < z < L.

The multiplicative factors ^772 and Aev have been chosen to normalise the functions hln(z) and
hn(z) which satisfy

J r [Kiz)]2 dz = J [hniz)? dz = !• (3-26)
This leads to a Aev defined by

A"2 — (L — W) cos2(M£heW) + Wsin2[M^(L - W)}-

2^ cos2{MZheW) sin[2M*{L - W)}+ (3.27)
^ sin(2M^W) sin[M&L - W)]

with an equivalent expression for the odd coefficients, A0d. The terms Mln, M£he and M% are
defined by

(M* )2 = (A^)2 +~ , (i<e)2 = (A®)2 + , (M*)2 = (A^)2 + 4-> (3-28)
vAi vAche vAe

where \ln and A(j are the separation constants for the interior and exterior regions, respectively.

The line tying condition hn(z = ±L) = 0 is automatically satisfied by our choice of solution
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(3.25) in the loop environment, but M^ is restricted to be

K = g ; (3.29)
if n is odd then this is an even mode, and if n is even then this is an odd mode. There are an

infinite set of solutions to equations (3.9) and (3.10) and therefore the systems of equations (3.20)
and (3.21) are infinite sets. For the environment region we must apply the boundary conditions
for an interface perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetic field at 2: = ±W, which requires the
total pressure, magnetic field and velocity to be continuous across this boundary. This leads to the
conditions (via the ideal induction equation) that hfl(z) and^ be continuous across this surface.
The result is the transcendental equation

M°he cot M*he(L -W) = tan [M*W] (3.30)

for the even modes, and

M^he{L - W) = — cot [M^W] (3.31)M^he cot

for the odd modes. It has been assumed that -f b (A£)2 > 0 and f—b {Ki)2 > 0- There are^Ache
^

equivalent forms for the case of one or both of -f b (A^)2 and f—b (A®)2 being negative;^Ache ^Ae
these can be obtained simply by observing that sin(«a;) = — i sinh(:r) and cos()a;) = cosh(a;).

Equations (3.30) and (3.31) have an infinite number of solutions. In Fig. 3.2 the first three solu¬
tions of each equation are plotted as a function of ujL/vai■ There are an infinite set of solutions to

equation (3.11) in the exterior as well as for the interior.

CdL/v*

Figure 3.2: Plot of [Ae]2L2 against cvL/vAi, for VAe = 2.5VAi, VAche = 0.25VAi and W/L = 0.8.
The solid curves are for the even modes (solutions of equation (3.30)) and the dashed curves are
for the odd modes (solutions of equation (3.31)).

The final coefficient we require, in order to evaluate the determinant of the system of equations
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(3.22) and obtain our dispersion relation, are the values of Hnm. Coefficients Hnm are evaluated
using equation (3.15), which is straightforward but tedious. It is found that for the even modes

tr a r—0.5 f i\/rchef r TR"\1 f sin[(M' —Me)W] , s\n\(Ml+Me)W\ )F*2n-l,2m-l - Aev.L Sin[AZ (L - W )J j \Mi-M°) H \W+W] J-

i[MeW] { \MlW+Mche[W-L)} cos\MiW+Mche(L—W)] )
COS M'W < " "h* +Mi+Mche ' Mche—Mi J

(3.32)

Again, in writing (3.32) it has been assumed that [Mz]2, [Mche]2 and [Me]2 are all positive but
equivalent forms can be obtained when this is not the case. Also there is a similar form for the
Hnm coefficient in the case of the odd modes.

3.4.1 Dependence on loop radius a

We first study the dispersive nature of the modes as the ratio a/L of the loop radius to the loop
half-length varies. Fig. 3.3 shows the dispersion diagram for the even modes, for appropriate
coronal parameters. The dispersion diagram shows is a band of dispersive fast modes, similar
in behaviour to those of Edwin and Roberts (1983). There is only one sausage or kink mode
propagating in the thin tube limit a/L <C 1, which is the fundamental kink mode with frequency
ujL/vai = 1-84. This differs from the typical frequency of the fundamental kink mode in a

homogeneous environment, which gives wL/vAi = 2.06 for these parameters. The sausage modes
and the higher harmonics of the kink modes all have cutoff frequencies, so none propagate in the
thin tube limit.

The cutoff curve is marked by the dotted line showing the cutoff frequency ui = ojCuu with
UcutL/vAi = 1.87. Therefore we have observed an immediate consequence of the chromospheric
layer, which causes the cutoff frequency to differs from its value = |^ ~ 3.92 in a homo¬
geneous environment, independently of the internal structure of the loop. It has been found that
the internal structure of the loop only causes slight modification to the frequencies of the modes
(Diaz, 2004). Fig. 3.3(b) shows a log plot of the dispersion diagram displayed in Fig. 3.3(a),
demonstrating the insensitivity of the frequency for the fundamental kink mode to the loop radius
for realistically small values of a/L(se 10-4 — 10-1). This is a useful property for coronal seis¬
mology, since errors due to inaccuracy in determining the loop radius are minimal if the mode
observed is the fundamental kink mode.
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(a)

0.0001 0.0010 0.0100 0.1000 1.0000 10.000C
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Figure 3.3: (a) Dispersion diagram for VAe = 2.5vai, VAche = 0.25i>Ai and W/L — 0.8, showing
(jjL/vAi as a function of a/L. The solid and dashed curves are kink and sausage modes. Case (b)
shows the results of (a) using a log scale, displaying more clearly the behaviour for small a/L.
The cutoff curve is displayed in (a) and (b) by the dotted line.
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3.4.2 Dependence on chromospheric depth

In addition to the parameter a/L there is a second free parameter, W/L, representing the coronal
depth. There are two extreme cases involved in this model, W/L -» 0 and W/L —> 1, when the
loop's environment becomes uniform. In both cases a structure similar to that of the Edwin and
Roberts (1983) model discussed in chapter 2 is obtained. The first case, W/L —> 0, consists of a
uniform loop embedded in a dense chromospheric plasma. Therefore the loop has an enhancement
in Alfvthi speed over its environment and is incapable of supporting trapped modes of oscillation
The second case, ofW/L -» 1, now consists of a loop embedded in fine coronal material. In this
case the loop has a depression in Alfven speed compared with its environment, which is exactly
the structure Edwin and Roberts (1983) found to support trapped modes of oscillation.

It is interesting to examine the effect of letting W/L —» 1, on the system of equations (3.22).
The first thing to note is that the solutions to equation (3.9) inside and outside the loop become
identical for n = m, and hence these solutions are orthogonal; therefore,

so the system of equations (3.22) becomes diagonal. The diagonal terms are equivalent to the
dispersion relation for the trapped modes of oscillation of a magnetic tube with magnetic environ¬
ment (in the /3 = 0 limit) when line-tying is imposed, so a longitudinal dependence of the form
(3.23) is assumed. Then the nth term on the diagonal represents the dispersion relation for modes
of oscillation with n extrema in the longitudinal direction (Diaz et al., 2004). Hence each diagonal
term represents a family of modes with a particular longitudinal wavenumber and each family has
its own cutoff frequency ojcut = nuvAe/IL. These families are decoupled from each other. Note
that when longitudinal structure is incorporated the modes of oscillation become a superposition
of these different families, and so have varying longitudinal wavenumbers.

Fig. 3.4 shows the dispersion diagram for v\e — 2.5vau VAche = 0.25VAi and a/L = 10,
displaying the non-dimensional frequency against W/L. A large value of a/L has been chosen to
make clearer the main effects introduced in this case. It can be seen there are many trapped sausage

and kink modes present for a relatively small range of chromospheric depths (W/L « 0.8 — 1.0),
as would be expected from Fig. 3.3(a) for a large value of a/L. The frequencies appear to be
almost independent of chromospheric depth, provided they lie below the cutoff curve.

The most striking difference between this diagram and those against a is that the cutoff curve
exhibits a non-uniform variation, varying from ucut = ixvAche/^L as W/L -» 0 to ujcut =

■nvAe/^L as W/L -» 1. This variability in the cutoff frequency is perhaps expected from the
presence of the parameter W in equations (3.30) and (3.31) and is independent of a (as previously

n / m,
n = m,

(3.33)
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noted). As a result of the non-uniform cutoff curve, each mode has a cutoff frequency and value
ofW/L for which the mode becomes leaky and this is specific to that mode; this is in contrast to
the uniform tube, where all cutoff frequencies are the same. Another point to be stressed about
the dispersion diagram Fig. 3.4 is that it reveals that the fundamental kink mode also has a cutoff
frequency for small W/L, even in the case a/L = 10, and also has a cutoff frequency in the thin
tube limit, where this mode is typically thought of as a trapped mode.

Fig. 3.5 displays the case of a thin tube, a/L = 0.1, so essentially plots the variation of the
modified kink speed, c^, as a function of W/L. We see that in the limit W/L —>■ 1 only the
fundamental kink mode is trapped; this is similar to the case in Fig. 3.3. The dispersive effect of
W/L has increased but the range for which this mode remains trapped has been reduced. Also
it can be seen from Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5 that the cutoff frequency is strongly dependent on the
chromospheric depth.

0.4 0.6

W/L

Figure 3.4: Dispersion diagram for VAe = 2.5vau VAche = 0.25VAi and a = 10L, showing
uL/vAi as a function ofW/L. The solid and dashed curves are kink and sausage modes respec¬
tively. The dotted curve shows the dimensionless cutoff frequency as a function ofW/L.
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Figure 3.5: Dispersion diagram for v&e = 2.5VAi, VAche = 0.25VAi and a = 0.1L, showing
uoL/vAi as a function of W/L. The solid curve is the fundamental kink mode, and the dotted
curve shows the dimensionless cutoff frequency as a function ofW/L.
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In order to investigate the effect of the chromospheric layers on the nature of the fundamental
kink mode we plot a superposition of the dispersion curves and cutoff curves on a single diagram,
Fig. 3.6. Four cases are displayed: vAche - ti.l2hvAe, and pche = 64pe; vAche - 0.25vAe,
and pche = 16pe\ vAche = 0.5vAe, and pche = 4pe\ and vAche = vAe, pche = pe. Thus, we
evolve the diagram from the case of the chromosphere being 64 times denser than the coronal
region to the case of an entirely uniform environment (no chromosphere). The cutoff curves
evolve from one of steep gradients to a flat curve. Also the range of W/L allowing the loop to

trap the fundamental kink mode increases from the relatively small range of W/L « 0.8 — 1.0
when vAche = 0.125f/4e to being trapped for all values of W/L in the final two cases, when
vAche = 0.5vAe and vAche — vAe. The dispersion becomes less pronounced as the curves move

towards a uniform environment model.

3.0

2.5

, 2.0

f >.s

1.0

0.5

0.0

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

W/L

Figure 3.6: Superposition of dispersion diagrams with vAe = 2vAi and a = 0.1L, for vAche —

0-125vAe (green), vAche = 0.25vAe (blue), vAche = 0.5vAe (red) and vAche = vAe (black),
showing u)L/vAi as a function of W/L. The solid and dotted curves are dispersion and cutoff
curves respectively.
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Previous work has shown that in a cylindrical geometry the eigenfunctions of such trapped modes
do not penetrate deeply into the environment of the loop (Diaz et ah, 2001, 2004) and so would
have no strong interaction with neighbouring structures, although as the mode propagates close
to its cutoff frequency its eigenfunctions are expected to penetrate further into the environment.
However, this is not the behaviour here. Fig. 3.7 gives the evolution of the non-dimensionalised
total pressure perturbation at the loop apex (z = 0) as a function of radial coordinate along
the dispersion curve displayed in Fig. 3.5. There is little difference in the penetrations of the
eigenfunctions between a point close to the cutoff frequency (Fig. 3.7(a)) and a point far from it
(Fig. 3.7(c)). This suggests that the interaction of neighbouring loops is weak, unless the loops are

in a tightly packed group. It is evident from Fig. 3.7, which show surface plots of the P?/piV2Ai
against r/a and z/L, that the structure of the eigenfunction evolves along the dispersion curve. At
W/L = 0.99, Pt behaves much as expected for the fundamental kink mode having, one extremum
in both the radial and longitudinal directions. However, for W/L = 0.79 the eigenfunction has
developed three extrema in the longitudinal direction, although it retains the single extrema in the
radial direction.
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(c)

Figure 3.7: Surface plots of Pr/piVAi as a function of the radial and longitudinal coordinates
r/a and z/L. The following parameters were used: (a) W/L = 0.79, (b) W/L — 0.89, and (c)
W/L = 0.99. Here, VAe — 2.5v&i, VAche = 0.25VAi and a/L = 0.1.
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r/a
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Figure 3.8: Plots of Pt/piv2Ai as a function of the radial coordinate r/a, for the loop apex z/L = 0
and va6 = 2.5vai, VAche = 0.25vai and a = 0.1L. The following parameters were used: (a)
W/L = 0.79, (b) W/L = 0.89, and (c) W/L = 0.99.
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3.4.3 Unrealistic chromospheric densities

For certain parameter sets it is found that more kink oscillations other than the fundamental mode
may be trapped in the thin tube limit. This is the case in Fig. 3.9, which shows two kink modes,
the fundamental and its first harmonic; both lie below the new cutoff curve as a/L -» 0. The
dispersive effect of the loop radius on the fundamental kink mode has been significantly reduced
so its frequency is quite insensitive to the parameter a/L. We can also see the effect of mode
coupling, introduced between the first and second harmonics at an avoided crossing. However,
it should be noted that this happens for an unrealistically thick loop. As an avoided crossing is
approached, the frequency of the two modes interacting rapidly converge after reaching the point
where the curves are closest; this point is the avoided crossing, and thereafter the frequencies
rapidly diverge. Also the spatial structure of their eigenfunctions are exchanged across the avoided
crossing. This mode coupling is only possible between modes having properties which can be
exchanged. For example, a mode having two extrema in the radial direction may couple with a

mode with two extrema in the z direction, resulting in each mode still having two extrema but in
the other coordinate. Therefore, generally the fundamental modes only having one extrema cannot

undergo this mode coupling. However, Figure (3.8)(b) show the fundamental kink mode to have
more than one extrema and therefore may interact with other modes under certain circumstances.

We should note too that the structure shown in Fig. 3.3, of a sausage mode lying between each
pair of neighbouring kink modes, has not been preserved in Fig. 3.9; as we can see, the dispersion
curves of the fundamental sausage mode and first kink harmonic cross. Note that this is only
possible in a linear treatment since the dispersion relations for the sausage and kink modes are

decoupled. However, if a non-cylindrically symmetric equilibrium were considered then we may

expect a coupling between the sausage (m = 0) and kink (m = 1) modes. The dispersion curves

of coupled modes are not able to cross but the modes would interact at an avoided crossing. The
fact that this structure has not been preserved suggests that the sausage modes may not propagate
in the thin tube limit for all sets of parameters.

As the density contrast Pi/pe increases, more modes will be present in the dispersion diagram. We
have concentrated on the even modes since the odd modes have a similar behaviour. But it should

be noted that the cutoff frequency of the odd modes is dependent on the change in sign of [Af]2
while the cutoff frequency of the even modes is dependent on the change in sign of [A^]2. This
results in the cutoff frequency of the odd modes always being greater than that of the even modes.
If both even and odd modes are plotted on the same dispersion diagram it is seen that an odd mode
lies between each pair of consecutive even modes, for the range of frequencies that both even and
odd modes propagate for.
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(a)
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a /L

(b)

Figure 3.9: (a) Dispersion diagram for VAe — v^che = 1-5vai and W/L = 0.8 , showing
ujL/vAi as a function of a/L. The solid and dashed curves are kink and sausage modes respec¬
tively. Note the avoided crossing between the first and second kink harmonic, shown in (b) for the
region 0.81 < a/L < 0.88.
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3.5 Non-uniform loop

In the previous sections we discussed the simplified case of a uniform loop lying within an envi¬
ronment structured by the presence of chromospheric layers. We now turn to the more realistic
case in which chromospheric layers arise both inside and outside the loop (Fig. 3.1).

We consider a longitudinally structured loop of length 2L and radius a. The structuring in the
environment region is the same as previously. The loop has a uniform region of depth W and a

uniform chromospheric region of depth (L —W). These four regions are denoted by subscripts 'e',
'che', 'i' and 'chi' respectively. The same general procedure is followed as previously, resulting
in a solution hln(z) in the region r < a which is of the same form as h^(z) discussed earlier.
Note that the sign of [AjJ2 is unrestricted as we may consider both body and surface modes; this
results in hyperbolic, rather than trigonometric, behaviour. The solutions h%(z) in the environment
(r > a) remain as before. The same boundary conditions are applied at each interface, with the
addition of the interface perpendicular to the magnetic field inside the loop. We make use of the
Sturm-Liouville theorem which states that the solutions of an eigenvalue equation such as (3.11)
in self-adjoint form with boundary conditions hm(z = ±L) = 0 form a complete set on the
region z = [—L, L\. Also the Sturm-Liouville theorem guarantees that the the eigenvalues of this
equation are ordered and are countable. Therefore, we may apply the Sturm-Liouville theorem to

expand the external solution h^(z) in terms of the internal solutions hlm(z).

These steps lead to a dispersion relation taking identical form to equations (3.22) from the previous
case. However, the modification of hln(z) due to the internal structure of the loop results in changes
to the set of Xlns, which are solutions of

M^hi cot M^\L - W)] = Mln tan [MlnW (3.34)

for the even modes, and

M^hi(L - W)] = -Mln cot [MlnW]Mihi cot (3.35)

for the odd modes. Here

,2

[M,chi~\2n J

U)

VAchi
+ (Kf, [M\f = + (K)

UJ

(3.36)
JAi

have been assume to be positive, with equivalent relations for other cases. The coefficients Hnm
dependent on hlm(z) and h^(z), being evaluated using equation (3.17), so are different in this case.
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3.5.1 Case 1

There are two main cases of interest: the case where the loop footpoint is denser than the sur¬

rounding chromosphere (resulting in the footpoint having a depression in Alfven speed compared
with its surroundings), so VAchi < vAche (discussed in section 3.5.2); and the case when the loop
footpoint is less dense than the surrounding chromosphere (giving a footpoint with an enhance¬
ment in Alfven speed compared with its surroundings), so VAchi > vAche (see Fig- 3.16). If
VAchi < vAchei we expect trapped modes to propagate in the limit W/L —> 0 since the loop still
has a density enhancement over its surroundings, so the loop may still act as a waveguide. This is
illustrated by Fig. 3.10, showing the dispersion diagram for VAe — 2.5VAi, VAchi — 0.25VAi and
VAche — 0.35uai, with a/L = 0.1. The dispersion curve shown is the fundamental kink mode.
The kink mode now propagates as a trapped mode for all W/L. Also in Fig. 3.10 we can see the
cutoff frequency which varies with W/L and is the same as in Fig. 3.5; as expected, the cutoff
frequency is independent of the internal structure of the loop.

3

>

oL
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

W/L

Figure 3.10: Dispersion diagram for VAe — 2.5VAi, VAchi = 0.25VAi, VAche = 0.35VAi and
a/L = 0.1, showing u>L/vAi as a function of W/L. The solid curve is the fundamental kink
mode, and the dotted curve shows the dimensionless cutoff frequency as a function ofW/L.
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To understand a mode of oscillation it is important to examine the perturbations it causes to the
plasma though which it propagates, as discussed in Chapter 2. Here we consider the eigenfunc-
tions associated with the fundamental kink mode shown in Fig. 3.10 for values of W/L = 0.1,
W/L = 0.5 and W/L = 0.99. Fig.3.11 shows surface plots of the total pressure perturbation. For
W/L — 0.99, the total pressure perturbation has one extremum for the fundamental kink mode,
but this structure evolves along the dispersion curve producing two extremum in the z direction.
In turn, these extrema move closer together as W/L is reduced until W/L = 0, where again one

extrema arises. This can also be seen in Fig. 3.12, showing contour plots of P?.

Figure 3.11: Surface plots ofPt/PiVAi as a function of the radial and longitudinal coordinates r/a
and z/L. The following parameters were used: (a) W/L = 0.1, (b) W/L = 0.5, (c) W/L = 0.99,
with VAe = 2.5VAi, vAchi — 0.25vAi, vAche = 0.35vai and a/L = 0.1.
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z/L

(c)

Figure 3.12: Contour plots of Pr/Pii'% as a function of radial coordinate r/a and longitudinal
coordinate z/L. The following parameters were used: (a) W/L = 0.1, (b) W/L = 0.5, and (c)
W/L = 0.99, with vAe = 2.5u^, vAchi = Q.2bvAi, vAche = 0.35?Mi and a/L = 0.1.
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Another property of interest is the penetration of an eigenfunction into the environment, which
can give a indication of the importance of the interaction of neighbouring loops. Fig. 3.13 shows
cuts of Pt as a function of r/a, with z/L = 0. From these plots of Pt at the loop apex it
is clear that penetration is greater for smaller values of W/L. Flowever, for the realistic range

W/L & 0.8 — 0.9, interaction of neighbouring loops is not important.

r/a

Figure 3.13: Plots of Pr/piVAi as a function of the radial coordinate r/a, for the loop apex
z/L = 0. The following parameters were used: (a) W/L — 0.1, (b) W/L = 0.5, and (c)
W/L = 0.99, with vAe = 2.5vAi, vAchi = 0.25vAi, vAche = 0.35vAi and a/L - 0.1.
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Fig. 3.14 show surface plots of the radial velocity component, illustrating that vr has little radial
variation across the radius of the loop for all values of W/L\ this is apparent from Fig. 3.15
displaying cuts of vr as a function of r/a at z/L — 0. Also the magnitude of vr is larger for
W/L = 0.5 and has a more rapid decline in the footpoint region than for other values of W/L
plotted.

Figure 3.14:
W/L = 0.5,
a/L = 0.1.

(c)

Surface plots of vr/vAi as a function of r/a and z/L. Here (a) W/L — 0.1, (b)
and (c) W/L = 0.99, with vAe = 2.bvAi, vAchi = 0.2bvAi, vAche = 0.35vAi and
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Figure 3.15: Plots of vr/vAi at the apex 2 = 0 as a function of the radial coordinate r/a. for
z/L = 0. Here (a) W/L = 0.1, (b) W/L = 0.5, and (c) W/L = 0.99, with vAe = 2.5vAi,
VAchi = 0-25vAi, vAche = 0.35^ and a/L = 0.1.
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3.5.2 Case 2

The second case of mathematical interest is when VAchi > ^Ache> so that the loop footpoint is
less dense than the surrounding chromosphere. This case may in fact be more realistic than the
previous case as the magnetic field in the photosphere and chromosphere is confined to focused
tubes which would result in VAchi > VAche if the density is approximately constant at this level.
However, it should be noted that there is no variation magnetic field in this model therefore,
changes in Alfven speed are produced by variations in density. Hence, in the limit ofW/L -» 0,
we expect leaky modes. Fig. 3.16 shows the dispersion diagram for the case VAe = 2.5va%,
VAchi — 0.35uAi, and VAche = 0.25VAi, with a/L = 0.1. The dispersion curve shown is the
fundamental kink mode, which behaves similarly to the case of a uniform loop discussed earlier
and has a cutoff frequency. The cutoff curve, shown as a dotted curve, is unchanged from Fig.
(3.5), despite the different internal structure of the loop.

n h . . . , ... i ....... i ... H

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

W/L

Figure 3.16: Dispersion diagram for VAe — 2.5vau VAchi = 0.35vau VAche = 0.25^ and
a/L = 0.1, showing ujL/vAi as a function of W/L. The solid and dashed curves are kink and
sausage modes, respectively, and the dotted curve shows the dimensionless cutoff frequency as a
function ofW/L.
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We now examine the evolution of the eigenfunctions for the three cases W/L = 0.8, W/L — 0.9
and W/L = 0.99. The surface plots of Pf shown in Fig. 3.17 show a change from the expected
structure for the fundamental kink mode with one extremum, but as W/L is reduced structures in
the form of depressions are produced in the footpoints, with their magnitude increasing as W/L is
reduced. Hence, for smaller values ofW/L the oscillation power in the loop footpoint is greater,

possibly making detection in this region more likely. This is also illustrated by the contour plots
in Fig. 3.18. The total pressure eigenfunction does not penetrate more deeply into the loop's
environment, even as the cutoff frequency is approached. Fig. 3.19 showing cuts of Pt as a

function of r/a for z/L = 0.

Figure 3.17: Surface plots of Pt/piV2Ai as a function of the radial coordinate r/a and longitudinal
coordinate z/L. Here (a) W/L = 0.8, (b) W/L = 0.9, and (c) W/L = 0.99, with VAe — 2.5v&i,
VAchi = 0.35VAi, VAche = 0.25VAi and a/L = 0.1.
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Figure 3.18: Contour plots of Pt/PiV2Ai as a function of the radial and longitudinal coordinates
r/a and z/L. Solid and dotted contours signify positive and negative values of Pf respectively.
Here (a) W/L = 0.8, (b) W/L = 0.9, and (c) W/L = 0.99, with VAe = 2.5vau VAchi = 0.35^,
VAche — 0.25^,42' and a/L = 0.1.
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Figure 3.19: Plots of Pt/piV2Ai as a function of the radial coordinate r/a, for z/L = 0. Here
(a) W/L = 0.8, (b) W/L = 0.9, and (c) W/L = 0.99, with v^e = 2.5vau VAchi = 0.35vau
VAche = 0.25VAi and a/L = 0.1.
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The structure of vr is unchanged along the dispersion curve although its maximum amplitude
again shows an increase as W/L decreases (Fig. 3.20). Since a/L is small, vr is almost constant
across the loop; see Fig. 3.21.

Figure 3.20:
W/L = 0.9,
a/L = 0.1.

Surface plots of vr/vAi as a function of r/a and z/L, with (a) W/L — 0.8, (b)
and (c) W/L = 0.99. Here vAe = 2.bvAi, vAchi = 0.35^, vAche = 0.25vAi and
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r/o

(c)

Figure 3.21: Plots of vr/vAi as a function of the radial coordinate r/a, for z/L = 0. Here (a)
W/L = 0.8, (b) W/L = 0.9, and (c) W/L = 0.99, VAe — 2.bvAi, with VAchi = 0.35vai,
VAche = 0.25VAi and a/L = 0.1.
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3.6 Conclusions

We have discussed the trapped oscillations of a coronal loop with a complex footpoint structure.
The loop was modelled as a cylindrically symmetric magnetic flux tube with a uniform or non¬

uniform structured density profile embedded in a longitudinally structured environment. The zero

(3 approximation was employed. We derived the dispersion relation for a generally structured
profile. We studied the effect of uniform dense chromospheric layers, firstly in the environment
and then both inside and outside the loop; the interior and exterior structures are different.

The most important effect is that environmental structuring produces a mode cutoff frequency
which depends upon the parameters of the chromospheric layer but is independent of the loop
interior; the cutoff curve is the same for both uniform and structured loops, provided the envi¬
ronmental structuring is unchanged. In the case of a thin chromospheric layer, there is a single
trapped kink mode with all higher harmonics and sausage modes possessing the same cutoff fre¬
quency. However, for certain parameters both the fundamental and first harmonic kink mode can

be trapped. Importantly, no sausage modes lie under the cutoff for the thin tube, for any case

examined, suggesting that the sausage mode is always leaky in the thin tube limit.

All previous models have had a uniform cutoff curve so all modes have the same cutoff frequency.
The introduction of the dispersive effect produced by the chromospheric layers yields a non¬

uniform cutoff curve: no two modes possess the same cutoff frequency. As a result of the non¬

uniform cutoff, it is found that the fundamental kink mode of a uniform loop does not propagate
as a trapped mode in the thin tube limit for certain chromospheric depths (typically W/L < 0.7;
see Fig. 3.16). This also happens in the case of a structured loop, if the footpoint is denser than the
surrounding chromosphere. The observation that the fundamental kink mode is no longer trapped
in the thin tube limit could have important consequences for coronal seismology. However, this
result is lost in the structured loop if the chromospheric region is denser than the footpoint. It is
possible that modes may propagate close to their cutoff frequency in this model, but penetration
of the eigenfunctions into the loop's environment is no greater here than any other point on the
dispersion curve; this indicates that the interaction between neighbouring loops is not significant
for the case where the fundamental kink mode has a cutoff frequency. If the fundamental kink
mode propagates as a trapped mode for small W/L, we find that the total pressure penetrates
more deeply into the environment. But in the realistic range of W/L « 0.8 — 0.9 penetration is
low, indicating interaction between neighbouring loops is not significant.

The evolution of Pt along the dispersion curve of the fundamental kink mode shows the devel¬

opment of structure in the loop's dense footpoints, and also a greater amplitude of oscillation in
these regions for both the uniform and structured loop cases. Hence, these modes may be more

readily detected in the footpoint regions of coronal loops.



Chapter 4

Arcade

4.1 Introduction

Thus far we have discussed the structuring of the corona into isolated flux tubes. Examining
the oscillatory properties of these structures which have been clearly observed in TRACE (As-
chwanden et ah, 1999, Nakariakov et ah, 1999), SoHO (Wang et ah, 2002a,b,c, 2003) and SECIS
(Williams et ah, 2001, 2002, Katsiyannis et ah, 2003) data. These observations have been ob¬
served and interpreted using theoretical models (Edwin and Roberts, 1983, Bennett et ah, 1999,
Sakai et ah, 2000, Nakariakov et ah, 2000, Nakariakov and Ofman, 2001, James, 2003, Mendoza-
Briceno et ah, 2004).

However, it is evident from observations that flux tubes often occur in groups, forming structures
such as coronal arcades. These arcades are often formed in the aftermath of a flare event. In the

simplest form a coronal arcade consists of a set of closed homogeneous loops of equal length
which run parallel to each other connecting two points in the photosphere. In reality a coronal
arcade may be made up of loops which do not lie parallel to each other, the loops possessing dif¬
fering plasma properties from each other while being independently inhomogeneous. The arcade
may also be comprised of loops differing in length, thickness and radius of curvature (see Fig.
4.1).

As with the majorty of coronal structures, coronal arcades have been observed to support MHD
oscillations (Reeves et ah, 2001, Aschwanden et al., 2002, Verwichte et al., 2004, 2005). Of

particular interest (as we will make comparisons with this observation later in this chapter) are

the observations of oscillations of a post-flare loop arcade detected in TRACE data on the 15th
of April 2001 (Verwichte et ah, 2004, 2005). The analysis of oscillatory properties of nine loops
within the arcade were made, finding the loops lie in the height range 65 — 76 Mm. The periods

110
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Figure 4.1: TRACE image showing a coronal loop acrade.

of oscillations in the loops were found to lie in the range 200 — 450 s, and were determined using
both a wavelet analysis and also a curve fitting method which provide consistent results. The
damping times were found to be in the range 800 — 1800 s, which is consistent with previous
studies (Reeves et ah, 2001). Examination of periods and loop displacement has shown that not
only the fundamental mode but also the first harmonic has been observed in two of the loops
examined within the arcade. The ratio of the periods of the fundamental and the first harmonic
have been discussed and suggested as a useful tool in coronal seismology (Andries et ah, 2005,
McEwan et al., 2006). The oscillation periods and the transverse nature of the loop displacement
is consistent with that of the kink mode.

Recent theoretical studies of arcade structures have considered a curved magnetic field shedding
light on new modes of oscillation vertical, swaying (longitudinal), and rocking modes alongside
the usual sausage and kink modes (Diaz et ah, 2006). An independent study of this nature is also
available in Verwichte et ah (2006). It is our intention to discuss the rocking mode which is a

transverse oscillation of the arcade. We will carry out this study using a 2D cartesian geometry
in a straightened arcade and examine the influence of longitudinal structuring on these modes of
oscillation. Finally, we compare this model against the observed periods (Verwichte et ah, 2004,
2005).
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B„ P0<Z> /

Figure 4.2: The equilibrium configuration for a coronal arcade. The magnetic field across the
arcade is assumed to be uniform and parallel to the z axis with density stratification along the
arcade, increasing from a low value at the arcade summit (z = 0) to a high value at the base
(z = L).

4.2 Equilibrium and basic equations

We consider a spatially structured static equilibrium of a 2D Cartesian line-tied coronal arcade
with field lines of length 2L parallel to the z axis and infinite in the transverse (x) direction. We
study modes of oscillation which are line-tied in the z direction but we allow free propagation in
the transverse direction. The equilibrium magnetic field Bo = Bqz lies parallel to the z axis and is
assumed to be uniform throughout the medium. The equilibrium density po(z) is structured along
the magnetic field lines. We consider small deviations from this equilibrium, applying the ideal
adiabatic MHD equations in linearised form. Gravitational effects are neglected. The resulting set
of equations can then be written as a set of four couple partial differential equations for the primary
variables; total pressure perturbation Pt(= P + B^z X the two components of the perpendicular
velocity vj_, and the longitudinal velocity vz:

dt
= Po(z)vA(z)— p0(z)cf(z)V -V,

po(z)

and

Po (z)

dz

d2 2 / -, 32

d2 2 , ,d2
W~°T{z)d^

V_L = -V_L
dPr
dt

vz = -
cp(z) d2PT
cj(z) dzdt

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)
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Here va = Bo/y/PPo and cq = y/^yPoJpo are the Alfven and sound speeds, c^2 = v^2 + c^2
determines the tube speed ct and c2 = v\ 4- Cg defines a typical fast speed cj. The subscript
denotes that uj_ perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetic field. Equations of this form have been
discussed in Chapter 1; see also Roberts (1991) and Diaz (2004).

As discussed in Chapter 1 the corona is magnetically dominated with a low plasma (3. Using the
limit of /? = 0 eliminates the acoustic effects (including the slow mode), but allows a clearer
investigation into the behaviour of the fast waves, unhindered by the complexities introduced
by acoustic effects. In this geometry the Alfven mode is decouple allowing us to carry out a

study of the fast mode. It is important to note that we make this approximation down to the
chromosphere/photospheric level, where it is less appropriate and gravitational effects are also
important. We allow an exponential longitudinal density profile to represent the rapid change
from the dense photosphere to the rarefied corona, while the density is invariant in the transverse
direction. In the current model we assume symmetry of the equilibrium about the x axis and
invariance in the y axis.

With /? = 0, so that Co, ct = 0 and Cf = va equations (4.1) and (4.2) may be reduced to the wave

equation for Pt (Diaz et al., 2002)

§5 - < PT = 0, (4.4)

and we retain equation (4.2) in the form

Po(z)
d2 2(,d2 d2Pr

(4-5)

There is no perturbation flow along the field lines (vz — 0).

It is clear that motions of the arcade footpoints as a result of the oscillation within the corona are

minimal (Hood, 1986). This is because of the low coronal density (in comparison with the pho¬
tosphere) results in coronal oscillations carrying relatively little momentum into the photosphere,
so leaving it unperturbed. This leads us to the line-tying boundary condition vx(z = ±L) — 0.
Thus, there are no transverse oscillations at the footpoints (z = ±L) of the arcade.

4.3 Analytical method

We study solutions to equations (4.4) and (4.5) which are oscillatory in time so a Fourier form is
taken for the time component. The modes we are interested in are freely propagating perpendicular
to the magnetic field and so a Fourier analysis in the x direction can be made. This leads to Pt
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having the form

Pt{x, z, t) = h(z) exp[«(u;i + kx)], (4.6)

with co the frequency and k the wavenumber in the x direction. The amplitude function h(z) is
dependent on the z coordinate in which the arcade density is stratified. Substituting (4.6) into
equation (4.4) results in the ordinary differential equation

d2h ( co2
^ + {^W)-k)h = 0- <4J>

where va(z) is the ^-dependent Alfven speed.

Assuming the transverse velocity has the same 2; dependence as the total pressure perturbation,
then vx and Ft are related by

vx = —7 t 2 7 Fr (4.8)Po{z)v\(z)

where c(= co/k) is the phase speed along the arcade. Note that po(z)v\(z) = B'q, so po(z)v\(z)
is uniform throughout the medium.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Homogeneous medium

We begin our discussion by considering the simplest case: a homogeneous medium. In a uniform
medium the Alfven profile va(z) = vao (constant), so there is no variation in density or Alfven
speed in either the parallel or perpendicular directions with respect to the magnetic field. Hence
we may write equation (4.7) as

d2h 9 r

^2 0h = 0, (4.9)
where Mo is defined by M02 = — k2 and is a constant.

In order to satisfy the line-tying boundary conditions h(z = ±L) = 0 the solutions to equation
(4.9) must be oscillatory in nature; hence Mq > 0. This immediately draws our attention to the
presence of a lower floor for the frequency such that co > VAok (or in terms of the phase speed
c > vao)- If we separate solutions for h(z) into modes which result in even or odd disturbances
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about the x axis, then

fc(2) =J Sin(M°Zh °M (4.10)
i cos(Mqz) , even.

Application of the line-tying conditions at z = L implies that

sin(MoL)=0 (4.11)

for odd modes and

cos(M0L) = 0 (4.12)

for even modes. Hence

MqL = nir or M0L = ^2ra *^ , n = 0,l,2... (4.13)

for odd and even modes respectively, writing the even and odd modes together we obtain

M0L = (n^1)7r , n = 0,l,2... (4.14)
Hence using the definition of Mq we can write

from this we can easily derive an explicit dispersion relation for the phase speed c = cn:

C°^- A«+l)*V + li n = 0,1,2,.. (416)
vao j V 2/cL

Equation (4.16) encompasses both even and odd modes, with the even modes corresponding to
even values of the integer n and odd modes corresponding to odd values of n. From dispersion
relation (4.16) we see that both even and odd modes asymptote to the floor value of c/vao = 1 in
the short wavelength limit kL -» oo. Fig.4.3(a) illustrates the behaviour of (4.16).

Very recently the importance of the ratio P1/P2 of the periods of the fundamental mode (Pi) and
its first harmonic (P2) has been discussed in the field of coronal seismology (see Goossens et al.,
2006, Andries et al., 2005, McEwan et al., 2006). In this simple case we can write an explicit
formula for Pn/Pm:

pn \ 2 _ fwm \ 2 (mrr)2 + 4(A;L)2
ojn ) (n7r)2 + 4(kL)2
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Figure 4.3: (a)Dispersion diagram plotting the non-dimensional phase speed c/vao against the
non-dimensional perpendicular wavenumber kL the a homogeneous arcade. The even and odd
modes are plotted as solid and dashed curves respectively, while the dotted line c/vao = 1 marks
the cutoff curve, (b) Ratio of the fundamental even and odd modes, P1/P2, plotted against kL for
a homogeneous arcade.

Hence, setting n = 1 and m = 2,

and therefore in the limit kL —> 0, P1/P2 -» 2 and as kL —» 00, P1/P2 —> 1. These trends can
be observed in Fig.4.3 (b), which plots P1/P2 as a function of kL.

4.4.2 Case: 1 an exponential profile

Next we examine the influence of an exponentially structured environment. In the corona, this
structuring could be as a result of gravity or temperature inhomogeneities; however, we do not
consider a self consistent model, so although we incorporate the structuring of the environment
in the equilibrium model we neglect the dynamical effects of the mechanisms which produces the
structuring in the wave analyses. Hence we consider an Alfven profile of the form

va(z) = fAoexp (~a\z\/L), (4.19)

which gives va{z) decaying exponentially from the loop apex (z = 0) towards the photospheric
footpoint (z = ±L). Although we have continuous equilibrium profiles they are not continuously
differentiable having an unphysical sharp peak in the Alfven profile at the loop apex and so we

must understand how the perturbations behave across this interface. Another essential point about
these interfaces within this model is that they are perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetic field.

(4.18)
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The boundary conditions at such an interface are given in (1.43) of Chapter 1:

[v1] = [B1] = [Pr]=0, (4.20)

which implies that all velocity and magnetic field components, as well as the total pressure, must
be continuous at such an interface.

Using the Alfven profile (4.19), equation (4.7) takes the form

j2 u / 2

~j~2 + ( ~T~ exp(2Oiz/L) - k2 ) h = 0 , (4.21)dz V^AO

in the positive z region. Now equation (4.21) is of the form

d2v
^2 + (t2 exP 2ax ~ v2) y = 0 , (4.22)

which has general solution (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964)

y(x) = A\Ja. exp(cra:)^ + B\Y»_ exp(cra;)^ . (4.23)
Therefore the general solution to equation (4.21) is

h(z) = AJ^ exp(az/L)] + BYkL (exp(az/L)] , z> 0. (4.24)
a V o:VAO J <* \ cuvao J

There are several important features to note about the solution (4.24). Firstly it does not apply
for uj = 0, L — 0 or a = 0 although it will be seen later that the solution displays the correct

limiting behaviour as a —> 0. The second point is that the Bessel functions generally are of non-
integer order but here this order is a function of kL and a. Finally we note that in the bounded
region [-L, L] neither Bessel function is singular, since their arguments are exponential functions
of z (hence YkL/a{^) is never attained); therefore, both Bessel functions are incorporated into the
solution for h{z) and Pt-

Due to the symmetry of the equilibrium it is possible to separate solutions into even and odd
modes, depending on the disturbances they give rise to about the line z = 0. The boundary
conditions for the complete problem are

h(z = ±L) — 0, lim h(z) = lim h(z), lim ^ = lim ^ . (4.25)
z-*0- z->0+ z-y0" dz z->-0+ dz

The first condition is because of the line-tying; condition, the second condition is derived from
the continuity of Pt (or vx) across the apex z — 0. The third condition is a consequence of the
continuity of the perturbed magnetic field and the x component of the induction equation which
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imply and therefore are continuous across z — 0. Once we have separated solutions into
even and odd modes, the boundary conditions are reduced in each case since some are identically
satisfied (since the point of symmetry is the same as the interface) due to the fact that

lim h(z) = 0
z—>0

for odd modes,

dh
lim — = 0
z—>o dz

(4.26)

(4.27)

for even modes. Conditions (4.26) and (4.27) are in addition to the line-tying condition h = 0 at
z ± L.

Application of these boundary condition yield the following dispersion relations:

/ ckL \ / ckL \ / ckL \ ( ckL \
JkL_ ( exp(a) ) YkL ( I — JkL I I YkL ( exp(a) ) = 0kL I

q \avAo

for the odd modes, and

a \CMMo, \avAo
(4.28)

JkL (StL. exp(a)Nj YIl (^hlL\a \avAo / a \OiVAoJ a \avAo

( ckL \ ,„ ( ckL , . ,[ J YkA exp(a) ) = 0 (4.29)

for the even modes. Here the dash denotes the derivative of the Bessel function. These transcen¬

dental equations for the phase c = u)/k speed perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetic field
(in the x direction) and free parameter k describe the modes of oscillation exhibited by a coronal
arcade stationary in the longitudinal direction but freely propagating in the transverse component,
with an exponential density profile. The dispersion relations (4.28) and (4.29) are similar in form.
They are closely related to those found by McEwan et al. (2006) and Dfaz and Roberts (2006) for
standing slow modes in stratified loops.

We now present plots of the dispersion curves and eigenfunctions Pt, choosing the density profile
shown in Fig.4.4. There is a density enhancement of a factor of 100 between the photospheric
plasma at the footpoint (z = ±L) and the loop apex (z — 0).

Fig. 4.5(a) displays the dispersion diagram for the fundamental mode and first nine harmonics,
showing both even (solid) and odd (dashed) modes. Notice that since the Alfven profile is invariant
in the x direction there is no upper cutoff frequency; hence all modes propagate for all kL. Modes
asymptote to a lower cutoff. As a result, in the long wavelength limit no mode propagates with
finite phase speed in the way the fundamental kink modes found by Edwin and Roberts (1983)
do (see also Chapter 2). It can be seen that the phase speeds of consecutive even and odd modes
rapidly converge when kL is increased. As in the homogeneous case there is a lower limit to
which the phase speed asymptotes. It can be argued from equation (4.21) that the lower limit
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Figure 4.4: Non-dimensional density profile p(z)/po as a function of the perpendicular coordinate
z/L for an exponentially stratified arcade with p(L)/po = 100.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.5: Dispersion diagrams plotting non-dimensional phase speed c/vao against kL, non-
dimensional perpendicular wavenumber, for an exponentially stratified arcade with (a) p(L) /po =
100 and (b) p(L)/po = 1.2. The even modes are plotted as solid curves., and the odd modes as
dashed curves.

lies in the range [exp(—a), 1], since the solution to equation (4.21) must have a region where
it exhibits oscillatory behaviour in [0, L], in order to satisfy the line-tying boundary condition.
This oscillatory behaviour can only occur when the quantity in parentheses in equation (4.21) is
positive so that

u2
-15—exp(2az/L) - k2 > 0; (4.30)
va0

in terms of phase speed, this leads to

> exp(-az/L). (4.31)
VA0

Hence the ends of this interval z = 0 and z = L give the most extreme values that the cutoff
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could possibly take. Note we recover the homogeneous limit by allowing a

demonstrated later that c/vao —> exp(—a) as kL -» oo.

0. It will be

An important feature, which has recently been discussed by Andries et al. (2005), is that the ratio
of the periods of the fundamental and first harmonic differ from 2. The trend is evident in this
model, as shown in Fig.4.6(a) with P1/P2 plotted as a function of kL. Note that P1/P2 involve a

comparison between the first even mode (which is classically known as the fundamental mode) and
the first odd mode (which is classically known as the first harmonic). We see that for P1/P2 < 2
for all kL. Here, with a = 2.3, we find that P1/P2 < 1-35 with the value of P1/P2 = 1.35
attained in the long wavelength limit and is a decreasing function of kL, tending to 1 in the short
wavelength limit (kL —> 00). If we allow Q-tOwe recover the results for a uniform medium as

seen in Fig.4.5(a). Also P\ /P2 ~ 2 in the long wavelength limit and falls off towards 1 as kL is
increased (Fig.4.6(b)).
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12 3 4 5
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Figure 4.6: The ratio P\/P2 of the fundamental even modes of period Pi and odd mode of period
P2, plotted against kL for an exponentially stratified arcade with (a) p(L)/po = 100 (which results
in a value of a = 2.3) and (b) p(L)/po = 1.2 (which results in a = 0.09).

Fig. 4.7 shows the dispersion diagram plotting the non-dimensional frequency uiL/vaq against
kL, for an exponential density stratification of p(L)/po = 100. The frequency is a monotonic
increasing function of kL with frequency taking a finite non-zero value as kL —> 0; therefore
all modes have a finite non-zero period as kL —>■ 0. It can again be seen that the frequency
of consecutive even and odd modes rapidly converge and also that the dispersion curves appear

to become linearly dependent on kL\ for large kL, this points to the fact that the phase speed
asymptotes to its cutoff value for large kL.

Fig. 4.8 shows plots of the total pressure perturbation (in units of pqv2aq), Pt/{pqv\0), against
z/L for the fundamental mode and the first 8 harmonics of the even modes; here kL = 2.0.
We can see that the fundamental modes does not display the expected behaviour as it has three
extrema rather than a single extremum which would occur in the uniform arcade case. We can
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Figure 4.7: The dispersion diagram showing the non-dimensional frequency ujL/vao as a function
of kL, for a density stratification of p(L)/po = 100. The even modes are plotted as solid curves.,
and the odd modes as dotted curves.

see in figures 4.8(a) and (b) that the total pressure perturbation has a minimum at the loop apex

(z = 0); this appears to be a characteristic of of a made which has phase speed less than the
maximum Alfven speed, c < vaq- This trend is also followed by all of the modes plotted in Fig.
4.9 which are equivalent to those of Fig. 4.8 for a value of kL = 8. Also from the fundamental
mode plotted in Fig. 4.8(a) the oscillation power has been restricted to a lower region of the loop
and the effect is seen more strongly for the case kL — 8 shown in Fig. 4.9(a), with the oscillation
causing almost no perturbation to the loop apex.

Finally, we see growing numbers of rapid oscillations near the footpoints, for both kL = 2 and
kL = 8; the amplitude of these oscillations falls from the apex to the footpoints.
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Figure 4.8: Plots of the non-dimensional total pressure perturbation Pt/ (povjxo) against z/L for
the fundamental and first 8 even harmonics, at a value of kL = 2. An exponential density profile
is used with density enhanced by a factor of 100 between the loop apex and the footpoints.
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Figure 4.9: Plots of the non-dimensional total pressure perturbation Pr /(fH)V2A0) against z/L for
the fundamental and first 8 harmonics, at a value of kL = 8. An exponential density profile is
used with density enhanced by a factor of 100.
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4.4.3 Numerical results

The unexpected result that the fundamental mode has three extrema rather than one provided en¬

couragement for us to solve equation (4.21) numerically in order to verify this result. In Fig. 4.10
we show the dispersion diagram for both the solution of the analytical dispersion relations (4.28)
and (4.29) and also the dispersion curves determined numerically from equation (4.21). There is
excellent agreement between the numerical and analytical solutions for both the dispersion curves

and the total pressure eigenfunction (Fig. 4.11), confirming the unexpected result concerning the
extrema of this perturbation. It is interesting to note that the unusual occurrence of the funda¬
mental mode having more than one extrema seems to develop as the phase speed falls below the
maximum Alfven speed. This is only possible due to the longitudinal structure of the arcade, since
this behaviour is never seen in the uniform case where the phase speed is restricted to c > vao-

(a) (b)

Figure 4.10: Dispersion diagrams showing the non-dimensionalised phase speed c/vao against the
transverse wavenumber kL for exponential longitudinal structuring with p(L)/po = 100. (a) the
numerical results and (b) a comparison of numerical (solid curves) and analytical (dashed curves)
dispersion curves.
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Figure 4.11: Plots of the non-dimensional total pressure perturbation, Pt/(pqvao), against z/L
for the fundamental and first 8 even harmonics, and kL = 2. An exponential density profile is
used with density enhanced by a factor of 100. Both analytical (dashed curves) and numerical
(solid curves) are plotted.
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4.4.4 Analytical work

We now examine dispersion relations (4.28) and (4.29) analytically. Firstly using the expansions
for the (s + l)th zeros of an expression of the form

Jv{z)Y„{\z) - MXz)Yu(z) (4.32)

we can derive an approximate solution to dispersion relation (4.28) for the odd modes (see Ap¬
pendix B)

C a(s + 1)7T
vao kL(exp(a) - 1)

(4k2L2 — a2)(exp(a) — l)2
8a2 exp(a)(s + l)27r2

(4.33)

for the sth harmonic (with s = 0 corresponding to the fundamental mode). Fig. 4.12(b) gives
the dispersion diagram plotting the non-dimensional phase speed c/vao against kL, showing the
approximate solution as solid curves and the full solution as dashed curves; there is excellent
agreement for all harmonics, for kL less than two.

We can derive a similar approximation for the even modes using the expansion for the zeros of

JUz)Y„{\z) - MXz)Yl(z). (4.34)

We find (see Appendix B)

C a(s — ^)7T
vao kL(exp(a) - 1)

[k2L2(4exp(a) — 1) + a2(exp(a) + a2)](exp(a) — 1)
8a2exp(a)(s — ^)2tt2

(4.35)

with s = 0,1, 2 It should be noted that this is not necessarily for the sth even harmonic since
expansion (4.35) is for a large zero of (4.29). We can see in Fig. 4.12(a) that this provides a good
approximation to all harmonics, but not the fundamental mode, for larger values of c/vao-

Large kL

In the limit of large kL the order and argument of the Bessel functions in the dispersion relations
(4.28) and (4.29) become large. Therefore these dispersion relations can be replaced by their
leading order expansion (see Appendix C), giving

kL

a

lc2exp(2a) . /cexp(a)
o — 1 — sec
JA0 vao

(4n — l)7r
n = 1,2, 3. (4.36)
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Figure 4.12: Dispersion diagrams showing the non-dimensionalised phase speed c/vao against the
transverse wavenumber kL for exponential longitudinal structuring with p(L)/po = 100. Both
the full solution (dashed) and approximate (solid) solutions for (a) even modes and (b) odd modes.

for both even and odd modes. The fact that the even and odd modes both have the same asymptotic
expansion in this limit is to be expected since their dispersion curves are seen to rapidly converge

for increasing kL. Since kL/a is becoming large, the term in parentheses must become small
since the right-handside is finite, which happens as cexp(a)/u,4o approaches 1. Therefore, using
a series expansion for the term in parentheses about cexp(a)/w,40 = 1, we find

kL

a
-V2 (CeX"(a> - 1
3 V vA0

(4n — 1 )"7r
n = 1,2,3...

and therefore

(4.37)

vao
-= exp(—a) 3(4ra — l)7r a

8\/2 kL
+ exp(-a). (4.38)

From equation (4.38) it is apparent that the phase speed c —> v,4oexP(~a) as kL —> oo. Note
that this produces the correct limiting behaviour ofc-t vAo as a —> 0. Fig. 4.13 shows a plot
of the full solution (even modes plotted as solid curves and odd modes plotted as dotted curves)
and the approximate solution for large kL plotted as dashed curves. We see good agreement for
the fundamental and first harmonic and the approximate solution. As a result of the accuracy of
the approximation being dependent on (4n — l)7r/4 for higher harmonics, a much larger value of
kL would be necessary to observe the same level of agreement as for the fundamental and first
harmonic.
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Figure 4.13: The dispersion diagram showing the non-dimensional frequency ujL/vao, as a func¬
tion of kL for a density stratification of p(L)/po = 100. The even modes, odd modes and approx¬
imately determined modes are shown in solid, dotted and dashed curves, respectively.

4.4.5 Case 2 an exponential profile with uniform region

Finally we consider an Alfven profile having a similar form to that of the time-averaged profile
produced Mendoza-Briceno et al. (2004). investigates the heating of a coronal loop, modelled by a

ID hydrodynamic semicircular simulation. This structure is then subjected to impulsive localized
heating near the loop footpoints. This results in a continuously varying temperature profile, when
time averaged a temperature profile which corresponds to a density profile of similar properties to
that shown in f Figure 4.14 is obtained. This profile, unlike the previous case has the exponential
behaviour confined to the footpoints of the structure, where the density changes rapidly from a

photospheric level to a coronal level over the height of the chromosphere, and the central coronal
region is uniform and this seemed to be the natural step forward from the previous case considered
in this Chapter. Fig. 4.14 shows a plot of the normalised density profile used in this case. We have
chosen the chromospheric depth to be (L — W) = L/10, so it is one twentieth of the loop length,
and we have chosen a density contrast of p(L)/po = 100 between the footpoint and coronal
region.

This density structuring leads to an Alfven profile of the form

vao exp (a(z + W)/L), —L < z < —W

W <z<L.

(4.39)

A value of a = 23.0 results in a change to the Alfven speed between the footpoint and the loop
apex by a factor of 10.
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o 60

Figure 4.14: Non-dimensional density profile p(z)/po as a function of the perpendicular coordi¬
nate z/L for a uniform coronal region \z\ < W where p(z) = po and an exponentially stratified
chromosphere W < \z\ < L. The density contrast between footpoint and apex is p(L)/po = 100
and the coronal depth W = L/10.

Hence equation (4.7) takes the form

^ ^
exp(2a(2: — W)/L) - k2 ) h = 0,dz2 ao

(4.40)

in the photospheric region W < z < L, with solution

h(z) — AJkL ( exp(a(z
a Vr-,cuvAO

W)/L) + BYkL
UJL

a Vav/io
exp(a(,z — W)/L) (4.41)

Solution (4.41) possesses similar properties as (4.24) with non-integer order and no singularity in
the applicable region [W, L] so both Bessel functions are retained in the solution. However, the
arguments are now exponential functions shifted by the coronal depth W. In the homogeneous
coronal region, —W < z < W, equation (4.7) takes the form

d2h
dz2

+ M$h = 0 , (4.42)

which is the same as equation (4.9) that arises in the entirely homogeneous arcade. However,
the boundary conditions we apply at z = ±L in the homogeneous case are not equivalent to
the boundary conditions (4.20) to be applied at z = ±W. As a result Mq is not restricted to
be positive; hence both oscillatory and hyperbolic functions are admissible solutions under these
conditions. Also, as a result of this, the normalised phase speed may fall below c/vao = 1 which
was the floor value for the entirely uniform case. Therefore the solution has the form

h(z) =
C+ s'm(Moz) + D+ cos(Moz),
C+ sinh(Aro^) + D+ cosh(Ao20 ,

Mq > 0
M2 = -N2 < 0.

(4.43)
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Application of the appropriate boundary conditions (4.26) and (4.27) along the line of symmetry
z = 0 allows us to separate the discussion into even and odd modes. In this case there is also an

interface at z = ±W, where the continuity of both h(z) and must be enforced. This leads us

to the following transcendental dispersion relations (see Appendix E)

/ c
VA

t| (»"o "pML-w),L))y^ ((4^ *»-m) Ju.(„•£„))
1 «P«.(l-W)/£))l'k U','G )■expWI-W)/!)) („«« ) )

(4.44)

for the odd modes and

V VA[5* Al Ufej"0 exp(a(L w)/l)) yk_± )-y^ exp(a(L w)/l)) j^ (
'

ckL \ ].avAo) )
1(M ®XP(«(l-w)/l))y^ (q^J (Q^0 exp(a(L w)il))j'^ (a%J01

(4.45)

for the even modes. We have assumed Mq > 0; equivalent relations arise in the case Mq <
0. Notice there is no upper cutoff frequency but we find that there is a lower cutoff value to
which the dispersion curves asymptote in the short wavelength limit. This cutoff lies in the range

[exp(a(VE/L — 1)), 1]; the same argument as the previous case can be made once c/vao < 1-
Notice this cutoff value returns to the case of a uniform medium, when a —>• 0 or W —> L.

Fig. 4.15(a) shows the dispersion diagram plotting non-dimensional phase speed c/vao in the
transverse direction against non-dimensional wavenumber kL. The fundamental mode and first
nine harmonics are shown. Even and odd modes are plotted as solid and dashed curves respec¬

tively. We have taken a = 23, which results in a density contrast of 100 between the loop apex

and footpoint. As in the previous case, we can see no mode propagates with finite phase speed
in the limit kL —> 0. The spacing of the dispersion curves has been modified from Fig. 4.3(a).
This influences the ratio of periods P1/P2, causing it to be less than the expected value of two as

kL —> 0. See Fig. 4.16(a).

The phase speed of the odd and even modes are identical on crossing the curve c/vao — 1- This
is because tanh(a:) « coth(a;) for large x, and hence the dispersion relations are very similar for
c/vao < 1 but for c/vao > 1 the phase speed of the even and odd modes are distinct. Also there
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.15: Dispersion diagrams plotting non-dimensional phase speed c/vao against kL for
the Alfven profile (4.39) with W = L/10 and density contrasts (a) p(L)/po = 100 and (b)
p(L)/po = 1.2. The even and odd modes are plotted as solid and dashed curves, respectively.

is an avoided crossing between the first two even modes at the point where the fundamental mode
crosses c/vao — 1- This is because on crossing this curve the eigenfunctions can have at most one
extrema in the region 0 < z < W (at the origin), due two their hyperbolic dependence; hence if
more extrema are present before crossing this curve they must be transferred to the region W <
z < L via an avoided crossing. As a result of this avoided crossing, local minima and maxima can

be found in the ratio P\/Pj, (see Fig. 4.16(b)) so it is no longer a monotonic decreasing function
of kL, as occurred in the homogeneous case when P1/P3 = 2.85 as kL —» 0. However, setting
a = 0.1 we find that we recreate the uniform medium case as seen in Fig. 4.15(b), where the
curves asymptote to c/vao — T, this fact is also evident from the ratios P1/P2 (Fig. 4.17(b))
or P1/P3 (Fig. 4.18(b)), both now monotonic decreasing functions of kL and equal to 2 and 3
respectively as kL —> 0, as expected.

Fig. 4.19 and Fig. 4.20 show plots of the total pressure perturbation (non-dimensionalised against
Pov\o and normalised to 1 at its maximum value) as a function of z/L, for the fundamental and
first 8 even harmonics for values of kL = 2 (Fig. 4.19) and kL — 8 (Fig. 4.20). For all of the
modes plotted at kL = 2, we find that c/vao > 1 so Mq > 0, and hence the behaviour of the
total pressure perturbation is oscillatory in the central region \z\ < W. Hence Mq increases as

you look at each higher harmonic therefore more oscillations in amplitude are found to occur in
the region \z\ < W for each harmonic compared with the previous harmonic. The fundamental
mode takes a similar form to that of a uniform arcade, with one extrema for a value of kL = 2

(Fig. 4.19(a)). But comparing this to the fundamental mode at a value of kL = 8 (Fig. 4.20(a))
after the avoided crossing between this modes and first harmonic, we see it now has three extrema
while the first harmonic (Fig. 4.20(b)) has adopted a very similar behaviour to the fundamental
mode at kL = 2 (Fig. 4.19(a)). In the regions W < \z\ < L, the solutions have smaller but more
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.16: (a) Ratio P1/P2 of the fundamental even and odd modes (a) P1/P2 and (b) ratio
P1/P3 °f fundamental and first harmonic of the even modes, plotted against kL for Case 2 with
p(L)/p0 = 100.

rapid amplitude oscillations, for both kL — 2 and kL = 8. This is similar to the findings of Diaz
and Roberts (2006), where a similar governing equation was derived for the slow modes.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.17: Ratio P1/P2 of the fundamental even and odd modes, plotted against kL for Case 2
with (a) p(L)/po = 100 and (b) p(L)/po — 1.2.

Figure 4.18: Ratio P\/P3 of fundamental and first harmonic of the even modes plotted against kL
for Case 2 with (a) p(L)/po = 100 and (b) p(L)/po = 1.2.
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Figure 4.19: Plots of the non-dimensional total pressure perturbation P?/(pov\0) against z/L for
the fundamental and first 8 even harmonics, at a value of kL = 2 for Case 2. The density contrast
between the loop apex and footpoint is p(L)/p(0) = 100 and the coronal depth W = 0.1L.
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Figure 4.20: Plots of the non-dimensional total pressure perturbation Pr/(pov\0) against z/L for
the fundamental and first 8 even harmonics, at a value of kL = 8 for Case 2. The density contrast
between the loop apex and footpoint is p(L)/po — 100 and the coronal depth W = 0.1L.
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4.4.6 Changing W

It is of interest to investigate the influence of the chromospheric depth (L —W) on the phase speed
of these modes. Plots of phase speed against W/L are shown in Fig. 4.21 for a density ratio of
p(L)/po = 100. To achieve this for different values of W/L we vary a, these quantities being
related by

a = In— . (4.46)
2(1 - f) PO

The plots provide us the opportunity to compare the phase speeds of the uniform medium (case
W/L = 1) and the exponentially stratified case W/L = 0. We see that stratification results in a
reduction of phase speed.

Fig. 4.21(a) shows a plot of c/Vao for kL = 2. Immediately we notice a large number of
interactions between adjacent modes, as a result of the many small amplitude oscillations in the
chromospheric region being transferred from the coronal region. It can also be seen that although
there is a general decreasing trend in phase speed from the homogeneous structure (W/L = 1)
to an entirely exponential profile density (W/L = 0). There is an increase in phase speed caused
by the introduction of a small chromospheric layer (this may indicate competing effects, one

causing an increase in phase speed and the other causing a decrease in phase speed, such as

the effective shortening of the loop and the increase of overall density) the effect occurring for
thinner chromospheres for higher harmonics (The other option is that this is a numerical error).
Finally, the fundamental mode shows little dependence on the chromospheric depth. The right
hand plot of Fig. 4.21(b) is for kL = 8, where we can see many of the same features though now

the fundamental mode is strongly dependent on the chromospheric depth in the range W/L =

0.3 — 0.9, outside this region, so in the realistic thin chromosphere region, again the phase speed
does not depend on W/L.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.21: Dispersion diagrams plotting non-dimensional phase speed c/vao against W/L for
Case 2 with density contrasts p(L)/po = 100 and values of (a) kL — 2 and (b) kL = 8.
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4.5 Comparison with observations

Observations of a flare excited oscillation in a coronal arcade have been recently discussed in
Verwichte et al. (2004). Finding a coherent oscillation of many coronal loops, forming an arcade
structure in some parts of the structure, there is strong evidence in oscillation period and also dis¬
placement profile in the plane of the loop that not only the fundamental but the first harmonics are

being observed. It is our intention here to test the model presented in Case 2 with the observational
data in Verwichte et al. (2004) by using the first harmonic to fix then parameters of the model and
the deduce the period of the first harmonic and compare this to the observed value.

The height of the loop arcade has been found to be in the range 65 — 76 Mm (Verwichte et al.
2004). We choose a value of 70 Mm and assume the loop arcade is semicircular, leading to a field
line length of 707T Mm = 220 Mm. It has also been assumed that the density profile along the loop
is the same as presented previously, where the chromosphere has been taken to be one twentieth of
the loop length and a density stratification of 100 occurs across the chromosphere and the coronal
structure, where we take a coronal Alfven speed of 1000 km s_1 (assumed uniform).

Taking the observed period to be 400 s (Verwichte et al., 2004) we find this corresponds to a non-

dimensional frequency of ujL/vao = 1-72 for the fundamental mode. Reading the wavenumber
from Fig. 4.22 it is found that this mode is propagating with a wavenumber of kL = 0.72.
Assuming that the first harmonic (this has previously been referred to as the fundamental odd
mode) has a similar wavenumber (which is reasonable assumption because kL is the wavenumber
in the direction the wave packet is propagating and so is independent of the longitudinal direction
which determines whether a mode is the fundamental or the ith harmonic by the number of nodes
along this axis) allows us to read the frequency of the first harmonic from Fig. 4.22. It is found that
ujL/vao = 3.16 from Fig. 4.22 which leads to a deduced period of 218s for the first harmonic,
which is in good agreement with observed value of 242 ± 31s (Verwichte et al., 2004).

4.6 Conclusions

Our aim here was to model the oscillations of a coronal arcade with footpoints fixed in the photo-
spheric surface but allowing for free propagation along the arcade. To achieve this we considered
a 2D arcade aligned with the x axis of a uniform magnetic field directed across the arcade in the
z direction. We considered three density profiles po(z) so we have structuring along the magnetic
field but invariant along the arcade. We solved the linearised MHD equations in the zero beta limit,
so only the fast modes are present. The modes of oscillation are governed by the wave equation
with propagation speed dependent on the density stratification.
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Figure 4.22: Dispersion diagram plotting non-dimensional frequency ojL/vao against kL for the
Alfven profile (4.39) with W = L/10 and density contrasts p(L)/po = 100. The even and odd
modes are plotted as solid and dashed curves, respectively.

The reference case we use is a homogeneous arcade which allows us to derive an explicit disper¬
sion relation (equation (4.16)). From this dispersion relation we find that the dispersion curves

asymptote to to the limit c/vao = 1 (see Fig. 4.3(a)). Andries et al. (2005) identified the ratio
Pi /P2 of periods of the fundamental mode to first harmonic to be potentially important in the field
of coronal seismology. In the homogeneous case we find the ratio P1/P2 follows the same trend
as previously found, equal to 2 in the long wavelength limit and monotonic decreasing to 1 in the
short wavelength limit (see Fig. 4.3(b)).

The second case examined here is that of an exponentially stratified density profile, with the loop
footpoints denser than the apex. We have taken the density enhancement to be a factor of 100
which is in line with the difference between photosphere and coronal values. It is found that the
addition of the density structures results in a transcendental dispersion relations (4.28) and (4.29)
for odd and even modes respectively. From this, we find a reduction in the phase speed compared
with the homogeneous case. Also the phase speed of consecutive even and odd modes converge

for larger values of kL, which has been demonstrated analytically. As in the homogeneous case,

there is a floor value for the phase speed. However, the floor value does not lie at c/v ,\o = 1 but
at c/vao ~> exp(—a). The fact that the dispersion curves are differently spaced influences the
ratio P1/P2, causing it to be less than 2 in the limit kL —> 0 but as kL —» 00 it still tends to a

value of 1. In this case the eigenfunctions exhibit different behaviour to the homogeneous case,

developing many oscillations in in the footpoint regions and also in some cases the fundamental
mode has more than one extrema. Finally, we regain the properties of the homogeneous case in
the limit a —> 0.

The drawback of this density profile is that in reality the change from photospheric to coronal den¬
sities occurs more rapidly. However, the final profile we considered does not have this drawback,
since it has exponential behaviour in the chromospheric region W < \z\ < L and is uniform in
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the corona \z\ < W. Again the stratification results in a decrease in phase speed compared with
the homogeneous case, but it is not as extreme as the previous case. It is found that crossing the
curve c/vao = 1» the phase speeds of consecutive even and odd modes rapidly converge. Also,
on crossing this curve we found an interaction between the fundamental and first harmonic of the
even modes in the form of an avoided crossing. As expected, the floor value is altered by the
stratification and now lies in the range [exp(—a(W/L — 1)), 1], The influence of this case on the
ratio P1/P2 is the same as the previous case. It is also interesting to consider P1/P3, which is less
than 3 as kL —» 0. This case also has a local minimum, as a result of the avoided crossing between
these two modes; this type of behaviour would be possible in P1/P2 in a model where these modes
did not decouple (such as a non-symmetric equilibrium). The eigenfunctions display oscillatory
behaviour in the region \z\ < W and a more rapid oscillation in W < \z\ < L, and the exchange
of extrema between these two regions can account for the large number of avoided crossings seen

in Fig. 4.21 as W/L varies. Importantly, testing this model as a -» 0 or W —> L, it reduces to the
homogeneous case and also as W —> 0 to the exponential profile case. This model has been shown
to compare well with observations of an impulsively excited arcade oscillation; when given the
period of the fundamental mode, the period of the first harmonic has been predicted and is found
to be in line with observed values.

Therefore it is clear that the influence of stratification, regardless of the effect producing it, yields
an important influence on both the frequency of modes and their eigenfunctions. Due to the shift
in frequency caused by the stratification, the seismological tool P1/P2 is also altered. This may
be important in future coronal seismology developments.



Chapter 5

Exponential Loop Profile

5.1 Introduction

In Chapters 1 and 2 we have given a brief overview of observational evidence for coronal loop
oscillations. It is clear from the abundance of observations that this is a commonly occurring
behaviour for a coronal loop. As with any wave mode, oscillations of coronal loops carry infor¬
mation about the medium in which the wave propagates. If we understand the wave mode and
its effect on the plasma as it propagates we can extract the information the wave posses about
the plasma, this is known as coronal seismology. An example of results obtained using coronal
seismology is give in Chapter 2 (Nakariakov et al., 1999, Nakariakov and Ofman, 2001). In order
to carry out coronal seismology a good understanding of the oscillatory modes of a structure is
necessary. This understanding comes from the development of theoretical models. Current mod¬
els generally consist of a straight cylindrical flux tube which is either infinitely long or line-tied
(finite length) (Edwin and Roberts, 1983). When line-tying has been studied it is also possible to

study the effect of longitudinal structuring (Diaz et al., 2002), and in Chapter 3 this structuring
has been in the form of step functions. In Chapter 3 step functions are used to represent dense
chromospheric layers both inside and outside the loop. However, the use of step functions is only
a first approximation and in an actual coronal loop a continuously varying density profile is ex¬

pected. In this chapter it is our intension to include continuous density profiles in the longitudinal
direction to the model and to compare with the uniform line-tied loop. As the z dependence of
the oscillation is governed by a similar equation to (4.7), discussed in Chapter 4, it is convenient
to consider the same density profiles, the first with exponential behaviour along the full length
of the loop and the second with uniform coronal region and exponential behaviour restricted to

chromospheric regions close to the footpoints. For the first profile the influence of the loop radius
as well as the level of stratification between the loop apex and footpoint is studied. In the second
case the effect of the loop radius is still studied and also the effect of the depth of chromospheric
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layers, while the level of stratification between footpoint and apex is held constant.

The same method is adopted as used in Chapter 3 which is easily adapted to permit different lon¬
gitudinal dependence of the density and Alfven profiles. Also, since these profiles are continuous,
a numerical approach may be of use solve equation (1.58). If a numerical solution to equation
(1.58) is to be found, either a fifth or eigth order Runge-Kutta method is employed. A general out
line of the Runge-Kutta method and an example of the fourth order method is given in Chapter 1.

5.2 Case 1: the exponentially stratified corona

We consider the fast wave in a zero /3 plasma with magnetic field lying parallel to the z axis. The
£ dependence of the fast mode is governed by the equation (see Chapter 1)

^
+ (T£_ + V o (5.1)dz2 \v^(z)

which incorporates all of the dependence on the longitudinal stratification of the equilibrium. Here
we introduce longitudinal stratification of the loop using an exponential Alfven profile of the form

vA(z) = vAo exp (—oto\z\/L) , (5.2)

where w.40 = vA(z = 0) is the Alfven speed at the loop apex {z = 0) and op governs the
stratification rate between the apex and the loop footpoint (z = L). It should be noted that this
profile has some unphysical features, having a sharp peak in the Alfven profile at the loop apex

and the variation in density is gradual. Internal (r < a) quantities are denoted by a subscript 'i'
and external (r > a) quantities are denoted by a subscript "e\ so we have internal and external
Alfven profiles of the form

vAi(z) = vAi(0)exp{-a>i\z\/L), vAe(z) = vAe(tt) exp (~ae\z\/L) . (5.3)

In the region 0 < z < L, the exponential Alfven profile (5.2) results in equation (5.1) taking the
form

d2h ( lu2 9\
^2" + exp {2a0z/L) + XnJ h = 0 . (5.4)

We may transform equation (5.4) to a Bessel equation for either purely real or purely imaginary
order (depending upon whether > 0 or < 0, respectively) using the change of variable

Leo
x = exp (c*oz/L). (5.5)

oovAo
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The result is

d2h 1 dh f A2L2\
+ ! + -%-» U = 0. (5.6)

dx2 x dx \ OqX2 J

Equation (5.6) has solutions

( AJxnL (X) + BY\nL (x) ,

"« = \aj:°W + |W. a; <0.t | 0=0 I I Q0 I

Notice that these solutions are a linear combination of ordinary Bessel functions; however, their
oider is generally iion-inlegei and indeed may be purely imaginary (which implies that the Bessel
functions are not necessarily real-valued). We are interested in real valued solutions to equation
(5.6). Therefore in the case A2 < 0 we define two linearly independent real-valued solutions to

equation (5.6) as

1 ZIS7T

Fiu{x) = 2 sec(-^-){<7^(a;) + J-iv(x)} (5-8)
and

i ZVTT

Giv(x) = -cosec(—-){Jiu(x) - J-iu{x)} , (5.9)

where v =
ao

. The functions F\v and can be used to write down appropriate analytical
solutions to equation (5.6) in the case of A2 < 0 otherwise the Bessel solutions J\nL and Yaj
are satisfactory.

j.
o=0 °0

Although the ordinary Bessel function has been extensively explored in the case of real orders
the properties and methods of calculation of Bessel functions of purely imaginary order are not
well known and the use of recurrence relations or integral representations is not straight forward
We find the use of numerical methods to solve the equation directly a more appropriate approach
for determining solutions of (5.4). The numerical method is appealing when it is noted that the
equilibrium is symmetric about the z axis and so boundary conditions

-j-{z = 0) = 0 or h(z — 0) — 0 (5.10)dz

arise and allow us to separate solutions into even and odd modes, respectively. Also the fact that
the equilibrium density and Alfven profiles are continuous in the z direction.

In the following sections we examine the influence of exponential stratification on the frequency
of the trapped modes of oscillation of a line-tied coronal loop for four different cases: (1) both
loop and environment homogeneous; (2) a stratified loop and homogeneous environment; (3) a
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homogeneous loop and stratified environment; and (4) both loop and environment stratified.

5.2.1 Uniform loop and environment

In the subsequent sections we investigate the effect of longitudinal stratification on the trapped
modes of oscillation of a line-tied coronal loop. We consider the influence of external and internal
stratification separately and finally combine the effects to produce a more realistic coronal loop
model than is currently available. But first it is useful to calculate the modes of oscillation of a
uniform loop embedded in a uniform environment. This affords a useful basis for later compar¬
isons.

For a /3 = 0 plasma, the modes of oscillation of a uniform loop embedded in a uniform environ¬
ment are governed by the dispersion relation (see Chapter 2)

1 K'm{Ka)
_ 1 (5 H)

An Km(^na) ^h

where

[A<,]2 = M2- K]2 =M„2-^; (5.12)Ai Ae

for even modes,

r2 _ (2n - 1)tt
2L

M2 =
nT ' n= 1,2,3.... (5.13)

The longitudinal wavenumber Mn is determined by imposing the line-tying condition v_l(z =

±L) = 0. Modes of different longitudinal wavenumbers are denoted by a subscript 'n', with the
set or family of modes with one extrema in the z direction corresponding to n = 1. Note that
since we have written (5.13) for the even modes the n = 2 family corresponds to the family with
three extrima in the longitudinal direction. In the absence of longitudinal stratification families
with different longitudinal wavenumbers are decoupled. The cutoff frequency is different for each
family and corresponds to [A^]2 = 0, occuring when

(2n — 1WVAe
W = Ujcut = A 2Ly . (5.14)

We will only be concerned with modes lying below the first (n = 1) cutoff frequency u = uicut =

4^ as the introduction of longitudinal structuring results in the tube supporting a superposition
of these families and the resulting set of modes has a cutoff frequency corresponding to [A®]2 = 0.
Note that in some cases the uniform loop model will support a second family (having 3 extrema
in the z direction) with frequencies less than the cutoff frequency of the first family in the range
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of a/L = 0 - 4 we consider. This will become important in the stratified case as it appears to give
an indication of when mode coupling can occur.

Fig. 5.1 shows the dispersion diagram plotting non-dimensional frequency loL/vai against a/L
for a uniform loop and uniform environment, with VAe — %-5vAi", the loop is 6.25 times denser
than its surroundings. Also plotted in Fig. 5.1 are the dispersion curves for a uniform loop and
uniform environment calculated using the numerical code which will be employed later in the
stratified loop and environment cases. Here, setting pi(L)/pi(0) = pe(L)/pe(0) = 1, provides a
test of the code. The black curves are calculated directly via dispersion relation (5.11). The red
curves are obtained from the uniform environment stratified loop code, the yellow curves from the
stratified environment uniform loop code, and the green curves for the stratified environment and
loop code. We see that in all cases there is excellent agreement. We see the dispersion diagram
for the first family of modes which have only one extrema in the z direction. We see this diagram
is similar to the fast mode band of the coronal case considered by Edwin and Roberts (1983),
with the fundamental kink mode the only mode to propagate for all a/L; all other modes reach
the cutoff frequency ujcutL/vAi = ^VAe/^vAi (see Chapter 2). We have plotted modes causing
even disturbances about the z = 0 plane; the odd modes cause odd disturbances about the z = 0
plane and have a different cutoff frequency which is twice that of the even modes (in the situation
where the environment is uniform), ujcutL/vAi — nvAe/vAi- Notice that the cutoff frequency is
determined entirely by the loop exterior. Sausage (to = 0) and kink (to = 1) modes are plotted as

dashed and solid lines respectively, and are interlaced. Fluting modes (to > 2) are also described
by the dispersion relation but have not been plotted in Fig. 5.1. All the modes are seen to be highly
dispersive. Apart from the fundamental kink mode in the realistic thin tube region of the diagram,

a/L = 1CT3 — 1CT1 where its frequency is insensitive to the loop ratio a/L.

Fig. 5.2(a) and (b) shows examples of dispersion diagrams where the first and second families
appear below the cutoff frequency of the first family. The first family which also appears in Fig.
5.1 has one extremum in the longitudinal direction while the second even family has three extrema
in the longitudinal direction, so they represent diffrent longitudinal harmonics. Notice the effect of
reducing the internal Alfven speed compared with the external Alfven speed results in a decrease
in the frequency across all modes of oscillation. The reduction in frequency has now permitted
the second family of even modes having three extremum in the longitudinal direction to propagate
below the cutoff frequency of the first family. As there is no longitudinal structuring of the loop or

the environment each family with different longitudinal wavenumbers are decoupled; this permits
the crossing of their dispersion curves. It will be seen later that these actual crossings correspond
to avoided crossings.
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Figure 5.1: Dispersion diagram for a /3 = 0 plasma plotting non-dimensional frequency wL/vAi
against the non-dimensional loop radius a/L for a uniform loop and uniform environment, with
VAe = 2.5u/ii, showing sausage and kink modes as dashed and solid curves respectively. The
colours indicate the method by which the curve has been calculated: black curves from dispersion
relation (5.11); red curves from the uniform environment stratified loop numerical code; yellow
curves from the stratified environment uniform loop code; and green curves for the stratified envi¬
ronment and loop code.

5.2.2 Stratified loop

We may isolate the effect of loop stratification. Previous studies in this area have considered loop
profiles using step functions (Diaz et al. 2004) to approximate a coronal region above a dense
chromospheric layer with a homogeneous environment. We extend these models by approximat¬
ing the longitudinal density structure by a continuous exponential profile. We choose the Alfven
speeds at the apex to be related by VAe{z = 0) = 2.5vai(z = 0), leading to the apex of the
loop having a density enhancement of 6.25 times its environment, while the density of the loop
increases continuously towards the footpoints lying in the photospheric surface. Since we are

effectively adding density to the loop compared with the case of a uniform loop and uniform envi¬
ronment considered in Fig. 5.1, we expected that the loop will become a more efficient waveguide
and therefore support a greater number of trapped modes with reduced frequencies in a given
range of a/L. Previous studies have shown that stratification of the loop results in a modification
of the oscillation frequency (Diaz et al. 2004). Since the cutoff frequency depends purely on the
stratification of the external medium it remains at u)cutL/vAi = ^^>Ael^Ai\ see Figs. 5.1 and 5.2.

In the next sections we consider the effect of environmental stratification, taking pe(L)/pe(0) =
10 or 50 and a uniform loop. Finally, we consider stratification of both the loop and its environment
in which we choose a uniform photospheric level leading to pe(L) = Pi(L). Therefore in the
current section, while considering only a stratified loop, we choose pi(L)/pi(0) to correspond to
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: Dispersion diagram plotting non-dimensional frequency uL/vAe (note that this is
VAe and not vai) against the non-dimensional loop radius a/L for a uniform loop and a uniform
environment with (a) vae — 4.03^ and (b) vae — 4.62va%- Sausage modes are shown as dashed
curves, kink modes as solid curves.

current section, while considering only a stratified loop, we choose pi(L)/pi(0) to correspond to
the values of pe(L)/pe(0) = 10 or 50 which will be used later; we calculate these values by the
f3 = 0 relation

Pi(L)
_ fvAi(0)\2 Pe(L)

Pi{0) \vAe(0)J Pe(0)' ' '

Fig. 5.4(a) shows the dispersion diagram for the case pi(L)/pi(0) = 1.6 (which will corre¬
spond to an environmental stratification of pe(L)/pe(0) = 10 in later sections), plotting the non-

dimensional frequency against a/L and showing sausage and kink modes as dashed and solid lines
respectively. The diagram is similar in structure to that of Edwin and Roberts (1983) with only the
fundamental kink mode propagating for all values of a/L and all other modes reaching the cutoff
frequency where these modes become leaky. All modes are highly dispersive and sausage and
kink modes are distributed alternately; in the thin tube limit the frequency of the fundamental kink
mode is insensitive to a/L. Fig. 5.4(b) shows the same dispersion diagram as Fig. 5.4(a) but but
with addition that the curves for the case shown in Fig. 5.1, for uniform loop and environment, are
plotted (the dot dash lines are the kink curves and the triple dot dash lines are the sausage modes).
As expected, we see the internal stratification has resulted in a modification to the frequency of
each mode. This is illustrated by the modification of the kink mode from uoL/vAi = 2.1 in the
uniform case to cjL/vai = 1-9 as a result of the stratification. However the modification of the
frequency appears to be a uniform scaling of the dispersion curves as seen in Fig. 5.3(a), where the
dispersion curves of a uniform loop embedded in a uniform environment with VAe = 2.5vai and
the dispersion curves of a stratified loop embedded in a uniform environment have been overlaid
for pi(L) /pi(0) = 1.6.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: Dispersion diagram plotting uL/vAi against a/L for a uniform loop embedded in a
uniform environment with VAe = 2.5VAi- In each plot a uniform scaling of the dispersion curves of
a stratified loop embedded in a uniform environment have been overlaid for: (a) pi(L)/pi(0) = 1.6
and (b) pl{L)/pl(0) = 8.

We also consider a density stratification of pi(L)/pz{0) = 8 which corresponds to the case of
pe{L)/pe(0) = 50. It should be noted that a density stratification of 8 over the length of the loop
is very modest but it nonetheless proves instructive and provides a useful illustration. Fig. 5.5(a)
shows the dispersion diagram for this case. It can be seen that the structure of the dispersion dia¬
gram has been significantly altered, with many more modes now propagating in a given range of
a/L. Not only the fundamental kink mode but also its first harmonic now propagate as trapped
modes for all a/L; the frequency of the fundamental mode has retained its insensitivity to a/L
in the thin tube limit but the first harmonic does not share this property; all other modes reach
the cutoff frequency. The structure of one sausage mode lying between consecutive kink modes
has now been broken as a result of many mode interactions at avoided crossings (the spatial struc¬
ture across an avoided crossing will be discussed later) between like curves. Also, the presence

of avoided crossings seems to allow sausage and kink modes to cross, and so having the same

frequency for a particular loop dimension.

Fig. 5.5(b) shows the same dispersion diagram as Fig. 5.5(a) together with and curves from the
uniform loop and uniform environment which have been over-plotted. Although this diagram
appears very complicated we can see that the frequency of all the modes have been significantly
altered. This is most notable from the kink speed of coL/vAi = 2.1 in the uniform case but takes
a value of uL/vAi = 1-6 once a stratification of pi(L)/pi(0) = 1.6 has been introduced. The
dispersion diagram (Fig. 5.5) is again seem to be a uniform scaling (seen in fig.5.3(b)) of the
homogeneous loop and environment case with VAe — 2.51^.

Fig. 5.6(a) shows part of the dispersion diagram of Fig. 5.5(a), but here focusing on the avoided
crossings between the first and third kink harmonics. Also shown in Fig. 5.6(b)-5.6(d) are cuts
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: Dispersion diagram plotting non-dimensional frequency ljL/vai against the non-
dimensional loop radius a/L for (a) an exponentially stratified loop with pi{L)/pi{0) =

10vAi(z = 0)/vAe(z = 0) and homogeneous environment VAe{z = 0) = 2.5va%{z = 0). (b)
as in (a) but with the dispersion curves for a uniform loop and environment (with v\e — 2.5v\i)
added.

of the non-dimensional total pressure as a function of z/L at r/a — 0.85 (inside the loop), for
the three points marked along each dispersion curve. The solid and dashed lines correspond to the
lower and upper dispersion curves respectively. We can see that there are two types of mode in
this model; those modes which take their largest amplitude in Pt at the apex and those which have
their largest amplitude nearer the footpoints. This amplitude effect changes as we move through
the avoided crossing, the property being exchanged between this interacting modes.

It is clear from Fig. 5.5(b) that the uniform loop does not produce a good approximation to the
stratified loop even for moderate levels of stratification (pi(L)/pi(0) = 8) for this density profile.
Thus, to determine the loop parameters at either the footpoints or apex (as in Fig. 5.5(b)) and use

these values in a uniform loop approximation will not produce good agreement with the stratified
loop. Therefore, to make this uniform loop approximation taking the uniform value to be that
of the footpoint or apex of an observed coronal loop and carry out coronal seismology based on

these assumptions will produce significant errors if the actual coronal loop has density profile of
the form taken here. To improve this situation we compare a stratified loop and a uniform loop
containing the same integrated density, leaving the environment unchanged. Fig. 5.7(a) shows
the dispersion diagram for Alfven speeds at the apex related by VAe(z = 0) = 2.5vAi(z = 0)
and pi(L)/pi(0) = 1.6. In the previous comparison between a loop having a stratification of
Pi(L)/pi(0) = 8 and considering a uniform loop, chosen to match the stratified loop at the apex,

there was poor agreement (see Fig. 5.5(b)). Now comparing a stratified loop with a uniform
loop chosen so that the mass contained in both loops are equal shows a significantly improved
agreement. This improvement is illustrated by examining the modification of the kink mode from
a value of uoL/vAe — 0-53 without stratification to uL/vAe — 0.59 with stratification.
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Figure 5.5: Dispersion diagram plotting non-dimensional frequency lcL/vai against the non-
dimensional loop radius a/L for (a) an exponentially stratified loop with pi(L)/pi(0) = 8 and
a homogeneous environment with vae(z) = 2.5VAi(z = 0); (b) as in plot (a) but with the disper¬
sion curves for the uniform loop and environment (for vat = 2.5vai) overlaid.

Another interesting point is how the actual crossings of the dispersion curves of the uniform loop
correspond to the avoided crossings in the stratified case. This suggests that for avoided crossings
to occur in the stratified loop the loop must have a large enough density enhancement so that a
uniform loop of equivalent mass supports more than just the first family of modes below the cutoff
frequency of the first family. As the oscillatory modes of a stratified loop are a superposition of
all families of the uniform loop, one family will generally be dominant; but at an avoided crossing
the dominant family is changed, resulting in a change in spatial structure of the mode.

In conclusion the uniform loop is an reasonable approximation to the stratified loop provided an

appropriate density is used. However, if loop parameters are determined from one point on the
loop, especially an extreme point such as the apex or the footpoint, and the rest of the loop is
assumed to be the same value, this will give a poor approximation since some sort of averaging
is necessary. If a higher accuracy is required, then the stratified model should be employed rather
than the uniform model, if the model is to capture all features such as modified frequencies and
spatial structure of the eigenfunctions and also interactions between modes at avoided crossings.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Dispersion diagram plotting uL/vAi against a/L for an exponentially stratified
loop and homogeneous environment satisfying = 8 and VAe(z = 0) — 2.5VAi(z = 0). (b),
(c) and (d) show the non-dimensional total pressure perturbation as a function of z/L at a value of
r/a = 0.85. In plot (b) the solid and dashed line corresponds to the points marked 1 and 2 in (a)
respectively. In plot (c) the dashed and solid lines corresponds to points 3 and 4 in (a) respectively,
and in plot (d) the dashed and solid line corresponds to points 5 and 6 in (a) respectively.
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Figure 5.7: Dispersion diagram plotting non-dimensional frequency uL/vAe against the non-
dimensional loop radius a/L for an exponentially stratified loop and homogeneous environment
and the dispersion curves of uniform loop containing the same mass as the stratified loop are
overlaid. In (a) stratified loop with VAe{z — 0) = 2.5vAi(z = 0) and pi(L)/pi(0) = 1.6 and
uniform loop with VAe — 4.03vai is displayed; and in (b) stratified loop with VAe(z — 0) =
2.5VAi{z = 0) and pi{L)jp%{0) = 8 and uniform loop with VAe = 4.6211,4; is displayed.
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5.2.3 Changing pi (L)/pi(0)
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Figure 5.8: Dispersion diagram plotting non-dimensional frequency loL/v/h(0) against the in¬
ternal density stratification pi(L)/pi(0) for VAe(z = 0) = 2.5VAi(z = 0) and a loop radius of
a/L = 0.001. Case (a) is for an internal density stratification in the range pi(L)/pi(0) = 1 - 100,
and (b) shows the range pi(L)/pi(0) = 1 - 200. Note that the second harmonic does not reach
Pi(L)/pj(0) = 1 oi the cutoff frequency but this is as a result of a failure in the numerical method,
the curve should reach either pi(L)/pl(0) = 1 or the cutoff frequency.

The final aspect of the internal stratification to be investigated is the dependence of the oscillation
frequency on the strength of the stratification. This is displayed in Fig. 5.8, showing disper¬
sion diagrams of the non-dimensional frequency as a function of pi(L)/pi{0) for a thin tube,
a/L = 0.001, which is in line with the value used by Nakariakov et al. (1999). We can see in the
uniform loop case, pi(L)/pi(0) = 1, that in the thin tube limit only the fundamental kink mode
propagates as a trapped mode. For moderate levels of stratification (pi(L)/pi(0) = 1 — 20) it is
seen that the frequency of the fundamental kink mode is strongly dependent on the density stratifi¬
cation, causing the frequency to decrease rapidly, but this decrease becomes slower as pi(L)/pi(0)
becomes large and there is not show a strong dependence on this parameter in the realistic range

of pi(L)/pi(0) = 100 - 200.

Since the addition of density to the loop results in a reduction in oscillation frequency eventually
many of the kink harmonics as well as the fundamental will propagate as trapped modes in the thin
tube limit. As seen in Fig. 5.8(b), at a value of pi(L)/pi(0) = 200 four kink modes are seen to
propagate below the cutoff in this case of a thin tube. However, this is not the case for the sausage

mode which is never found to propagate as a trapped mode in the thin tube limit; this feature is
common across all models (see also chapters 2 and 3). Since the environment remains unchanged
while the loop structure is varied, so the cutoff frequency is uniform and takes the same value as

for all other cases in this section: uucutL/vAi = nvAe/2wAi-
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5.2.4 Stratified environment

In order to isolate the effect of stratification in the environment of a coronal loop we consider an
exponentially stratified environment surrounding a homogeneous loop. In this case the density
of the environment increases towards the chromospheric-photospheric base and so can become
denser than the loop. As the overall density of the environment has increased relative to the
loop, the loop becomes a less efficient waveguide supporting fewer trapped modes. As previously
noted, environmental stratification will modify the cutoff frequency (see Chapter 3) of the trapped
modes, with additional density causing a reduction in the cutoff frequency, and so leakage will be
enhanced.

In some cases we will consider a variation in density from the loop apex z = 0 in the corona to
the footpoint z = L with pe(L)/pe(0) = 100. However, in this case we find no trapped modes
with such strong stratification so we will look at smaller density variations of pe(L)/pe(0) = 10
and pe(L)/pe(0) = 50, where trapped modes are still present for the range a/L < 4. Fig.
5.9(a) shows the dispersion diagram for a homogeneous loop in a stratified environment with
pe(L)/pe(0) = 10, giving the non-dimensional frequency ujL/vai as a function of a/L. Sausage
(m = 0) and kink (m = 1) modes are plotted as solid and dashed curves, respectively. The cutoff
curve is plotted with a dotted line. The diagram shows similarities with that of the uniform loop
in a uniform environment, with the fundamental kink mode being the only mode to propagate
for all a/L; all other modes reach a uniform cutoff frequency beyond which the modes become
leaky. The kink and sausage modes are interspersed with one sausage mode between consecutive
kink modes. All modes have a dispersive nature so their frequency is strongly dependent on the
loop radius or length. However, in the realistic thin tube region (a/L = 10-3 — 10_1), only
the fundamental kink mode propagates and then ljL/vai is insensitive to the loop radius. Fig.
5.9(b) shows the same dispersion curves as Fig. 5.9(a) but with the dispersion curves for the
uniform environment, VAe{z) = VAe(0), over plotted; this allows us to see directly the effect of
the stratified environment. The first point to note is that there is a significant reduction in the cutoff
frequency from u>cutL/vAi ~ 3.9 for a uniform environment to ujcutL/vAi ~ 2.6 for the case with
exponential environment stratification of pe(L)/pe(0) = 10. As a result of the reduced cutoff
frequency, the value of a/L for which modes become leaky is increased. Another interesting
point is that the modification to the frequency in the range where both sets of modes are trapped is
relatively small, especially for larger values of a/L. Notice also that the stratification has resulted
in a reduction in the dispersive effect of a/L when compared with the uniform environment.

We also examine the case of pe(L)/pe(0) = 50 which helps to point out the general trend as
we move towards more realistic density ratios. Fig. 5.10(a) and (b) are equivalent to Fig. 5.9(a)
and (b) but for pe(L)/pe(0) = 50. From Fig. 5.10(a) we see only the fundamental kink and
first sausage mode propagate as trapped modes in the range a/L < 4, which shows the loop has
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: Dispersion diagram plotting non-dimensional frequency wL/vAi against the non-
dimensional loop radius a/L for (a) an exponentially stratified environment and homogeneous
loop with VAe{z — 0) = 2.5vai(z = 0) and ppe= 10. (b) as in (a) but also here the dispersion
curves for a uniform loop in a uniform environment, with VAe — 2.5VAi-

become a less efficient waveguide. Also the dispersive effect of a/L has been drastically reduced,
even compared with the case of pe(L)/pe{0) = 10. Fig. 5.10(b) shows the difference between the
stratified case pe(L)/pe(0) = 50 and the uniform case pe{L)/pe{0) = 1. The cutoff curve has
been reduced from the value of ujcutL/vAi = nvAe/vAi = 3.9 for the uniform environment to a
value of ucutL/vAi = 1-7 for a stratification of pe(L)/pe(0) = 50 so there is now only a small
overlap region where trapped modes of the uniform and stratified environments both propagate.

However, in this small overlap region the frequencies of both sets of modes are very similar,
especially in the short loop limit (a/L —> oo).
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Figure 5.10: Dispersion diagram plotting luL/vai against a/L for (a) an exponentially stratified
environment and homogeneous loop with VAe(z = 0) = 2.5VAi(z = 0) and — 50. (b) as in
plot (a) but the dispersion curves of a uniform loop and uniform environment with VAe = 2.5VAi
are overlaid.
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Again it is of interest to compare these cases for a stratified environment with the case of a uniform
environment, taking the integrated densities for the stratified and uniform cases to be equal. Fig.
5.11(a) shows the dispersion curves for pe(L)/pe(0) = 10 and the equivalent uniform values of
VAe = 1-48VAi- We can see a significantly improved approximation of the cutoff frequency and
a slight improvement in the approximation of the frequency compared with the cases considered
in Fig. 5.9(b) and Fig. 5.10(b), where the uniform and stratified environments are matched at the
apex. However, in the more strongly stratified case pe(L)/pe(0) = 50, plotted in Fig. 5.11(b)
together with the equivalent uniform case, we see the cutoff frequencies are almost identical and
there in very good agreement in frequency for this case.

Therefore, we conclude that environmental stratification results in a small modification to the
oscillation frequency and a reduction in the dispersive nature of the modes. The most signifi¬
cant alteration to the modes caused by environmental stratification occurs in the cutoff frequency:
adding density results in a reduction in the cutoff frequency and so leakage is enhanced. Again,
making comparisons with the uniform case shows that matching the densities of the two cases at
a single point does not produce close agreement whereas matching the integrated densities does
do so. It should be noted density stratifications of pe(L)/pe(0) = 10 or 50 are modest compared
with a more realistic value of pe(L)/pe(0) = 100, but we do not find any trapped modes for the
realistic stratification and the loop parameters we consider.

01234 01234
o/L a/L
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Figure 5.11: Dispersion diagram plotting uL/vai against the a/L for an exponentially strat¬
ified environment and also the dispersion curves of a uniform loop and environment which
matches the mass contained in the stratified case, (a) Stratified environment with = 10
and VAe{z = 0) = 2.5vAi(z = 0) and a uniform loop and environment with VAe = 1-48^; (b)
stratified environment with ppe= 50 and VAe(z = 0) = 2.5vAi(z = 0) and a uniform loop and
environment with VAe — 1-09VAi-
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5.2.5 Changing pe(L)/pe(0)
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Figure 5.12: Dispersion diagram plotting uiL/vAi(0) against the external density stratification
pe(L)/pe(0), for VAe(0) = 2.5vai{0) and a loop radius of (a) a/L = 0.001 and (b) a/L = 10.0.

As in the stratified loop case, we now consider the influence of varying the level of stratifica¬
tion in the environment to examine the effect on the oscillation frequency and also the cutoff
frequency. We can see these effects in Fig. 5.12(a) and (b), showing dispersion diagrams for the
non-dimensional frequency against external stratification pe(L)/pe(0) for thin (a/L = 0.001) and
fat {a/L = 10.0) tubes respectively.

As previously noted, the external stratification has little influence on the oscillation frequency in
the thin tube case, as seen in Fig. 5.12(a). In the fat tube case shown in Fig. 5.12(b), we see many

more kink and sausage modes trapped by the tube but their frequencies vary little with respect to
the external stratification.

The main impact of the external stratification is on the cutoff frequency (see Chapter 3), in that
the addition of density to the environment in comparison with the loop results in a reduction in
the cutoff frequency as the loop becomes a less efficient wave guide. In Fig. 5.12(a) and (b)
we can see a significant reduction in cutoff frequency from a value of ojcutL/vAi = 3.9 in the
uniform case to a value of u>cutL/vAi = 1.4 for a stratification of pe(L)/pe(0) = 100. Notice
the most rapid reduction in cutoff frequency occurs as low levels of stratification are introduced,
pe(L)/pe(0) = 1-10, and the gradient becomes shallower as pe(L)/pe(0) becomes larger.
Another feature of the cutoff frequency is that it is independent of the loop radius; this can be
seen in Fig. 5.12(a) for a thin tube and (b) for a fat tube, where the cutoff curves are identical. As
a result of the reduction in the cutoff frequency, modes that have previously been considered to

propagate as a trapped mode, such as the fundamental kink mode in the thin tube limit, are now

seen to reach the cutoff frequency and become leaky. Also in thicker loops, where many sausage

and kink modes are expected to propagate as trapped modes, for large enough environmental
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stratification (say pe(L)/pe(0) > 70) all modes become leaky.

5.2.6 Stratification in both loop and environment

Having seen separately the effects of stratification in the loop or in the enviornment, we now

come to the point where we combine the effects of stratification both inside and outside the loop,
thus producing a more realistic model for a coronal loop. We have seen earlier that the main
influence of the internal stratification is to modify the oscillation frequency and the main influ¬
ence of the external stratification is in production of a modification in the cutoff frequency. We
consider a realistic density ratio in the environment of pe(L)/pe(0) = 100 between the coro¬

nal and chromospheric-photospheric levels, and assume the photosphere to be uniform so that
pe(L) = Pi(L). Although this may not always be accurate, we do not expect significant changes
to the results due to variations in density in the lower atmosphere, especially since the perturba¬
tions fall to zero at the footpoints to satisfy the line tying condition. Hence, choosing the density
stratification by the relation (5.15) and again choosing ?Me(0) = 2.5^(0) results in = 16.

The dispersion diagram shown in Fig. 5.13(a) for this case is very similar in structure and appear¬

ance to the uniform loop and uniform environment, as we see only the fundamental kink mode
propagating for all a/L and other modes reach the cutoff frequency. Also kink and sausage modes
are again distributed alternately and there are no avoided crossings present. The most interesting
aspects are seen most clearly when we make direct comparison between this case and the homo¬
geneous loop and environment, where we have simply matched the densities at the loop apex; see

Fig. 5.13(b). We see immediately that the fast mode bands for these two different coronal loop
structures do not overlap. The stratification of the corona has reduced the cutoff frequency to a

dimensionless value of 1.4 (also see. Fig. 5.12(a)), which is below the. lower limit of the frequency
for the uniform loop and environment. Also the value of a/L for which modes reach the cutoff
frequency has increased as a result of the reduction in the cutoff frequency. Previously, when we

implemented such a large environmental stratification around a uniform loop, we found that the
loop did not support any trapped modes. However, as noted earlier, the introduction of internal
stratification results in a modification to the oscillation frequency and in this case the loop again
supports many trapped modes.

In Fig. 5.14 we compare the stratified case with a uniform loop and environment, where we have
chosen the parameters such that the integrated densities of the stratified and uniform cases in
appropriate regions are equal. We see in Fig. 5.14 that the oscillatory frequency is increased by
the introduction of stratification compared with the uniform case. However, stratification reduces
dispersion compared with the uniform case with respect to a/L. Finally, as a result of the external
stratification the cutoff frequency is reduced to a value of ujcutL/vAi = 2.6 to be compared with
the cutoff frequency for the uniform case of uicutL/vAi = 2.8.
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Therefore we conclude exponential stratification of the form (5.2) is an important factor for the
cutoff frequency but more importantly for the oscillation frequency and period of the modes. If
a loop of uniform interior and exterior is to be used to approximate a stratified structure, it is
important that the parameters chosen for the uniform case reflect the overall structure along the
loop rather than simply matching the densities at a single point (such as the apex or the footpoint).
In fact the apex or the footpoints are the worst points to choose for a comparison since they are

most extreme in the model. A more effective method of representing the stratified case by a

uniform case is to match the total integrated densities in each of the appropriate regions.

(a)

2
O A

(b)

Figure 5.13: Dispersion diagram plotting uL/vAi against the a/L for (a) an exponentially strat¬
ified loop and environment with vae(z = 0) = 2.5^(2: = 0), VAe(z = L) = VAi(z = L) and
pe(L)/pe(0) = 100; (b) the same as in plot (a) but with the dispersion curves for the uniform loop
and uniform environment, with VAe — 2.5VAi, overlaid.

5.3 Varying the magnitude of stratification

Here we consider the case of stratification in both loop and environment and we allow the external
density stratification to vary, but retain the assumption that the photospheric surface (z = ±L) is
uniform (so pe{L) = pi(L)). The internal stratification is modified appropriately. For this case

the loop always has a density enhancement over its environment.

Fig. 5.15(a) and (b) show the dispersion diagrams plotting non-dimensional frequency against
pe(L)/pe(0) for a/L — 0.001 and a/L = 10.0 respectively. In both diagrams the cutoff curve
is identical to that of Fig. 5.12, since it is independent of the internal structure and loop radius.
We can see that in both cases modes remain trapped for a larger range of density stratification
compared with the case displayed in Fig. 5.12(a) and (b). This is due to the modification of the
oscillation frequency as a result of the internal loop structure, where we can see the fundamen¬
tal kink mode remains trapped for all values of stratification shown in Fig. 5.15(a) for the thin
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Figure 5.14: Dispersion diagram plotting wL/vAi against a/L for an exponentially stratified loop
and environment with VAe(z = 0) = 2.5^(2 = 0), VAe{z = L) = VAi(z = L) and = 100.
Overlaid are the dispersion curves for the uniform loop and environment which have same mass
inside and outside the loop as in the stratified case. For the uniform case, VAe = 1.80u^i. The
normalisation for both sets of curves is made against the internal Alfven speed for the uniform
loop.

tube limit. Therefore in this case the effect of internal stratification in modifying the oscillatory
frequency is greater than the effect of the external stratification in reducing the cutoff frequency.
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Figure 5.15: Dispersion diagram plotting uL/vAi against density stratification pe(L)/pe(0) for
VAeXz = 0) = 2.5VAi{z = 0) and a uniform photosphere pe(L) = pi{L), for (a) a/L = 0.001
and (b) a/L = 10.0.
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5.4 Case 2: the exponentially stratified chromosphere

In the previous case we took a step forward in that the density stratification of the loop is con¬

tinuous, whereas in Chapter 3 step functions were used to represent the density profile changing
from the coronal to photospheric material. However, our use of an exponential density profile
poorly represents the rapid change from the corona to the photosphere over the depth of the chro¬
mosphere. The final profile we consider attempts to represent this feature while still using a

continuous profile. We consider a uniform coronal region but allow an exponential density profile
in the chromospheric layers near the footpoints. The chromospheric layer has thickness of L — W
(see Chapters 3 and 4). Thus, the profile of the Alfven speed is

jxp {—a(z — W)/L), W < z < L .

As an example for the case ofW/L = 0.8 stratifications ofp(L)/p(0) = 16 and p(L)/p(0) = 100
have corresponding values of a = 6.93 and a — 11.51 respectively.

5.4.1 Stratified loop

Now we have a third parameter in the model, this being the extent (L — W) of the chromospheric
layer. But before examining this new parameter we first investigate the importance of loop radius
for a stratified loop within a uniform environment.

5.4.2 Changing a

We consider a density profile inside the loop of the form (5.16), with = 16 and W/L = 0.8,
and assume a uniform environment. Therefore we expect to see a modification in the oscillation
frequency but not the cutoff frequency. The dispersion diagram for this case is plotted in Fig.
5.16(a) with the dispersion curves of the uniform case also plotted in Fig. 5.16(b). We have cho¬
sen the Alfven speeds for the uniform case to match that of the stratified loop at the apex, and the
environment regions are identical. We see that the introduction of stratification across the chro¬

mospheric region has resulted in a slight correction to the frequency of the uniform loop. Hence
the use of a uniform loop, such as that in Edwin and Roberts (1983), will produce a reasonably
accurate representation of a coronal loop for seismology, provided the loop apex is considered
rather than the footpoint where the parameters are very different.

vao exP (&(z + W)/L), —L < z < —W
vao i ~W < z < W (5.16)
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.16: (a) Dispersion diagram plotting coL/vai against a/L for an exponentially stratified
loop and homogeneous environment, with VAe(z = 0) = 2.5vAi(z — 0) and = 16; (b) asPi(°)
in plot (a) but with the dispersion curves for the uniform loop and uniform environment overlaid,
with VAe = 2.5VAi-

5.4.3 Changing W

0.0 0.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.17: Dispersion diagram plotting ujL/vAi against the fractional coronal depth W/L for
(a) a loop radius a/L = 0.001, and (b) a loop radius a/L = 10.0. Here tMe(O) = 2.5vai(0) and
Pi{L) i f;
Pi(o) _ i0'

We consider the impact of varying the chromospheric depth (L — W) while holding the internal
density ratio fixed at pi(L)/pi(0) = 16. Fig. 5.17(a) and (b) show dispersion diagrams of non-
dimensional frequency against W/L for a/L = 0.001 and a/L = 10.0. In determining some
sections of this diagram ,the number of terms in the sum is not large enough so only the first ten
or fifteen curves are reliable. The case W/L = 0 corresponds to the exponential loop profile
(5.2) considered earlier and W/L = lis the uniform loop, so we will be able to observe the
evolution from the stratified case to to the uniform case. Fig. 5.17(a), for the thin loop, shows that
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only the fundamental kink mode is able to propagate as a trapped mode for all values of W/L,
and its frequency increases as we evolve from the exponential stratification to the uniform loop.
Also, for smaller values of W/L we find the first and second kink harmonics are trapped in the
thin tube limit but are seen to reach the cutoff frequency before the realistic range of values of
W/L ss 0.8 — 1.0. Importantly, for a realistic range of chromospheric depth, the frequency of the
fundamental mode is insensitive to the chromospheric depth. This explains why there is such good
agreement between the stratified dispersion curves and uniform dispersion curves in Fig. 5.16(b).
Fig. 5.17(b) shows these trends are carried forward in the case of fat loops, with an increase in
frequency from the exponential stratification to the uniform loop; all modes which remain trapped
for a realistic range of chromospheric depth show only a very weak dependence on depth. Note
that due to the truncation of the linear system of equations, only the first twelve curves are reliable.

We conclude that loop stratification of the form (5.16) does not cause significant changes to the
frequency for realistic parameters W/L = 0.8 — 1.0. In fact, it is reasonable to assume a uniform
loop provided it is chosen to match the stratified loop at the apex.
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5.4.4 Stratified environment

As before we now isolate the effect of stratification of the form (5.16) in the environment by
considering a uniform loop. Again we examine the role of chromospheric depth but first we must
understand the dependence on the loop radius.

5.4.5 Changing a

(a) (b)

Figure 5.18: (a) Dispersion diagram plotting ujL/vai against a/L for an exponentially stratified
environment and homogeneous loop with VAe(z = 0) = 2.5VAi(z = 0) and = 100; (b) as in
plot (a) but with the dispersion curves for the uniform loop and environment, with VAe = 2.5vau
overlaid.

We consider an environmental stratification of the form (5.16) with pe(L)/pe(0) — 100 surround¬
ing a uniform loop. We expect a modification to the cutoff frequency in this case but only a
small correction to the oscillatory frequency. Fig. 5.18(a) and (b) show dispersion diagrams for
this case, plotting non-dimensional frequency against loop radius; in Fig. 5.18(b) the dispersion
curves for the case of a uniform environment which matches the stratified case at the apex are

plotted. We see an almost exact agreement between the calculated oscillation frequencies in the
two cases of a stratified environment and a uniform environment in the region where both sets
of curves lie below the lower cutoff frequency (determined by the stratified environment). The
reduction in the cutoff frequency as a result of the environmental stratification can be seen clearly;
the modes of the uniform environment propagate through this cutoff and reach their own cutoff
frequency. Therefore a consideration of environment stratification may be of importance when the
fundamental sausage mode has been identified observationally and used for coronal seismology.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.19: Dispersion diagram plotting ujL/vAi against the non-dimensional coronal depth W/L
for (a) loop radius a/L = 0.001 and (b) loop radius a/L = 10.0. Here VAe{0) = 2.5u^i(0) and

= !00.
Pe (0)

5.4.6 Changing W

Again we investigate the influence of the parameterW/L on the oscillation and cutoff frequencies.
We expect that as W/L increases, the loop will become a more efficient wave guide, causing
the cutoff frequency to increase and a greater number of trapped modes to lie below it. This
is evident from Fig. 5.19(a) and (b), plotting the non-dimensional frequency against W/L for
loop radii of a/L = 0.001 and a/L = 10.0 respectively. The cutoff curves are the same in
both diagrams since the cutoff is independent of the loop radius. Fig. 5.19(a) shows that for
W/L > 0.2 only the fundamental kink mode propagates as a trapped mode in the thin tube limit
for values of W/L > 0.2 so does have a cutoff frequency. The oscillation frequency of the
fundamental kink mode shows only a slight dependence on W/L, especially in the realistic range

ofW/L = 0.8 - 1.0.

Consider the broad loop dispersion diagram shown in Fig. 5.19(b) where, in comparison with Fig.
5.19(a), many more sausage and kink modes are permitted to propagate as trapped modes. The
curves shown in Fig. 5.19(b) vary only slightly with respect to W/L', therefore, the only effect
W/L has on these modes is to reduce the cutoff frequency below the oscillation frequency and so

they cannot propagate as a trapped mode.
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5.5 Stratification in both loop and environment

So far we have explored the effects of stratification in density by looking separately at its role
in the loop interior or in the loop environment. In reality, of course, the effects will arise in a
combined way. Here we consider the combined effects of loop and environment stratification.

5.5.1 Changing a

(a) (b)

Figure 5.20: (a) Dispersion diagram plotting uoL/vAi against a/L for an exponentially stratified
loop and environment for a uniform photospheric level, with VAe{z = 0) = 2.5vAi{z = 0) and

= 100; (b) as in plot (a) but with the dispersion curves for the uniform loop and uniform
environment included, with VAe = 2.5va%-

Stratification is again taken to be of the form (5.16), now applied in both regions. In the envi¬
ronment pe(L)/pe(0) = 100. However, we assume a uniform photospheric surface, so pe{L) =
Pi(L). The implication of this is that the density stratification of the loop across the chromosphere
depth is less than that of the environment.

Fig. 5.20(a) and (b) shows the dispersion curves for the case of an external stratification of =

100. With the assumption of a uniform photospheric surface, this corresponds to an internal
stratification of 'j = 16 for a density contrast at the apex of 6.25 and a chromospheric depth
W/L = 0.2. The curves for the uniform loop and environment matching the apex values of the
stratified loop are displayed in Fig. 5.20(b). We see in Fig. 5.20(b) that the stratification has
resulted in a small correction to the oscillation frequency, which is mainly due to the internal
stratification. However, the reduction in the cutoff frequency is entirely a result of the external
stratification. Again, the uniform case provides an adequate representation of this loop structure
and would thus serve adequately for the purpose of coronal seismology, but care should be taken
in using modes close to the cutoff.
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5.5.2 Changing W

Figure 5.21: Dispersion diagram plotting wL/v\i against the non-dimensional coronal depth W/L
for (a) loop radius a/L = 0.001 and (b) loop radius a/L = 10.0, with VAe(0) = 2.5uAi(0) and

aW=io°-
It is also important to examine the influence of the chromospheric depth on the oscillation fre¬
quency and the cutoff frequency. The cutoff frequency is influence as discussed earlier. However,
in this case the fundamental kink mode does not reach the cutoff frequency in the thin tube case

(Fig. 5.21(a)). This is due to the reduction in its frequency as a result of the internal stratification
as W/L -» 0. This modification in frequency is also seen in fat loops, for which many kink and
sausage modes propagate as trapped modes. However, in both the thin and fat tubes, the frequency
of all trapped modes in the realistic range where W/L = 0.8 — 1.0 is found to be independent
ofW/L. This again points to the fact that the uniform loop and uniform environment provides a

robust model.
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5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we have studied the effect of a longitudinally stratified density profiles in either
the loop interior or its exterior, or combined in both. The first of these profiles was was a purely
exponential one and so the transition between the maximum density at the loop footpoint and
minimum at the apex is gradual, and therefore does not reflect the more realistic rapid change
from the photosphere to the corona over the height of the chromosphere. For this profile it was
found that the frequency of the oscillation was strongly dependent on the ratio of the loop
apex density to density at the footpoints. This strong dependence reflects the large addition of
mass in the loop associated with the exponential profile. Comparisons with a uniform loop showed
poor agreement in frequency when the uniform loop parameters were chosen to match the apex

of the stratified loop. However, a much better agreement was observed when the mass contained
by the two loops, stratified or unstratified, was equal. When stratification of the environment is
included there results a modification of the cutoff frequency but comparatively small changes in
the oscillation frequency occur, when compared with the effect of internal stratification. Drawing
comparison with the uniform loop in the case of the internal stratification, good agreement is found
when the profiles of the stratified and uniform environments are in mass balance.

The second density profile was chosen to represent more accurately the rapid transition between
the photosphere and the corona. In this profile a uniform coronal region of extent 2W is assumed
to be grounded by an exponentially stratified chromosphere. For this case there is excellent agree¬
ment between the uniform loop and stratified loop which are matched at the apex. These results
demonstrate the robust nature of the Edwin and Roberts (1983) model and gives confidence to
the results of coronal seismology (see, for example, Nakariakov and Ofman 2001) based on this
model. Nonetheless, if observational data of sufficient accuracy were available, it should prove

possible to probe stratification effects through the use of more complex models such as that inves¬
tigated here.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

Throughout this thesis we have attempted to produce theoretical models which display oscillatory
behaviour, as inspired by recent observational findings. In order to set the scene we return to
the starting point for many coronal loop models, the Edwin and Roberts (1983) model. This
model consists of an infinitely long magnetic flux tube embedded in a homogeneous environment.
Dispersion relations for both surface and body modes are derived. However, under typical coronal
conditions (Alfven speeds greatly exceeding the sound speeds) only body modes are permitted
to propagate. The modes of oscillation can additionally be classified into either sausage, kink or

fluting modes, based on how they deform the tube cross-section. The main focus of our study in
Chapter 2 is not the dispersion relation but the eigenfunctions of the sausage and kink modes, in
both the fast and slow mode bands. It is apparent that the sausage mode results in no azimuthal
flows, while the kink mode displays azimuthal flows. These flows show a discontinuity at the
tube boundary, resulting in a shearing effect on the tube boundary. Also we can note a difference
between fast and slow modes concerning these azimuthal flows, with fast modes resulting in the
tube interior and exterior to be oscillating out of phase while slow modes allow the interior and
exterior to oscillate in phase. The kink mode is the only mode which results in the displacement
of the tube centre; sausage and fluting modes leave its position unperturbed. Both sausage and
kink modes are found to be predominately transverse when occurring as fast modes in a low /3
plasma. Both are almost entirely longitudinal in the slow mode band. In the fast mode band,
higher harmonics are found to be more compressible than the fundamental mode, while in the
slow mode band higher harmonics are less compressible than the fundamental mode. We have
also examined the fast modes in the (3 = 0 limit, where it is noted that the slow modes are

eliminated and no longitudinal flows occur.

In Chapter 3 we examine the trapped modes of oscillation of a coronal loop but line-tying and
longitudinal structure were introduced. The aim of introducing longitudinal structure is to simulate
the effect of a dense chromospheric layer close to the loop footpoints. The loop is modelled as a
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cylindrically symmetric magnetic flux tube, using the (3 = 0 approximation. Previous studies of
oscillatory properties of this structure have been primarily interested in the effect of non-uniform
longitudinal loop structures and homogeneous environment (Dii'az et al. 2004). These studies
show that there is a first order correction on oscillatory frequency when compared with a uniform
line-tied loop. We discussed the influence of a longitudinally structured loop environment with
either a uniform or non-uniform loop structure. In this first step we took the plasma properties, as
well as the depth of the chromospheric layers, to be uniform.

The most striking effect introduced by longitudinal structuring is a modification in the cutoff fre¬
quency, which has not been considered in previous studies as the cutoff frequency in independent
of the internal loop structure. The introduction of dense layers in the environment, so increasing
the average density of the environment, produces a decrease in the cutoff frequency. The modifi¬
cation of the cutoff frequency is important as it reflects the ability of the loop to support trapped
modes. In the case of a thin chromospheric layer it is found, in much the same way as the mode
discussed in Chapter 2, that the loop supports only the fundamental kink mode as a trapped mode
in the thin tube limit. However, it now propagates in this limit with a modified kink speed. All
higher harmonics and sausage modes propagate as trapped modes for wider loops and all reach a

modified cutoff frequency. It has also been found that for certain loop parameters the loop may

support both the fundamental and first harmonic of the kink mode in the thin tube limit. If this
case were to be discovered observationally it would be extremely useful from the point of view
of coronal seismology as the fundamental mode could then be used to obtain the loop dimensions
and the first harmonic could be used to deduce plasma parameters. Although plasma parameters
within the model can be altered to obtain more kink modes below the cutoff in the thin tube limit,
this is not the case for the sausage mode which is never found to propagate as a trapped mode in
the thin tube limit. This suggests that the fast sausage mode only occurs as a leaky mode in the
thin tube limit, resulting in the rapid damping of this mode.

As previously mentioned the cutoff frequency is dependent on the environmental structure and
hence examining the influence of the oscillatory frequency on the chromospheric depth also in¬
troduces a non-uniform cutoff frequency. This non-uniform cutoff frequency results in each mode
which becomes leaky having a unique cutoff frequency. Also, as a result of this non-uniform
cutoff frequency, in a uniform loop the fundamental kink mode can be found to reach the cutoff
frequency. This can also be seen for a structured loop when the loop footpoint is denser than the
surrounding chromospheric layers. However, in the case of the loop footpoint being less dense
than the chromospheric layers this effect is lost as a result of the modification to the oscillatory
frequency of the fundamental mode. This result, of the fundamental mode no longer propagating
as a trapped mode, may be important for coronal seismology.

Previous studies (see Chapter 2) suggest that when a mode propagates with a frequency close to
its cutoff, the eigenfunctions of the mode will penetrate more deeply into the loop's environment
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as the mode makes the transition from trapped to leaky; however, this is not apparent in this
model with penetration approximately the same as the eigenfunctions evolve along the dispersion
curve and its frequency becomes closer to the cutoff frequency. The fact that the eigenfunctions
do not penetrate deeply into the environment of the loop indicates that the interaction between
neighbouring loops is not significant, so justifying the study of an isolated magnetic flux tube.

Also it is seen in the case that the perturbed total pressure shows greater structure and larger ampli¬
tude in the region of the dense footpoints. As in Chapter 2, the radial velocity of the fundamental
kink mode is found to be approximately uniform across the radius of the loop, so retaining the
property of oscillating as a solid body.

The introduction of longitudinal structuring has allowed the interaction of modes, resulting in
avoided crossings. At avoided crossings, modes exchange spatial structures. As a result it becomes
difficult to determine which mode is present purely from examining its spatial structure. Also, the
fundamental mode may posses more the one extrema, although it does not interact with another
mode. Therefore, the presence of more than one extrema in the eigenfunctions of the fundamental
kink mode is as a result of the weighting of the density profile. The fact that the fundamental kink
mode may also have more than one extrema means it is no longer straightforward to identify it
purely based on its spatial structure.

In Chapter 4 we moved away from the study of an isolated flux tube, as considered in Chapters
2 and 3, and considered a coronal arcade. A coronal arcade consists of many coronal loops and
often occur in the aftermath of a flaring event. As these structures are born in a highly dynamical
region they often display oscillatory behaviour and this has been noted observationally (Verwichte
et al. 2004). The aim of Chapter 4 was to model the fast mode oscillations of a coronal arcade
with footpoints fixed in the photospheric surface, but allowing free propagation along the arcade
(transverse to the magnetic field).

In order to carry out this study we create a simplified arcade-like structure, consisting of a 2D
Cartesian arcade aligned with the x axis with a uniform magnetic field directed across the arcade
in the z direction. As in Chapter 3, we were interested in the influence of longitudinal structuring
of the equilibrium density profile, while the arcade is invariant in the transverse direction. Linear
perturbations are introduced about this equilibrium and the linear MHD equations in the zero /?
limit are applied. From the MHD equations we derived the equations which governed the total
pressure perturbation for a general density stratification. In our study we consider three density
profiles, the first for a homogeneous arcade, the second considering an exponential stratification
over the full longitudinal length, and the third profile has both uniform and stratified regions.

The homogeneous arcade is considered in order to understand its basic modes of oscillation. In
this case we derive an explicit dispersion relation and the eigenfunctions have a simple sine or

cosine dependence. The dispersion relation's explicit form makes it straightforward to see that
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the phase speed of all modes asymptote to the Alfven speed in the short wavelength limit, and
no modes propagate with a finite phase speed in the long wavelength limit. We also construct the
ratio (P1/P2) of the periods of the fundamental mode and its first harmonic, which is expected
to prove to be a useful tool in the field of coronal seismology (Andries et al. 2005; McEwan et
al. 2006). The ratio P1/P2 shows a similar behaviour in this model to previous findings, taking
a value of 2 in the long wavelength limit and falling monotonically to 1 in the short wavelength
limit.

The second density profile we examined provides an exponentially stratified environment, result¬
ing in a dense footpoint region compared with the apex. The level of stratification is governed
by a parameter ot\ we choose a = 2.3, which provides a difference in density between apex and
footpoint by a factor of 100 (which is illustrative of the difference between typical coronal and
photospheric regions). The equilibrium is symmetric about the summit of the arcade. We took
advantage of symmetry and considered modes that are even or odd disturbances about the apex.

We derived dispersion relations for even and odd modes. These take a transcendental form as a

result of the introduction of structuring. The stratification has been chosen in such a way that
it effectively adds density to the arcade compared with the uniform case, and hence a reduction
in oscillatory frequency is noted. Although the dispersion relations for odd and even modes are

transcendental, approximate solutions have been derived. Also in the short wavelength limit we
can derive an approximate solution which is identical for both even and odd modes. This points
to the fact that the frequencies of consecutive even and odd modes converge for growing kL. This
approximation in the short wavelength limit also points to the floor value of c/vao -» exp(—a),
rather than c/vao —> 1 which is a case in the homogeneous arcade. The modification in the os¬

cillatory frequencies of the fundamental even and odd modes results in a change in the behaviour
of -P1/-P2, which is now seen to fall below 2 in the long wavelength limit but is still monotonic
decreasing towards unity in the short wavelength limit. The eigenfunctions are also modified by
the density structuring, developing oscillations in the region of the footpoints and even the funda¬
mental mode may have more than one extrema in some cases.

It has been observed that the change from photospheric to coronal conditions occurs very rapidly
over the height of the chromosphere. The previous density profile did not account for this rapid
change as it displayed a much more gradual variation. To improve upon this, we introduced a

piecewise continuous density profile with uniform corona and exponentially stratified chromo-
spheric region. As in the previous case the stratification has added to the overall density of the
arcade compared with a uniform arcade (it they are matched at the apex), which results in a reduc¬
tion in frequency compared with the uniform case. Again we derived transcendental dispersion
relations for even and odd modes separately, but it is found that the phase speeds of consecutive
even and odd modes rapidly converge on crossing the c/vao = 1 threshold. As the nature of the
solution in the coronal region changes from trigonometric to hyperbolic on crossing c/vao =
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mode interaction is necessary, which is apparent in the presence of avoided crossings. It has al¬
ready been mentioned that the dispersion curves cross the c/vaq = 1, line so the floor value has
been modified when compared with the homogeneous case; it may be argued that the floor value
now lies in the range [exp(—a(W/L — 1), 1)].

The influence of this density stratification on the ratio P1/P2 is found to be the same as in the
previous case, with a shift below 2 in the long wavelength limit; but it retains the monotonic
decay towards 1 in the short wavelength limit. For this density profile, which resulted in mode
interactions between the fundamental and first even modes, P\ and P3, we find the curve P1/P3
is not monotonic, having local minima, which corresponds to the avoided crossings between these
modes. This is interesting to note as in a situation where even and odd modes are not decoupled
(for example, when the equilibrium is non-symmetric), as they are in this case, this behaviour may
also become apparent in P1/P2. The modes are seen to display a large number of interactions
as the coronal depth varies. These interactions result in the extrema of the eigenfunctions being
exchanged between the coronal and chromospheric regions.

Therefore it is clear that the influence of stratification upon this simple model of a coronal arcade
results in several interesting modifications to the behaviour, both for the frequencies and eigen¬
functions of the resultant modes. Changes to the frequency should be noted in the area of coronal
seismology as they are important for such quantities as P1/P2.

In Chapter 5 we returned to the study of an isolated magnetic flux tube, as in Chapter 3, and
again we considered the effect of longitudinal structuring. However, in Chapter 5 we examined
the effect of the three density profiles used in Chapter 4. The homogeneous case is the same as

that examined in Chapter 2, if line-tying is introduced, and provides us with a basic case to refer
back to. The first of the stratified density profiles is purely exponential, so shows a gradual change
from for coronal to photospheric levels. Initially, only internal stratification was introduced and
resulted in significant modifications to oscillatory frequency, when compared with a uniform loop
which matches the stratified loop at the apex. We also compare the stratified loop with a uniform
loop containing equal mass; in this case, a much improved agreement between the oscillatory
frequency is noted. Also for higher levels of stratification, mode interactions are observed; inter¬
estingly, these appear to correspond to the actual crossings of modes of the uniform loop which
have different longitudinal wavenumbers. As the level of stratification increases the loop becomes
denser in comparison to its surroundings and becomes a more efficient waveguide. This is illus¬
trated by the fact that if pi(L)/pi(0) = 200, the loop supports the fundamental kink mode and
also the first three kink harmonics as trapped modes in the thin tube limit. Interestingly, the fast
sausage mode is never supported as a trapped mode in the thin tube limit.

Next we considered a uniform loop embedded in a stratified environment. It is found that envi¬
ronmental stratification results in small modifications to the oscillatory frequency compared with
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a uniform loop matching the stratified loop at the apex. As found in Chapter 3, the environmen¬
tal stratification is important in determining the cutoff frequency: the addition of density to the
environment reduces the cutoff frequency, which results in an enhancement in leakage. Again a

more accurate match between the stratified and uniform environments is obtained if the integrated
densities are matched rather than matching the profiles at the apex. As in Chapter 3, increasing the
level of stratification about a uniform loop results in a reduction in cutoff frequency to the point
where the loop no longer supports trapped modes. Even the fundamental kink mode can be found
to be leaky in the thin tube limit, for certain levels of stratification.

The final case considered with this density profile was to combine both internal and external
stratification; we also assumed the photospheric surface is uniform. It is found that in this case

the approximation of using a uniform loop which matches the stratified case at the apex is very

poor due to the modifications in both frequencies and cutoff frequency. However, a more effective
method of approximating the stratified case by a uniform case is to match the integrated densities
in each of the appropriate regions. In the case where environmental stratification was considered
alone, it was found that for certain levels of stratification the fundamental kink mode no longer
propagated as a trapped mode in the thin tube limit. However, when stratification of the loop is
also taken into count this result was lost and the fundamental kink mode was found to propagate
as a trapped mode in the thin tube limit.

The final density profile considered was chosen to more accurately represent the rapid transition
between the corona and the photosphere. The profile has a uniform coronal region lying above
a rapidly changing chromospheric layer. In this more realistic case the difference in integrated
density between the stratified and uniform cases which are matched at the apex is small when
compared with the previous case. Although this profile produces similar behaviours to the previ¬
ous case there are less strong effects. As a result, the approximation obtained using a uniform loop
which matches the stratified one at the apex produces excellent agreement. Also it is found that the
oscillatory frequency is insensitive to the chromospheric depth in the realistic range. These results
demonstrate the robust nature of the Edwin and Roberts (1983) model and gives confidence to the
results of coronal seismology based on this model. Nonetheless, if observational data of sufficient
accuracy were to become available, it should prove possible to probe stratification effects through
the use of more complex models such as that investigated here.
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6.1 Future work

6.1.1 Longitudinal flows

Observations show that many coronal loops support field aligned flows. The model considered
in Chapter 2 has been extended to include a field aligned flow (Terra-Homem et ah, 2003). This
flow lesults in a floppier shift and results in a distinction between modes propagating with the flow
and modes propagating against the flow. It would be of interest to extend the coronal loop models
considered in Chapters 2 and 5, incorporating a field aligned flow. Due to the structuring along
the loop it would be important to enforce a uniform mass flux in order to preserve the structural
features of the equilibrium; this would lead to the flow being dependent on the coordinate along
the magnetic field. If such a model is to be developed, care would be required in deriving the
boundary conditions equivalent to the ones used for a static equilibrium (see (1.44) and (1.45)
in chapter 1) as the inclusion of a field aligned flow would alter these conditions, requiring the
continuity of the loop displacement rather than velocity.

If such a model was developed it would not only be applicable to coronal loops but, with slight
modification to the structure of the equilibrium, it may also be applied to a prominence fibril where
flows have also been observed.

6.1.2 Azimuthal symmetry

In this thesis the only loop models are those which are cylindrically symmetric but this need
not be the case. There are two aspects to this symmetry the first being a loop of non-circular
cross-section; for example, an elliptical cross-section has been considered in Ruderman (2003).
However the second aspect, which is to include a density profile with azimuthal dependence,
breaks this symmetry and has not yet been tackled. This would be an interesting problem to take on
as there would no longer be the distinction between sausage, kink and fluting modes, the resulting
oscillations being a superposition of all three types of mode. The idea of a purely sausage, kink or
fluting mode seems unlikely in reality even if a mode of oscillation may be predominately of one
of the three classes of modes. This model would take a step towards addressing this idea.

6.1.3 Radial profiles

Throughout this thesis boundary of the loop has been taken as a sharp boundary but in reality the
boundary would be replaced by a smooth transition from the loop into the environment. As a first
step towards modelling a loop of continuous radial profile a slab structure may be considered,
where the fast and Alfven modes remain decoupled in the f3 — 0 limit and an analytical solution
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is available for certain density profiles (Nakariakov and Roberts, 1995). The density profile may

have to be assumed to be of separable form p{r,z) — pr(r)pz(z). However, a smoothly varying
radial profile in a cylindrical geometry would result in coupling between the fast and Alfven
modes. This coupling occurs at resonant points where the fast mode drives an Alfven mode,
resulting in the damping of the fast mode. The extra complication of mode coupling may mean no

analytical solution can be found and a numerical approach would be required.

We have touched on three aspects of the coronal loop model that needs addressing and are reason¬

ably straightforward to tackle. However, there are many more aspects to be explored but it is not

easy to see how to proceed analytically. For example, loop curvature could well be an important
factor and first steps in understanding the effect of curved structures on oscillatory modes have
been taken in analytical models of a 2D nature (e.g. Diaz and Roberts, 2006) but to incorpo¬
rate curvature in a 3D cylindrical loop requires the use of toroidal coordinates. In this geometry
even an appropriate equilibrium is not straightforward (Van Doorsselaere et al., 2004) and these
complications are reflected in the subsequent wave analysis and their results.



Appendix A

Derivation of equation (3.30)

In this Appendix a derivation of equation (3.30) is given. This equation is a result of the appli¬
cation of boundary conditions (3.7) at the interfaces z = ±W. These boundary conditions imply
that the total pressure perturbation must be continuous across this boundary, leading to the re¬

quirement that hfl(z) be continuous across this boundary. Also, the perturbed magnetic field must
be continuous and, as a result of the ideal induction equation (1.19), viz.

0Bi
dt

= V x (vi X B0) , (A.l)

the z derivative of the velocity field must be continuous across this boundary. This tells us that
dhen
dz is also continuous across this boundary.

The general solution to equation (3.11) for an even disturbance about the apex (z = 0) is

'

Ai sin{MZhe{z + L)), —L < z < —W ,

hen{z) = A2 cos(M£z) , -W < z < W,
^ A3 sin(MZhe(L - z)), W < z < L,

and its first derivative is

(A.2)

dK
dz

'

A\M^he cos(MZhe(z + L)), —L < z < -W,
-A2M* sin(M^), -W<z<W,
A3M^he cos {M£he(L -z)), W <z <L.

(A.3)

Imposing the continuity of (A.2) and (A.3) (taking advantage of the symmetry at the loop apex

z = 0), we obtain

A2cos[M^W] = —A3 s'm[M^he(L - W)} (A.4)
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and

-A2M*sm[MZW] = -A3M^hecos[M^e(L - W)}.rche/ (A.5)

These expressions provide a linear homogeneous system for A2 and A3, which has a non-trivial
solution if its determinant vanishes. This gives

M® cos[M%W] cos[M® (L - W)] - M® sin[M%W] sin[M®he(L - W)} = 0.

Equation (A.6) is equivalent to equation (3.30), viz.

M®'1® cot [M^e(L - W) = tan [M%W].

(A.6)

(A.7)

In the above derivation it has been assumed the M® and M^he are real. However, if this is not the
case then similar expressions can be derived in terms of hyperbolic functions either by writing the
solution to equation (3.11) in terms of such functions or by using the relations

sin(ia;) = —isinh(x) andcos(ia;) = cosh(a:). (A.8)

Equation (3.31) for the odd modes is derived by a similar method, as are equations (3.34) and
(3.35).
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Expansions for the solutions of
equations (4.28) and (4.29)

The expansions for the (s + \)th zero, zs+1, of

Jl,(z)Yu{\z) - Jl/(Xz)Yiy(z)

given by

o , P , 1 - P2 , r ~ 4P1 + 2P3 ,

Za+l -P+p + -p- + £5 + -
where coefficients (3, p, q and r are defined by

<7 =

(s + 1)7T
P

[I ~ 1
A - 1 ' " 8A

(Ar-l)(/r-25)(A3-l)

p = \vl

(/r - 1)(M2 - 114/i + 1073)(A5 - 1)

Choosing

kL
v =

a

6(4A)3(A - 1)

A = exp(a),and

r =

5(4A)5(A - 1)

z =
ckL

vaooi

(B.l)

(B.2)

(B.3)

(B.4)

(B.5)

expression (B.l) is of the same form as dispersion relation (4.28). We then obtain the expansion:

c a(s + 1)7T
vao kL(exp(a) — 1)

1 +
(4k2L2 — a2)(exp(a) — 1)^

8a2 exp(a)(s + l)27r2
(B.6)

for the sth harmonic (with s = 0 corresponding to the fundamental mode).
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For the even modes we can make use of the same expansion (B.2) which provides an expansion
for a large zero of (not necessarily the (s + l)th zero) of

X(z)Yu(Xz) - MXz)Yl(z). (B.7)

Note for this case the coefficients /3, p, q and r are defined by

—2'

(p2 + 46/i — 63)A3 — (p — l)(p — 25)
6(4A)3(A - 1)

(B.9)

(/r3 + 185p2 - 2053p + 1899)A5 - (p - 1 ){p2 - lUp + 1073)
r=

5(4A)»(A - 1) ' <B '0)
Again, choosing

k jJ-j ckL
u = —, A = exp(a), and z= , (B. 11)

a vao&

we find expression (B.7) is of the same for as dispersion relation (4.29). Hence we obtain the
expansion for the phase speed

c cr(s — \)it
vao kL(exp(a) — 1)

1 t [k2L2(4exp(a) — 1) + a2(exp(a) + a2)](exp(a) — 1)1 ^
o„.2 ~YZ7YuZ 172^2 + -

(B.12)
8a2exp(a)(s — ^)27r2

with s = 0,1,2 It should be noted that this is not necessarily for the (s + l)th even harmonic
since expansion (B.2) is for a large zero of (B.7).



Appendix C

The arcade dispersion relation

In the investigation of dispersion relation (4.28) for the odd modes of a coronal arcade it is in¬
teresting to examine the behaviour for large values of kL. This requires the use of expansions
of Bessel functions and Yu(\v) as v —> oo. It is important to note whether A > 1 or

0 < A < 1 as the expansions for these two cases are different. From the argument in Chapter
4 based on the fact that the solution of equation (4.21) must have a region inside [0, L\ where its
solution is oscillatory in nature which implies some where in this region

c2 exp(2az/L)
_ 1 > Q (C.l)

so if there is a solution then this condition must be satisfied at z = L. Therefore

c2 exp(2a)
^2 (C.2)

and so

cexp(a)
> i

vao
(C.3)

Therefore the expansions

(C.4)

cosf— a /c2 exP(2a) _ kLV Q V Va° a
^ sec

-l (£iS?1) - b)
182
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and

Yk\L (cexp(a) kL\ ^ I 2
a \ vA0 a J Y *kL ^°2exP(2a) ^

(C.5)

sin iTTT _ sec-" (^M) -1.)
are employed. We have seen from the solution of the full dispersion relation that c/vao < 1 as

kL —> oo and so we also use the expansions:

(C,6)
a v^° a J /2vrf ,/T^g V v2a

and

(c.7,
a a

Now substituting expansions (C.4), (C.5), (C.6) and (C.7) in dispersion relation (4.28), we obtain
the expression for the dispersion relation for large kL:

\ fcAjc2exp(2a)_i
COS (^) - b) ■

"AO

h-K— . 1 Sp-2 Q V "AO

2

exp(2a) -|

2"^ 1
AO

sin _ ! - U sec"' (£^2l) - J*
(C.8)

exP vr

V a V "AO

= 0

Since

1 —% sech 1 (—— ) < 0 (C.9)
*4) Wo,
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the second term in equation (C.8) goes to zero. Hence equation (C.8) is satisfied when

kL /c2exp(2a) kL ! /cexp(o;) \ 1
a y v"

This is equivalent to

cos —a * 1 sec ) — -7T = 0. (C.10)
a \l vin a \ vA0 J 4

kL ( I c2 exp(2a) 1 _x [ cexp(a) _ (4n - 1)tt
a \V VA0 \ VAO J) 4 • •

As the right handside of equation (C.l l)is finite and kL -» oo then the term in parenthesis must
tend to zero, which occurs as ce^°^ -> 1. Hence, Taylor expanding the term in parenthesis about
£iEEM = l, we find

VAO

kL (2y/2 /cexp(a) \ 2\
_ (4n — l)-7r

a \ 6 \ vao

Thus,

(C.12)

^ = exp(-n) ' +exp(-a), (C.13)
or in terms of frequency

— = exp(-a) p(4n~ 1)7ra(fcL)|V +exp(~a)kL. (C.14)
vao \ 8v2 /

A similar approach is can be used to derive an identical expression for the asymptotic behaviour
of the even modes described in dispersion relation (4.29).
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Derivation of solution (4.24)

To obtain solutions to equation (4.21) we start with the equation (Watson, 1952, p. 98)

d?y
+

dz2

which has solution

ir'(z) a \rm2 r 5

2 iy(z) 4 \ ip'(z) J \ (z) -v2 + l\{iM4 J X .

y = 0

y =

where £ is a Bessel function. Letting i/>(,z) = aexp(z), equation (D.l) reduces to

+ [a2 exp(22;) - v2\ y = 0

and it follows from equation (D.2) this has solution

y = £v{oi exp(x)).

Now making the change of variable z = (3x, equation (D.3) becomes

d2y
dx2

+ [a2 (32 exp(2fix) — z^2/32] y = 0.

Letting 7 = a/3 and rj — u/3 equation (D.5) becomes

^ + [72 exp(2/3x) - v2} y = 0,

(D.l)

(D.2)

(D.3)

(D.4)

(D.5)

(D.6)
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which is of the same form as (4.21) which we wish to solve. Equation (D.6) has solution

y = (jj exp(f3x)^J . (D.7)
Thus, written in the conventional Bessel function form:

y = AJ* (jj exp(fix)^ + BY* exp(/3z)^ . (D.8)

This solution can also be obtained by using the change of variables z — {$ exp(fJx) in equation
(D.6), leading to a Bessel equation of the form

d2y +^+(l-YL)h = 0, (D.9)dz2 z dz \ (32z
2

which has solutions (assuming ^ > 0)

y{z) = AJ* (z) + BY* (z). (D. 10)

Returning to the original variables,

y(z) = AJ* (lex.p(/3x)) + BY*(^exp(fix)). (D.ll)



Appendix E

Derivation of dispersion relation (4.44)

We now derive dispersion relation (4.44) for the odd modes of a longitudinally structured coronal
arcade described in Chapter 4. This structuring is in the form of a non-uniform Alfven profile
va{z), which has been chosen to lefiecl rapid change in density between the coiona and photo¬
sphere over the relatively small chromospheric region:

vao exp (a(z + W)/L), —L < z < —W
vA{z) = < vao , -W < z < W (E.l)

v,4oexp (~a(z - W)/L), W<z<L.

The speed va(z) is symmetric about z = 0 and therefore we may separate our consideration of
even and odd modes. Also, as a result of this symmetry, we need only consider the region z > 0.
Equation (4.7). viz.

d2h ( lj2
dA + {^j-k)h = 0' (R2>

takes the form

d2h ( u]2 \
-—"2 + ( -y-exp(2a(z - W)/L) - k2 J h = 0 (E.3)dz V VA0 /

in the chromospheric region W < z < L, with solution

h(z) = AJkL (—— exp(a(z — W)/L) J + BYkL ( exp(a(2: — VE")/L)^ . (E.4)
a \avAo J a \oiVAo J
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This has derivative

AJ'kL (^exP(a(* - W)/L)) +dh
_ a; exp(g(z—W)/L)

(E.5)

(^exp(a(^-W)/L))
In the homogeneous coronal region, —W < z < W, equation (E.2) take the form

+ MqH = 0 , (E.6)
cPh 21

i? + Mo'

Mq = kz . (E.7)
v.

where Mo is defined by

t
2
JA0

Equation (E.6) has solution

h(z) = C s'm(Moz), Mq > 0, (E.8)

assuming Mq > 0 and we have also enforced the condition h(z = 0) = 0 in order to obtain the
solution corresponding an odd disturbance about z = 0.

To obtain the dispersion relation we seek we must apply an appropriate set of boundary conditions
at the interface z = W:

[v1] = [B1] = [Pt] = 0, (E.9)

as discussed in Chapter 1. To satisfy boundary conditions (E.9) it is required that h(z) and it
derivative be continuous across the interface z = W. This leads to the conditions

AJkL () + BYul () - Csm(M0W) = 0 (E.10)
« \ avAo J a V ayAO J

for the continuity of h(z) at z — W, and

CO

VAO
AJ'kL (—) +BYU f—)

Q \avAoJ oc \avAoJ
- CM0 cosM0W = 0. (E. 11)

Also the line-tying condition h(z = L) = 0 must be enforced, providing the condition

AJkL (-^exp {a{L-W)/L)) + BYkL ( exp(a(L-W)/L)) =0. (E.12)
q \ avAo J a \ oivAO J

Setting the determinant of this system of linear equations (E.10), (E.l 1) and (E.12) to zero gives
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the dispersion relation we desire:

w\/ c
VA

ckL \ \
*vAo) J

1 U". )■~YtU". % U*,1.) )
(E.13)

Here we have written the result in terms of the phase speed c = Throughout this derivation
it has been assumed that Mq = k2 - lj >0. Equivalent dispersion relations can be
obtained, for Mq < 0, in terms of hyperbolic functions. Also a similar approach can be taken to
find the dispersion relation for the even modes.
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